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the mantle Is far far greater
than the intellect

elder boyd K packer

the fact that I1 speak quite directly on a most important subject
will I1 hope be regarded as something of a tribute to you who are our
loyal devoted and inspired associates

I1 have come to believe that it is the tendency for many members
of the church who spend a great deal of time in academic research to
begin to judge the church its doctrine organization and leader-
ship present and past by the principles of their own profession oftt-
imes this is done unwittingly and some of it perhaps is not
harmful

it is an easy thing for a man with extensive academic training to
measure the church using the principles he has been taught in his
professional training as his standard in my mind it ought to be the
other way around A member of the church ought always par-
ticularlyticularly if he is pursuing extensive academic studies to judge the
professions of man against the revealed word of the lord

many disciplines are subject to this danger over the years I1 have
seen many members of the church lose their testimonies and yield
their faith as the price for academic achievement many others have
been sorely tested let me illustrate

during my last year as one of the supervisors of seminaries and
institutes of religion a seminary teacher went to a large university in
the east to complete a doctorate in counseling and guidance the
ranking authority in that field was there and quickly took an interest
in this personable clean cut very intelligent young latter day saint

our teacher attracted attention as he moved through the course
work with comparative ease and his future looked bright indeed
that is until he came to the dissertation he chose to study the ward
bishop as a counselor

elder boyd K packer is a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles the church ofjesusofjesus christ of
latter day saints he presented this address at the fifth annual church educational system religious
educators symposium 22 august 1981 brigham young university provo utah
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at that time I1 was called as one of the general authorities and
helped him obtain authorization to interview and send question-
naires to a cross section of bishops

in the dissertation he described the calling and ordination of a
bishop described the power of discernment the right of a bishop to
receive revelation and his right to spiritual guidance his doctoral
committee did not understand this they felt it had no place in a
scholarly paper and insisted that he take it out

he came to see me I1 read his dissertation and suggested that he
satisfy their concern by introducing the discussion on spiritual matters
with a statement such as the latter day saints believe the bishop has
spiritual power or they claim that there is inspiration from god
attending the bishop in his calling

but the committee denied him even this it was obvious that
they would be quite embarrassed to have this ingredient included in a
scholarly dissertation

it is as paul said the natural man receivethreceiveth not the things of
the spirit of god for they are foolishness unto him neither can he
know them because they are spiritually discerned 1 corinthians
214

he was reminded of his very great potential and was told that
with some little accommodation specifically leaving out all the
spiritual references his dissertation would be published and his
reputation established they predicted that he would become an
authority in the field

he was tempted perhaps once established he could then insert
this spiritual ingredient back into his work then as an established
authority he could really help the church

but something stood in the way his faith his integrity so he
did the best he could with his dissertation it did not contain enough
of the spirit to satisfy him and too much to have been fully accepted
by his worldly professors but he received his degree

his dissertation is not truly the scholarly document it might have
been because the most essential ingredient is missing revelation is
so central a part of a bishops experience in counseling that any study
which ignores it cannot be regarded as a scholarly work

he returned to the modest income and to the relative obscurity
of the church educational system

I1 talked to this teacher a day or two ago we talked about his
dissertation and the fact that it was never published he has been a
great influence among the youth of the church he did the right
thing he summed up his experience this way the mantle is far
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far greater than the intellect the priesthood is the guiding power
his statement becomes the title for this talk and embodies what I1
hope to convey to you

I1 must not be too critical of those professors they do not know
of the things of the spirit one can understand their position it is
another thing however when we consider members of the church
particularly those who hold the priesthood and have made covenants
in the temple many do not do as my associate did rather they
capitulate cross over the line and forsake the things of the spirit
thereafter they judge the church the doctrine and the leadership
by the standards of their academic profession

this problem has affected some of those who have taught and
have written about the history of the church these professors say of
themselves that religious faith has little influence on mormon
scholars they say this because obviously they are not simply latter
day saints but are also intellectuals trained for the most part in
secular institutions they would that some historians who are latter
day saints write history as they were taught in graduate school rather
than as mormonscormonsMormons

if we are not careful very careful and if we are not wise very
wise we first leave out of our professional study the things of the
spirit the next step soon follows we leave the spiritual things out
of our lives

I1 want to read to you a most significant statement by president
joseph F smith a statement that you would do well to keep in mind
in your teaching and research and one which will serve as somewhat
of a text for my remarks to you

it has not been by the wisdom of man that this people have been
directed in their course until the present it has been by the wisdom of
him who is above man and whose knowledge is greater than that of
man and whose power is above the power of man the hand of
the lord may not be visible to all there may be many who can not
discern the workings of gods will in the progress and development of
this great latter day work but there are those who see in every hour and
in every moment of the existence of the church from its beginning
until now the overruling almighty kandhandbandbany of him who sent his only
begotten son to the worldtoworld to become a saciificeforsacrifice fortor the sin odtheof nhethenae world I11

if we do not keep this constantly in mind that the lord directs
this church we may lose our way in the world of intellectual and
scholarly research

joseph F smith in conference report apraar 1904 p 2 emphasis added
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you seminary teachers and some of you institute and BYU men
will be teaching the history of the church this school year this is an
unparalleled opportunity in the lives of your students to increase their
faith and testimony of the divinity of this work your objective
should be that they will see the hand of the lord in every hour and
every moment of the church from its beginning till now

As one who has taken the journey a number of times I1 offer four
cautions before you begin

FIRST CAUTION

there is no such thing as an accurate objective history of the
church without consideration of the spititualpowersspiritual powers that attend this
work

there is no such thing as a scholarly objective study of the office
of bishop without consideration of spiritual guidance of discern-
ment and of revelation that is not scholarship accordingly I1
repeat there is no such thing as an accurate or objective history of the
church which ignores the spirit

you might as well try to write the biography of mendelssohn
without hearing or mentioning his music or write the life of rem-
brandt without mentioning light or canvas or color

if someone who knew very little about music should write a
biography of mendelssohn one who had been trained to have a feel-
ing for music would recognize that very quickly that reader would
not be many pages into the manuscript before he would know that a
most essential ingredient had been left out

mendelssohn no doubt would emerge as an ordinary man
perhaps not an impressive man at all that which makes him most
worth remembering would be gone without it he would appear at
best eccentric certainly controversy would develop over why a
biography at all whoever should read th biography would not
know really know mendelssohn at all this even though the
biographer might have invested exhaustive research in his project and
might have been accurate in every other detail

and if you viewed rembrandt only in black and white you
would miss most of his inspiration

those of us who are extensively engaged in researching the
wisdom of man including those who write and those who teach
church history are not immune from these dangers I1 have walked
that road of scholarly research and study and know something of the
dangers if anything we are more vulnerable than those in some of
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the other disciplines church history can be so interesting and so in-
spiring as to be a very powerful tool indeed for building faith if not
properly written or properly taught it may be a faith destroyer

president brigham young admonished karl G maeser not to
teach even the times table without the spirit of the lord how much
more essential is that spirit in the research the writing and the
teaching of church history

if we who research write and teach the history of the church ig-
nore the spiritual on the pretext that the world may not understand
it our work will not be objective and if for the same reason we
keep it quite secular we will produce a history that is not accurate and
not scholarly this in spite of the extent of research or the nature of
the individual statements or the incidents which are included as part
of it and notwithstanding the training or scholarly reputation of the
one who writes or teaches it we would end up with a history with
the one most essential ingredient left out

those who have the spirit can recognize very quickly whether
something is missing in a written church history this in spite of the
fact that the author may be a highly trained historian and the reader
is not and I1 might add we have been getting a great deal of ex-
perienceperience in this regard in the past few years

president wilford woodruff warned 1 I will here say god has
inspired me to keep a journalajournalaljournal and history of this church and I1 warn
the future historians to give credence to my history of this church
and kingdom for my testimony is true and the truth of its record
will be manifest in the world to come 2

SECOND CAUTION

there is a temptation for the writer or the teacher of church
history to want to tell everything whether it is worthy or faith
promoting or not

some things that are true are not very useful
historians seem to take great pride in publishing something new

particularly if it illustrates a weakness or mistake of a prominent
historical figure for some reason historians and novelists seem to
savor such things if it related to a living person it would come under

milfordwilford woodruff journal 6 july 1877 microfilm of holograph wilford woodruff collection
library archives of the historical department the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah emphasis added spelling and punctuation have been standardized
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the heading of gossip history can be as misleading as gossip and
much more difficult often impossible to verify

the writer or the teacher who has an exaggerated loyalty to the
theory that everything must be told is laying a foundation for his own
judgment he should not complain if one day he himself receives as
he has given perhaps that is what is contemplated in having ones
sins preached from the housetops

some time ago a historian gave a lecture to an audience of college
students on one of the past presidents of the church it seemed to be
his purpose to show that that president was a man subject to the
foibles of men he introduced many so called facts that put that
president in a very unfavorable light particularly when they were
taken out of the context of the historical period in which he lived

someone who was not theretofore acquainted with this historical
figure particularly someone not mature must have come away very
negatively affected those who were unsteady in their convictions
surely must have had their faith weakened or destroyed

I1 began teaching seminary under abel S rich principal he was
the second seminary teacher employed by the church and a man of
maturity wisdom and experience among the lessons I1 learned from
him was this when I1 want to know about a man I1 seek out those
who know him best I1 do not go to his enemies but to his friends he
would not confide in his enemy you could not know the innermost
thoughts of his heart by consulting those who would injure him

we are teachers and should know the importance of the principle
of prerequisites it is easily illustrated with thesubjectthe subject of chemistry
no responsible chemist would advise and no reputable school would
permit a beginning student to register for advanced chemistry
without a knowledge of the fundamental principles of chemistry
the advanced course would be a destructive mistake even for a very
brilliant beginning student even that brilliant student would need
some knowledge of the elements of atoms and molecules of elec-
trons of valence of compounds and properties to let a student pro-
ceed without the knowledge of fundamentals would surely destroy his
interest in and his future with the field of chemistry

the same point may be made with reference to so called sex
education there are many things that are factual even elevating
about this subject there are other aspects of this subject that are so
perverted and ugly it does little good to talk of them at all some
things cannot be safely taught to little children or to those who are
not eligible by virtue of age or maturity or authorizing ordinance to
understand them
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teaching some things that are true prematurely or at the wrong
time can invite sorrow and heartbreak instead of the joy intended to
accompany learning

what is true with these two subjects is if anything doubly true
in the field of religion the scriptures teach emphatically that we
must give milk before meat the lord made it very clear that some
things are to be taught selectively and some things are to be given
only to those who are worthy

it matters very much not only what we are told but when we are
told it be careful that you build faith rather than destroy itit

president william E berrett has told us how grateful he is that a
testimony that the past leaders of the church were prophets of god
was firmly fixed in his mind before he was exposed to some of the so
called facts that historians have put in their published writings

this principle of prerequisites is so fundamental to all education
that I1 have never been quite able to understand why historians are so
willing to ignore it and if those outside the church have little to
guide them but the tenets of their profession those inside the
church should know better

some historians write and speak as though the only ones to read
or listen are mature experienced historians they write and speak to
a very narrow audience unfortunately many of the things they tell
one another are not uplifting go far beyond the audience they may
have intended and destroy faith

what that historian did with the reputation of the president of
the church was not worth doing he seemed determined to convince
everyone that the prophet was a man we knew that already all of
the prophets and all of the apostles have been men it would have
been much more worthwhile for him to have convinced us that the
man was a prophet a fact quite as true as the fact that he was a man

he has taken something away from the memory of a prophet he
has destroyed faith I1 remind you of the truth shakespeare taught
ironically spoken by lago

who steals my purse steals trash tis something nothing
twas mine tis his and has been slave to thousands

but he that filches from me my good name
robs me of that which not enriches him

and makes me poor indeed 3

the sad thing is that he may have in years past taken great in-
terest inin those who led the church and desired to draw close to them

othello act 3 sc 3 lines 157 61
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but instead of following that long steep discouraging and occa-
sionallysionally dangerous path to spiritual achievement instead of going up
to where they were he devised a way of collecting mistakes and
weaknesses and limitations to compare with his own in that sense he
has attempted to bring a historical figure down to his level and in that
way feel close to him and perhaps justify his own weaknesses

I1 agree with president stephen L richards who stated

if a man of history has secured over the years a high place in the
esteem ofhis countrymen and fellow men and has become imbedded in
their affections it has seemingly become a pleasing pastime for re-
searchers and scholars to delve into the past of such a man discover if
may be some of his weaknesses and then write a book exposing hither-
to unpublished alleged factual findings all of which tends to rob the
historic character of the idealistic esteem and veneration in which he
may have been held through the years

this I1 debunking we are told is in the interest of realism that
the facts should be known if an historic character has made a great con-
tributiontribution to country and society and if his name and his deeds have
been used over the generations to foster high ideals of character and ser-
vice what good is to be accomplished by digging out of the past and ex-
ploitingploiting weaknesses which perhaps a generous contemporary public
forgave and subdued4subdued4

that historian or scholar who delights in pointing out the
weaknesses and frailties of present or past leaders destroys faith A
destroyer of faith particularly one within the church and more par-
ticularlyticularly one who is employed specifically to build faith places
himself in great spiritual jeopardy he is serving the wrong master
and unless he repents he will not be among the faithful in the
eternities

one who chooses to follow the tenets of his profession regardless
of how they may injure the church or destroy the faith of those not
ready for advanced history is himself in spiritual jeopardy if that
one is a member of the church he has broken his covenants and will
be accountable after all of the tomorrows of mortality have been
finished he will not stand where he might have stood

I1 recall a conversation with president henry D moyle we were
driving back from arizona and were talking about a man who
destroyed the faith of young people from the vantage point of a
teaching position someone asked president moyle why this man was
still a member of the church when he did things like that he is

estephenstephen4stephen L richards where Is wisdom salt lake city deseret book co 1955 p 155
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not a member of the church president moyle answered firmly
another replied that he had not heard of his excommunication he
has excommunicated himself president moyle responded he has
cut himself off from the spirit of god whether or not we get around
to holding a court doesnt matter that much he has cut himself off
from the spirit of the lord

THIRD CAUTION

in an effort to be objective impartial andscholarlyand scholarly a writer or a
teacher may unwittingly be giving equal time to the adversary

someone told of the man who entitled his book an unbiased
history of the civil wurwarwutvarfromtromfrom the southern point of view while we
chuckle at that there is something to be said about presenting
church history from the viewpoint of those who have righteously
lived it the idea that we must be neutral and argue quite as much in
favor of the adversary as we do in favor of righteousness is neither
reasonable nor safe

in the church we are not neutral we are one sided there is a
war going on and we are engaged in it it is the war between good
and evil and we are belligerents defending the good we are
therefore obliged to give preference to and protect all that is
represented in the gospel of jesus christ and we have made
covenants to do it

some of our scholars establish for themselves a posture of
neutrality they call it sympathetic detachment historians are
particularly wont to do that if they make a complimentary statement
about the church they seem to have to counter it with something
that is uncomplimentary

some of them since they are members of the church are quite
embarrassed with the thought that they might be accused of being
partial they care very much what the world thinks and are very
careful to include in their writings criticism of the church leaders of
the past

they particularly strive to be acclaimed as historians as measured
by the worlds standard they would do well to read nephis vision
of the iron rod and ponder verses 24 28

and it came to pass that I1 beheld others pressing forward and they
came forth and caught hold of the end of the rod of iron and they did
press forward through the mist of darkness clinging to the rod of iron
even until they did come forth and partake of the fruit of the tree
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and after they had partakenpartakerpartaken of the fruit of the tree they did cast
their eyes about as if they were ashamed notice the word after he is
talking of those who are partakerspartakers of the goodness of god of church
members

and I1 also cast my eyes round about and beheld on the other side
of the river of water a great and spacious building and it stood as it
were in the air high above the earth

and it was filled with people both old and young both male and
female and their manner of dress was exceeding fine and they were in
the attitude of mocking and pointing their fingers towards those who
had come at and were partaking of the fruit

and after they had tasted of the fruit they were ashamed because
of those that were scoffing at them and they fell away into forbidden
paths and were lost 1 nephi 824 2288 emphasis added I1

and I1 want to say in all seriousness that there is a limit to the pa-
tience of the lord with respect to those who are under covenant to
bless and protect his church and kingdom upon the earth but do not
do it

particularly are we in danger if we are out to make a name for
ourselves if our

hearts are set so much upon the things of this world and aspire to the
honors of men that we do not learn this one lesson

that the rights of the priesthood are inseparably connected with
the powers of heaven and that the powers of heaven cannot be con-
trolled nor handled only upon the principles of righteousness

that they may be conferred upon us it is true but when we under-
take to cover our sins or to gratify our pride our vain ambition or to
exercise control or dominion or compulsion upon the souls of the
children of men in any degree of unrighteousness behold the heavens
withdraw themselves the spirit of the lord is grieved and when it is

withdrawn amen to the priesthood or the authority of that man
behold ere he is aware he is left unto himself to kick against

the pricks to persecute the saints and to fight against god
dacd&c 12135 38

there is much in the scriptures and in our church literature to
convince us that we are at war with the adversary we are not obliged
as a church nor are we as members obliged to accommodate the
enemy in this battle

president joseph fielding smith pointed out that it would be a
foolish general who would give access to all of his intelligence to his
enemy it is neither expected nor necessary for us to accommodate
those who seek to retrieve references from our sources distort them
and use them against us

suppose that a well managed business corporation is threatened
by takeover from another corporation suppose that the corporation
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bent on the takeover is determined to drain off all its assets and then
dissolve this company you can rest assured that the threatened com-
pany would hire legal counsel to protect itself

can you imagine that attorney under contract to protect the
company having fixed in his mind that he must not really take sides
that he must be impartial

suppose that when the records of the company he has been
employed to protect are opened for him to prepare his brief he col-
lects evidence and passes some of it to the attorneys of the enemy
company his own firm may then be in great jeopardy because of his
disloyal conduct

do you not recognize a breach of ethics or integrity or morality
I1 think you can see the point I1 am making those of you who are

employed by the church have a special responsibility to build faith
not destroy it if you do not do that but in fact accommodate the
enemy who is the destroyer of faith you become in that sense a
traitor to the cause you have made covenants to protect

those who have carefully purged their work of any religious faith
in the name of academic freedom or so called honesty ought not ex-
pect to be accommodated in their researches or to be paid by the
church to do it

rest assured also that you will get little truth and less benefit
from those who steal documents or those who deal in stolen goods
there have always been and we have among us today those who seek
entrance to restricted libraries and files to secretly copy material and
steal it away in hopes of finding some detail that has not as yet been
published this in order that they may sell it for money or profit in
some way from its publication or inflate an ego by being first to
publish it

in some cases the motive is to destroy faith if they can and the
church if they are able the church will move forward and their
efforts will be of little moment but such conduct does not go un-
noticed in the eternal scheme of things

we should not be ashamed to be committed to be converted to
be biased in favor of the lord

elderiosepheldereider joseph fielding smith pointed out the fallacy of trying to
work both sides of the street you may as well say that the book of
mormon is not true because it does not give credence to the story the
lamanitesLamanites told of the nephitesNephites 5

joseph fielding smith history 9andandnd history recorders utah genealogicalandhistorkalalagazinegenealogical and historical magazine 16

april 1925 55
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A number of years ago professors from harvard university who
were members of the church invited me to lunch over at the harvard
business school faculty dining room they wanted to know if I1 would
join them in participating in a new publication they wanted me to
contribute to it

they were generous in their compliments saying that because I1
had a doctorate a number of people in the church would listen to
me and being a general authority at that time I1 was an assistant to
the twelve I1 could have some very useful influence

I1 listened to them very attentively but indicated at the close of
the conversation that I1 would not join them I1 asked to be excused
from responding to their request when they asked why I1 told them
this when your associates announced the project they described
how useful it would be to the church a niche that needed to be
filled and then the spokesman said we are all active and faithful
members of the church however

I1 told my two hosts that if the announcement had read we are
active and faithful members of the church therefore I1

would have joined their organization I1 had serious questions about a
however organization I1 have little worry over a therefore

organization
that however meant that they put a condition upon their

church membership and their faith it meant that they put some-
thing else first it meant that they were to judge the church and
gospel and the leaders of it against their own backgrounds and train-
ing it meant that their commitment was partial and that partial
commitment is not enough to qualify one for full spiritual light

I1 would not contribute to publications nor would I1 belong to
organizations that by spirit or inclination are faith destroying there
are plenty of scholars in the world determined to find all secular
truth there are so few of us relatively speaking striving to convey
the spiritual truths who are protecting the church we cannot safely
be neutral

many years ago elder widtsoe made reference to a foolish teacher
in the mutual improvement association who sponsored some debate
with the intent of improving the abilities of the young members of
the church he chose as a subject resolved joseph smith was a
prophet of god unfortunately the con side won

the youngsters speaking in favor of the proposition were not as
clever and their arguments were not as carefully prepared as those of
the opposing side the fact that joseph smith remained a prophet
after the debate was over did not protect some of the participants
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from suffering the destruction of their faith and thereafter conduct-
ing their lives as though joseph smith were not a prophet and as
though the church he founded and the gospel he restored were not
true

FOURTH CAUTION

the final caution concerns the idea that so long as something is

already in print so long as it is available from another source there is

nothing out of order in using it in writing or speaking or teaching
surely you can see the fallacy in that
I1 have on occasion been disappointed when I1 have read

statements that tend to belittle or degrade the church or past leaders
of the church in writings of those who are supposed to be worthy
members of the church when I1 have commented on my disap-
pointment to see that in print the answer has been it was printed
before and its available and therefore I1 saw no reason not to
publish it again

you do not do well to see that it is disseminated it may be read
by those not mature enough for advanced history and a testimony
in seedling stage may be crushed

several years ago president ezra taft benson spoke to you and
said

it has come to our attention that some of our teachers particularly in
our university programs are purchasing writings from known apostates

in an effort to become informed about certain points of view or to
glean from their research you must realize that when you purchase
their writings or subscribe to their periodicals you help sustain their
cause we would hope that their writings not be on your seminary or
institute or personal bookshelves we are entrusting you to represent
the lord and the first presidency to your students not the views of the
detractors of the church 6

I1 endorse that sound counsel to you
remember when you see the bitter apostate you do not see

only an absence of light you see also the presence of darkness
do not spread disease germs
I1 learned a great lesson years ago when I1 interviewed a young

man then in the mission home he was disqualified from serving a
mission he confessed to a transgression that you would think would
never enter the mind of a normal human being

6ezraezradezra taft benson the gospel teacher and his message address delivered to church educational
system personnel 17 september 1976 p 12
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where on earth did you ever get an idea to do something like
that I1 asked

to my great surprise he said from my bishop
he said the bishop in the interview said have you ever done

this have you ever done that have you ever done this other and
described in detail things that the young man had never thought of
they preyed upon his mind until under perverse inspiration the
opportunity presented itself and he fell

dont perpetuate the unworthy the unsavory or the sensa-
tional

some things that are in print go out of print and the old state-
ment good riddance to bad rubbish might apply

elder G homer durham of the first quorum of the seventy
told of counsel he had received from one of his professors who was an
eminent historian you dont write and I1 might add you dont
teach history out of the garbage pails

moroni gave an excellent rule for historians to follow

for behold the spirit of christ is given to every man that he may
know good from evil wherefore I1 show unto you the way to judge for
every thing which invitethinviteth to do good and to persuade to believe in
christ is sent forth by the power and gift of christ wherefore ye may
know with a perfect knowledge itit is of god

but whatsoever thing persuadethpersua deth men to do evil and believe not inin
christ and deny him and serve not god then ye may know with a
perfect knowledge it is of the devil for after this manner doth the devil
work for he persuadethpersuadeth no man to do good no not one neither do
his angels neither do they who subject themselves unto him

moroni 716 17

it makes a great deal of difference whether we regard mortality as
the conclusion and fulfillment of our existence or as a preparation for
an eternal existence as well

those are the cautions I1 give to you who teach and write church
history

there are qualifications to teach or to write the history of this
church if one isis lacking in any one of these qualifications he cannot
properly teach the history of the church he can recite facts and give
a point of view but he cannot properly teach the history of the
church

I1 will state these qualifications in the form of questions so that
you can assess your own qualifications

do you believe that god the father and his sonjesussonjesus christ per-
sonally appeared to the boy prophet joseph smith jr in the year
1820
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do you have personal witness that the father and the son
appeared in all their glory and stood above that young man and in-
structedstruc ted him according to the testimony that he gave to the world in
his published history

do you know that the prophet joseph smiths testimony is true
because you have received a spiritual witness of its truth

do you believe that the church that was restored through him is

in the lords words the only true and living church upon the face
of the whole earth with which I1 the lord am well pleased
dacd&c 130 do you know by the holy ghost that this is the church
ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints restored by heavenly messengers in
this modern era that the church constitutes the kingdom of god on
earth not just an institution fabricated by human agency

do you believe that the successors to the prophet joseph smith
were and are prophets seers and revelatorsrevelatory that revelation from
heaven directs the decisions policies and pronouncements that come
from the headquarters of the church have you come to the settled
conviction by the spirit that these prophets truly represent the
lord

now you obviously noted that I1 did not talk about academic
qualifications facts understanding and scholarship can be attained
by personal study and essential course work the three qualifications
I1 have named come by the spirit to the individual you cant receive
them by secular training or study by academic inquiry or scientific
investigation

I1 repeat if there is a deficiency in any of these then regardless
of what other training an individual possesses he cannot comprehend
and write or teach the true history of this church the things of god
are understood only by one who possesses the spirit of god

now what about that historian who defamed the early president
of the church and may well have weakened or destroyed faith in the
process what about other members of the church who have in their
writings or in their teaching been guilty of something similar

I1 want to say something that may surprise you I1 know of a man
who did something quite as destructive as that who later became the
prophet of the church I1 refer to alma the younger I1 learned about
him from reading the book of mormon which in reality is a very
reliable history of the church in ancient times

you are acquainted with the record of alma as a young man he
followed his father the prophet alma about and ridiculed what his
father preached he was in that period of his life a destroyer of
faith then came a turning point because his father had prayed for
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it he came to himself he changed he became one of the great
men in religious history

I1 want to say something to that historian and to others who may
have placed higher value on intellect than upon the mantle

the brethren then and now are men very ordinary men who
have come for the most part from very humble beginnings we need
your help we desperately need it we cannot research and organize
the history of the church we do not have the time to do it and we
do not have the training that you possess but we do know the spirit
and how essential a part of our history it is ours is the duty to
organize the church to set it in order to confer the keys of authority
to perform the ordinances to watch the borders of the kingdom and
carry burdens heavy burdens for others and for ourselves that you
can know little about

do you know how inadequate we really are compared to the call-
ings we have received can you feel in a measure the weight the
overwhelming weight of responsibility that is ours if you look for
inadequacy and imperfections you can find them quite easily but
you may not feel as we feel the enormous weight of responsibility
associated with the callings that have come to us we are not free to
do some of the things that scholars think would be so reasonable for
the lord will not permit us to do them and it is his church he
presides over it

there is another part of the ongoingon going history of the church that
you may not be acquainted with perhaps I1 can illustrate it for you

A few years ago it was my sad privilege to accompany president
kimball then president of the twelve to a distant stake to replace a
stake leader who had been excommunicated for a transgression our
hearts went out to this good man who had done such an unworthy
thing his sorrow and anguish and suffering brought to my mind the
phrase gall of bitterness

thereafter on intermittent occasions I1 would receive a call from
president kimball have you heard from this brother how is he
doing have you been in touch with him after brother kimball
became president of the church the calls did not cease they in-
creased in frequency

one day I1 received a call from the president 1 I have been think-
ing of this brother do you think it is too soon to have him
baptized always a question never a command I1 responded
with my feelings and he said why dont you see if he could come
here to see you if you feel good about it after an interview we could
proceed
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A short time later I1 arrived very early at the office As I1 left my
car I1 saw president kimball enter his he was going to the airport on
his way to europe he rolled down the window to greet me and I1
told him I1 had good news about our brother he was baptized last
night I1 said

he motioned for me to get into the car and sit beside him and
asked me to tell him all about it I1 told him of the interview and that
I1 had concluded by telling our brother very plainly that his baptism
must not be a signal that his priesthood blessings would be restored in
the foreseeable future I1 told him that it would be a long long time
before that would happen

president kimball patted me on the knee in a gentle gesture of
correction and said well maybe not so long soon there-
after the intermittent phone calls began again

I1 want to tell you of another lesson I1 received many years ago
when I1 was a new general authority and not very experienced I1 was
called to the office of the first counselor in the first presidency we
find you are going to the west coast for conference this weekend
we wonder if you would leave a day or so early to help with a prob-
lem at a mission headquarters in another city

A missionary had confessed to transgression and the mission
president was reluctant to take action I1 was instructed to see that a
court was convened and that the missionary was excommunicated

I1 went and I1 interviewed the elder at great length I1 then went
to a park to think and pray about it it was an unusual case most
unusual after two hours I1 telephoned the member of the first
presidency from a pay telephone and told him a little of what I1 had
learned and of how I1 felt about the matter he asked what I1 wanted
to do hesitantly I1 told him I1 wanted to delay to take no action now
then I1 said but president tell me to do it again and I1 will do
it

his voice came over the telephone and seemed like thunder to
me dont you go against the voice of the spirit

I1 had learned a great lesson I1 have never forgotten it and the
inspiration greatly affected the outcome when final action was taken

do not yield your faith in payment for an advanced degree or for
the recognition and acclaim of the world do not turn away from the
lord nor from his church nor from his servants you are needed
oh how you are needed

it may be that you will lay your scholarly reputation and the ac-
claim of your colleagues in the world as a sacrifice upon the altar of
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service they may never understand the things of the spirit as you
have a right to do they may not regard you as an authority or as a
scholar just remember when the test came to abraham he didnt
really have to sacrifice isaac he just had to be willing to

now a final lesson from church history one that illustrates the
kind of thing from the past that builds faith and increases testimony

william W phelps had been a trusted associate of the prophet
joseph smith then in an hour of crisis when the prophet needed
him most he turned against him and joined the apostates and op-
pressorspressors who sought the prophets life

later brother phelps came to himself he repented of what he
had done and wrote to the prophet joseph smith asking for his
forgiveness I1 want to read you the letter the prophetjosephprophet joseph wrote to
brother phelps in reply I1

I1 confess also that many times I1 have moaned in agony when I1

have thought of the many incidents of this kind that researchers have
discovered when they have pored over the records of our history but
have left them out of their writings for fear they would be regarded as
not worthy of a scholarly review of church history

now the letter

dear brother phelps
you may in some measure realize what my feelings as well as elder

rigdonsRigdons and brother hyrumshyrams were when we read your letter truly
our hearts were melted into tenderness and compassion when we ascer-
tained your resolves &cac I1 can assure you I1 feel a disposition to act on
your case in a manner that will meet the approbation of jehovah
whose servant I1 am and agreeable to the principles of truth and

righteousness which have been revealed and inasmuch as long
suffering patience and mercy have ever characterized the dealings of
our heavenly father towards the humble and penitent I1 feel disposed to
copy the example cherish the same principles and by so doing be a
savior of my fellow men

it is true that we have suffered much in consequence of your
behavior the cup of gall already full enough for mortals to drink was
indeed filled to overflowing when you turned against us one with
whom we had oft taken sweet counsel together and enjoyed many
refreshing seasons from the lord had it been an enemy we could
have borne it

however the cup has been drunk the will of our father has been
done and we are yet alive for which we thank the lord and having
been delivered from the hands of wicked men by the mercy of our god
we say it is your privilege to be delivered from the powers of the adver-
sary be brought into the liberty of gods dear children and again take
your stand among the saints of the most high and by diligence
humility and love unfeigned commend yourself to our god and your
god and to the church of jesus christ
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believing your confession to be real and your repentance genuine
I1 shall be happy once again to give you the right hand of fellowship and
rejoice over the returning prodigal

come on dear brother since the war is past
for friends at first are friends again at last

yours as ever
joseph smith jun 7

brother phelps did return to full fellowship he was a writer of
hymns the one we sang to open this meeting praise to the man
was written by brother phelps as were 0 god the eternal father

now let Us rejoice gently raise the sacred strain the
spirit of god like a fire to mention but a few

oh how great the loss to the church if brother phelps had not
returned and how great would have been the tragedy for him

when I1 read about our brethren of the past I1 am overwhelmed
with humility consider the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith and the little op-
portunityportunity he had for formal schooling read the letters written in his
own hand and you will know that he could not spell correctly oh
how grateful he must have been for a scribe I1 have wept when I1 have
contemplated what they accomplished with what little they had I1

sense how grateful they were to those who stood by them
to you who may have lost your way come back we know how

that can happen we have walked that path of research and study
come help us you with your scholarship and your training you
with your bright intelligent minds you with your experience and
with your academic degrees

how grateful we are today for the many members who have
special gifts and special training that they devote to the building up
of the church and kingdom of god and to the protecting of it

may god bless you who so faithfully compile and teach the
history of the church and build the faith of those you teach I1 bear
witness that the gospel is true the church is his church I1 pray that
you may be inspired as you write and as you teach may his spirit be
with you in rich abundance

As you take your students over the trails of church history in this
dispensation yours is the privilege to help them to see the miracle of
the restoration the mantle that belongs to his servants and to see
in every hour and in every moment of the existence of the church

the overruling almighty hand of god 8

joseph smith jr history of the church ofofjesusbemsjewshemr caristchrist ofoflatterlarterlatter day saints cded B H roberts 2dad cded
rev 7 vols saitsalt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 4162644162 64

josephajoseph F smith in conference report apraar 1904 p 2
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As you write and as you teach church history under the influence
of his spirit one day you will come to know that you were nornot only
spectators but a central part of it for you are his saints

this testimony I1 leave with my blessings in the name of jesus
christ amen
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the moral measure of literature

stephen L tanner

what does morality have to do with literature in an essay on
the idea of moral criticism I11 and in his book on bonalmoralbonarmoralfictionfiction 2

john gardner asserts that moral affirmation is the most fundamental
artistic value in his view most criticism in our century evades the
real task of criticism which is the evaluation or assessment of literary
works he singles out the new criticism as the most influential of
such evasions3evasions3 and asserts that true art treats ideals affirming and
clarifying the good the true and the beautiful ideals are arts
ends the rest is mere methodology true criticism what I1 am calling
moral criticism may speak of technique but its ultimate concern is

with ends 4 he thinks the schools of criticism in our age are too
neat too intellectual too scientific to deal with so lively and un-
predictable a creature as art and they ignore the very essence of art
which is emotional affirmation 5 he explains that a man writes a
novel to find out what he can honestly maintain not just with his
head but with all his nature he gives it to readers not only to delight
them and instruct them but also to support them if they are the right
kind of people already and stir doubts if they re not 6 for these
reasons true criticism is at least some of the time morally
judgmentaljudgmental 7 to avoid such judgments gardner insists is to treat
art as a mere plaything it may not really legislate for humanity but
whether it is heard or not it is civilizations single most significant
device for learning what must be affirmed and what denied 8 he
concludes by saying it is precisely because it affirms values that art
is important the trouble with our present criticism is that it is for

stephen L tanner an associate professor of english at brigham young university presented an earlier ver-
sionsion ofthisorthisof this paper at the association for mormon letters symposium 7 october 1978 university ofutahof utah salt
lake city it was published as the moral measure of literature in proceedings odtheoftheof rhethe symposia odtheoftheof fhethe
association for mormon letters 1978- 79197879 cded steven P sondrup salt lake city association for mormon let-
ters 1979 p 35354141

john gardner the idea of moral criticism western humanities review 31 spring 1977 97 109
egardnerkjardncr2gardner on monalmoramoralmorzmonar fiction new york basic books 1978
ag3gardnergardner moral criticism p 98
41bidbid p 101loliol
ibid p 98
ibid p 109
ibid
ibid
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the most partpan not important it treats the only true magic in the
world as though it were done with wires 9

in one sense there is nothing original in these statements they
simply reiterate matthew arnolds assertion that poetry is at bottom
a criticism of life that the greatness of a poet lies in his powerful and
beautiful application of ideas to life to the question how to
live 10 and arnold of course speaks from within what is probably
the oldest and most influential tradition in criticism but in another
sense gardnersgardenersGardners assertions are novel and unorthodox in recent
criticism the moral approach has not been fashionable gardner
himself is a successful contemporary novelist and we hardly expect a
contemporary novelist to come to the defense of the true the good
and the beautiful

that gardnersgardenersGardners opinions taken within the context of recent
criticism have a radical flavor tells us something about the dimin-
ished role of the moral approach in contemporary literary criticism n
but by the same token that a contemporary novelist fully conversant
with existing schools of criticism should reassert the prime value of
moral affirmation in art confirms that moral criticism is fundamental
and enduring

the following statement by northrop frye expresses a position all
but universally accepted in the past few decades the fundamental
act of criticism is a disinterested response to a work of literature in
which all ones beliefs engagements commitments prejudices
stampedingsstampedings of pity and terror are ordered to be quiet we are now
dealing with the imaginative not the existential with let this be
not with this is and no work of literature is better by virtue of what
it says than any other work 12 literature cannot be lifelike it can
only be literature like 13 like the disciples of the new criticism
frye is saying that the important thing about literature is not what it
says or affirms or promulgates but only how well it works as a self
contained organic whole doing whatever it does there is truth in

91bidhbidabid
matthewi0mallhew arnold wordsworth in criticism the major texts ed walterjacksonwalter jacksonpackson bate new york

harcourtHarcoun brace & world 1953 p 478
most of the reviews of on moralfictionkoralmoral fiction were antagonistic to the idea of a moral approach to criticizing

fiction gerald grahfgraftgraff in literature against itselfchicagoitself ChicagoQucagosigo university of chicago press 1979 provides anin
excellent survey and critique of recent anti mimetic and consequently antimoralanti moral theories of criticism

12nomNorthropNonhrop frye the well tempered critic bloomington ind indiana university press 1963
p 140 the extent ofoffryesfryes influence is indicated by a recent editors column in PMLA 95 january 1980
3 A member of the editorial board proposed acceptance of an essay on the basis of its boldly unconven-
tional approach it does not he pointed out contain a single reference to northrop frye an earlier
editor remarked that at times it seems that authors feel their articles would not be given seriousserious considera-
tion without a quotation from frye preferably in the opening paragraph

porfor frye s concept of literature like see the keys to dreamland in the norton reader shorter
ed yth ed new york norton 1980 p 237
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this but it leaves out the primary business of literature which is
direct or indirect ironic affirmation according to gardner a posi-
tion like frye s shrugs off the question of evaluation because it thinks
it knows the answer beauty is truth and truth is relative 14

it is interesting to speculate about the causes of the reluctance of
modern critics to take evaluation seriously the broad causes un-
doubtedly include the relativistic temper of the modern mind cur-
rent philosophical concern with description and methodology rather
than with the ascertainment of order and value the subjectivist in-
clinationcli furthered by some branches of psychology and the attempt
to emulate the dispassionate objectivity of science any one or0 any
combination of these might influence an individual critic and each
may lead to the conclusion that evaluation is neither meaningful nor
possible

from some research I1 have been doing in american criticism of
the 20s and 30s I1 would suggest one specific cause the moral critics
of that period were discredited by the creation of a myth a
caricature it was the myth of the nasty mean horrid old man
according to this stereotype moral critics such as irving babbitt and
paul elmer more were narrowmindednarrow minded and hardheartedhard hearted old men
determined to maintain their authority against aspiring youth they
were fixed in ancient ways and petulantly annoyed with novelty and
they were trying to elevate their own narrow preoccupations into
universal edicts pairs such as the following were set up critical
creative repressive liberating intellectual emotional old new cold
warm realism imagination business art dogma choice reaction
progress authority individualism tradition experiment the moral
critics were always left with what was considered the negative in each
of these pairs this myth has been pervasive and long lived

another important cause is the changes wrought by literary
modernism modernism no longer finds in the literal reproduction of
actuality in the system of social mimesis that was the motive impulse
for realistic fiction an adequate means of representation not
finding in nature itself an adequate subject for the expression of ar-
tistic intention the modernist novelist uses it as the raw material out
of which through method of presentation distortion and rearrange-
ment he creates meanings individual to himself in the novel and
the modemmodern world david daiches suggests that such individualized
meanings and the turning away from mimesis are connected with the
breakdown of communal standards and values in the late nineteenth

gardner moral criticism p 100
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and early twentieth centuries the modern novelist is born when
that publicly shared principle of selection and significance is no
longer felt to exist can no longer be depended on 15 he implies
that if a culture can no longer provide a standard for what is impor-
tant and valuable in life and therefore in fiction which imitates
life the artist is forced to replace cultural values in his works with
literary or formal values in character and the novel
W J harvey discusses this same shift the individual feels insecure
in a time of contingency and flux when man s relation to his world
is no longer given stability by being part of a divinely ordered

cosmos 16 harvey suggests that the novelists early in our century
were trying to salvage a sense of stability in the work of art itself

because the work of art viewed as a self sufficient artefact is a
necessary and not a contingent thing it is a thing wrenched from the
chaotic flux of the experienced world it has its own laws and its own
firm structure of relationships itit can like a system of geometry be
held to be absolutely true within its own conventionally established
terms 17 the novelist is thus presenting an ordered world in con-
trasttrasattotrasttottoto not in imitation of the world of experience criticisms
response to this has been to focus its attention away from moral con-
cerns and toward aesthetic concerns

in a recent issue of college english jerome klinkowitz com-
plains of teaching and criticism that is practiced on the assumption
that literature imitates life and consequently concerns itself with
ethical questions

the heroic models and ideals which the moralist professors prefer have
been made outmoded by changes in the nature of the modern world
and in the nature of mans relation to it argues larry mccaffery A
universe which is now seen as indeterminate uncertain chaotic or
relative simply will not support the optimistic or humanistic
premises which underlie traditionalist art and ways of teaching it in-
stead literature has kept pace with science and philosophy to the point
of agreeing that allfictionsallailali fictions are primarily systems of meaning which owe
the standards of their success to internal consistency and not to the way
in which they mimetically represent the outside world 18

obviously such anti mimetic theories of literature view the moral
approach as obsolete

51aviddavid daiches the novelandthenovetnovelnosel undand fhethe modernmodem worldworldchicagochicago university of chicago press 1960 p 5

aw6wWJJ harvey character and the novel ithaca NY cornell university press 1965 p 43
ibid p 45

jerome klinkowitz the effacement of contemporary american literature rev of the harvard
guide to contemporary american writingpretWiitinzing ed daniel hoffman cambridge mass belknap press of the
harvard university press 197919791 college english 42 december 1980 387 88
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whatever its causes the reluctance of modern criticism to take
moral evaluation seriously creates tension within the mormon critic
becoming skilled in the methods of twentieth century criticism and at
the same time devoutly maintaining ones religious beliefs can be an
unsettling process I1 have found myself at times feeling a little em-
barrassedbarrassed and apologetic about my moral preoccupations when
responding to literature as a teacher or critic I1 suspect that others of
my generation who were trained under the influence of the new
criticism have experienced the same ambivalence

questions concerning the role of evaluation in criticism what is

good and bad right and wrong are extremely complicated and will
never be resolved to toeveryoneseveryones satisfaction but a mormon critic can
and should resolve them to his satisfaction I1 do not see for example
how a mormon critic can avoid subscribing to some kind ofedification
theory his world view necessarily causes him to see literature as a
criticism of life and to value it according to what it affirms or pro-
mulgatesmulgates this does not mean he must reject modern critical theories
and methods but he must complete or supplement them so that
ends as well as means are assessed

if there be any conclusion to be drawn from the history of
literature it is that the writer of stories must teach whether he wishes
to teach or not his very denial of the pertinence of the moral law to
literature becomes in practice inevitably a form of teaching the
fact is that ethics and aesthetics are inseparable in literature or
more precisely just in proportion as the practice or criticism of literary
art becomes superficial ethics and aesthetics tend to fall apart
whereas just in proportion as such practice or criticism strikes deeper
ethics and aesthetics are more and more implicated one in the other
until they lose their distinction in a common root what I1 wish to
assert is summarized in this fundamental syllogism literature cannot
be separated from life and life cannot be separated from moral con-
cerns therefore moral concerns must have a primary role in the
understanding and appreciation of literature

consider this group of statements
henry james
the great question as to a poet or a novelist is how does he feel about
life what in the last analysis is his philosophy when vigorous
writers have reached maturity we are at liberty to gather from their
works some expression of a total view of the world they have been so ac-

tively observing this is the most interesting thing their works offer us
details are interesting inin proportion as they contribute to make it
clear 19

henry9fienry james ivan turgenievTurgeniev the north american review 154 april 1874 350
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leo tolstoy
the cement which binds together every work of art into a whole and
produces the effect of lifelikelife like illusion is not the unity of persons and
places but that of the authors independent moral relation to the sub-
jectj ectact whatever the artist depicts whether it be saints or robbers
kings or lackeys we see and see only the soul of the artist himself 20

T S eliot
the greatness of literature cannot be determined solely by literary
standards though we must remember that whether it is literature or not
can be determined only by literary standards 21

flannery oconnor
for him the novelist judgment is implicit in the act of seeing his
vision cannot be detached from his moral sense 22

ralph ellison
still I1 believe that fiction does help create value and I1 regard this as a
very serious I1 almost said sacred function of the writer 23

such statements by distinguished writers could be multiplied to
fill volumes the point I1 wish to make is that we must not be in-
timidatedtimidated or misguided by prevailing attitudes in recent criticism
realizing we have on our side the weight of a tradition tested for cen-
turies we should espouse unashamedly and unhesitatingly an edifica-
tion theory of literature and then strive for a moral approach of
criticism that is perceptive and wise let us stop fretting over the
legitimacy of moral criticism and get on with the business of learning
to do it well

it is not easy to do it well to assume that it is is a common error
that has discredited moral criticism formalistic criticism is often easy
to do the glut of articles in scholarly journals is evidence of this one
often encounters graduate students who can effortlessly do a slick job
of pointing out patterns of images archetypes or phallic symbols
this kind of analysis is a skill that can be taught and learned with
relative ease but to determine exactly what a work of literature af-
firms and then perceptively examine the full moral implications of
that affirmation is a difficult task requiring maturity and wisdom in
addition to formalistic skill

leo tolstoy novelists on the novel ed miriam allott london routledge and kegan paul 1959
p 131311

T S eliot religion and literature in selected prose ofoftT S eliot ed frank kermode london
faber 1975 p 97

22 FIanneryflannery oconnor the teaching of literature in mystery and manners ed sally and robert
fitzgerald new york farrar straus & giroux 1969 p 130

ralph ellison ralph etelsonellisoneielson A collection of critical essays ed and comp john richard hersey
englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1974 p 8
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I1 want now to make some observations and suggestions regarding
moral criticism what I1 say has most direct application to modern fic-
tion I1 have chosen this focus because the fiction of our age is the
most widely read and most morally problematical kind of literature
wise and discerning criticism is much needed to guide readers
through the moral labyrinth of the contemporary novel where the
danger particularly for immature readers is very real indeed

behind every character in fiction is a world view what a
character says and does depends ultimately upon the authors fun-
damentalda attitudes and values how do novelists embody their
ethical beliefs opinions and prejudices in novels what must the
novelist have believed in order to disclose and portray as he did such
characters actions and thoughts in such a work these are the most
important questions the moral critic must answer and notice that
they are literary questions not moral ones the moral critic translates
aesthetic signals into ethical statements this is the hard part judg-
ing the ethical statements is fairly easy for anyone possessing moral
convictions certainly any member of the church should be able to
handle that part but being able to do it does not make him a literary
critic the first part of the process the translation part is where
training skill experience creativity and gifts are required the
more precise our knowledge of how the writer accomplished his ar-
tistic ends the more accurate will be our inferences about his ethical
beliefs

discerning the values expressed in a novel is difficult because the
artist is deliberately subtle in disclosing them he is trying to recreate
life but life that is ordered and in which ethical beliefs are tested in a
complexity of human action corresponding to actual life the value
of ethical statements in good art is that they are not abstract they
always come embodied in concrete human situations and in addi-
tion to the subtlety of disclosure we must also take into consideration
the complexity of the creative process the writer cannot know in ad-
vance the exact nature of the values he will portray the process of
writing itself involving both the conscious and unconscious mind
creates values or shadings of values the author cannot foresee and
sometimes does not recognize even after the fact that is part of the
mystery of the creative process the critic must reconstruct intention
implicit in the work which frequently transcends the authors con-
scious intention

since perceptive moral criticism is difficult a satisfactory mor-
mon criticism will be difficult A knowledge of the restored gospel is

of great value but its usefulness to the critic is confined largely to the
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easiest part of his task judging ethical statements after they have
been translated or identified besides this we must realize that
although the principles of the gospel are fairly simple recognizing
and applying them in concrete situations is not at all easy fiction
resembles those concrete situations and consequently even the critic
with a good understanding of gospel principles must struggle in
perceiving and interpreting moral elements in fiction

more often than not mormon standards get in the way of good
criticism because theyarethemarethey are applied too narrowly we do not like foul
language nor adultery therefore a novel that uses foul language and
treats adultery is bad this approach shuts one off from most of con-
temporary fiction A few years ago one flew over the cuckoos
nest24 was banned from the schools in an idaho community because
it contained objectionable language the most recent novels of
bellow malamud and updike to take three respected contemporary
writers contain language and situations as bad as or worse than those
of cuckoos nest if we apply superficial standards or even if we ap-
ply the most significant moral standards in the wrong way we will be
unable to do justice to the fiction of our time I1 think there are moral
objections to be made to kesey s novel but they have nothing to do
with the language or the explicit description and even granting those
objections there are still pleasure and profit to be gained from
reading the novel reading contemporary writing requires a good
deal of intelligent sifting and winnowing

it is unreasonable to expect or require writers with no apprecia-
tion of or commitment to christian doctrine let alone mormon
doctrine to reflect overtly and specifically such doctrine in their
novels we must be willing to examine their work on its own terms
in order to convert the world we must know something about it
how do people with beliefs and values different from ours think and
act are all differences real or only apparent the light of christ in-
fluencesfluences all men after all and the mormon critic should penetrate to
the moral core of a work that is where the light of christ will reveal
itself A serious novelist one who is successful will capture life truly
and any true portrayal of life regardless of superficial trappings will
reveal the centrality of moral law thus paradoxically a novel focus-
ing on sexual promiscuity can reflect important ethical truths As
latter day saints we should be pleased to have our basic moral values
confirmed in the writings of those who perhaps do not consciously
subscribe to all of them that is if a writer with no religious scruples

akenken2ken kesey one flew over the cuckoos nest new york viking 1962
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about adultery shows in his portrayal of life that adultery cannot
bring happiness the principle of chastity is confirmed on empirical
grounds as it were there are of course authors who portray sin as
generating happiness but they are not the ones who recreate life
truly they are often seeking in their fiction to confirm their faulty
morality and cheat to do so when a literaryworkliterary work cheats or lies or
achieves its right or wrong ends unfairly or celebrates what ought to
be scorned or mocks what should be praised the critic should an-
nounce what has gone wrong and point out why but this can only be
done by a person having thorough knowledge of how literature works
and tolerant patience in getting beneath surface appearances as well
as having clear moral vision

how does a critic go about penetrating to the moral core of a
novel Is it possible to deal with ethical values with any degree of ob-
jectivity to what extent are value assertions cognitive and to what
extent are they emotive I1 think some answers to these questions are
supplied by the concept of value objects there are certain things 1I
will call them objects for the sake of simplicity that we have to make
judgments about we have to make assumptions concerning their ex-
istence and characteristics in order to function within a social world A
novelist will necessarily treat them and consciously or unconsciously
assert or imply his attitudes concerning them if in interpretation we
focus our attention on them we are most likely to recognize and
identify the values expressed in a particular literary work

here are some basic value objects

1 the self what is the nature of the human per-
son Is he distinguishable from other animals does he
have a soul does he have intrinsic worth and if so on
what grounds what is or should be the basis for his
choices and the standards for his behavior

2 nature what is or should be mans relation to
nature Is nature benign hostile or indifferent toward
man Is harmony with nature possible and if so on what
basis and for what reasons Is there any connection be-
tween nature and spirit should mans ecological sense
produce a feeling of obligation or reverence toward other
life

3 other mimendsmindsadsnds what isis or should be a mans rela-
tionshiptionship with other individuals what kind of commu-
nion isis possible or desirable does man have obligations
towards others and if so on what grounds
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4 time what meaning does history have what
bearing does the past have on the present what should
mans attitude be toward the future how is the present
moment to be valued in relation to past and future

5 society what is or should be the nature of
human community what is or should be the relationship
between the individual and society Is social reform possi-
ble or even desirable on what grounds

the human mind responds to these value objects by cognitive
knowledge and emotion it is the combination of cognition and emo-
tion that produces meaning and meaning invested in the object is a
value the task of the critic in considering value objects is to deter-
mine the authors cognitive knowledge of them how he perceives
and understands them and then to determine what emotions he at-
taches to that cognition this combination of cognition and emo-
tional commitment reveals the meaning the objects have for him
what he affirms about them it is possible to attach unethical mean-
ing to value objects and it is here that the critic makes moral
judgments it is in the process of determining cognition and emo-
tional commitment that questions of technique are important in
that process we can use all that modern schools of criticism can teach
us about artistic means the techniques of artistic disclosure

analysis of value objects can be directed toward three fundamen-
tal aspects of a literary work

1 individual value claims and direct expressions of
value commitments made by the narrator or characters

2 the behavior of characters as a reflection of
underlying values

3 the symbolic expression of value commitments in
objects events and characterization

directing attention to basic value objects is the best means for getting
at the moral core of a novel and thus avoiding being misdirected or
mired down by less basic elements eg profanity and explicit sexual
description elements in which values are only partially expressed
and consequently cannot be assessed very objectively

to summarize what I1 have said although the moral approach has
a diminished role in contemporary criticism and the mormon critic
who practices it may feel a little insecure a little like a second class
citizen in the modern community of literary criticism it is never-
theless the most fundamental and enduring approach we should be
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unequivocal in our commitment to it and should strive to revitalize it
it is a demanding method because it requires maturity and wisdom in
treating ends and encompasses methods such as the formalistic
psychological and archetypal that primarily treat means it had bet-
ter not be practiced at all than practiced narrowly or incompletely to
practice it tolerantly and perceptively and wisely involves penetrating
to the ethical core of a work of literature and this can best be done by
setting aside superficial characteristics and focusing on fundamental
and unchanging value objects
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phoenix

by karen mikkelsen

out from the rubblerubbie of imagined dreams
conversations with myself unheard
and fragmented hopes from flabby trust
in fitful human strength 1I salvage
fragilely the smashed ceramic sherdsshards
of misplaced faith sift the dust
for remnants of a base to build not cage
upon but temple dedicate to him

and from the ashes of a soul quenched
by searing conscience giresfires I1 finally rise
the humbled child a sorrowing penitent
and wanton winds which once me buffeting
broke now upswellingswellingunswellingup skyward wing
and song A golden surge delivering

to god the phoenix flies

karen mikkelsen is a poet residing in new haven connecticut
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the shotgun marriage
of psychological therapy

and the gospel of repentance

A D sorensen

introduction

when elder neal maxwell gave the inaugural address that
opened this gospel and behaviorialBehaviorial science conference I1 thought he
suggested that behavioral science might do well to court the gospel
under of course the puritanical eyes of proper chaperones now I1
felt that it was about time someone should make this suggestion
since I1 had seen the two brought together at times quite compromis-
ingly but then when dr alienallenailen bergin arose and praised elder max
wells remarks as he did I1 received the distinct impression that the
courtship had already occurred that the gospel and behavioral
science or at least the gospel and psychology had actually been mar-
ried by elder maxwell and that without anyones being asked
whether he cared to protest the marriage then as the day wore on I1
began to perceive that some participants in the conference seemed
assured that the marriage antedated brother maxwell and had been
consummated long ago well being well acquainted with the pro-
fane nature of the groom I1 was not surprised at that and besides
some observers said that we need not worry about offspring from the
union since the groom was sterile and had been since he was born
but by the time we were halfway through the last session of the con-
ference I1 began to worry lest the bride might already be pregnant
and might soon give birth to quintupletsquintuplets therefore as the last par-
ticipant in this conference I1 would like to express a few of the con-
cerns I1 have about this whole affair before any possible children from
this questionable union are born and are given gospel names and sent
on missions among members of the church

A D sorensen a professor of political science at brigham young university presented an earlier version of
this paper at the first conference on the gospel and behavioral science held at BYU
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I1 would like to raise three questions about the union of
psychology and the gospel and then discuss briefly why they concern
me the questions are 1 can psychological therapies serve as
means to gospel ends 2 can psychological and gospel concepts
and principles be integrated to engineer a more effective process of
personal growth 3 can a unique therapeutic psychology be built
within a gospel framework

CAN psychological THERAPIES SERVE AS MEANS TO GOSPEL ENDS

perhaps therapeutic psychology and the gospel can be joined in a
meansendmeansend relationship in which the gospel provides the ends to be
achieved and psychology helps provide the means for achieving them
perhaps for example psychoanalytical ideas and techniques could
help a person overcome certain personality disorders which prevent
him from living as full a life as he might here on earth and which
could keep him from making progress toward achieving salvation and
exaltation this sort of union between psychology and the gospel
seems especially appropriate when both therapist and patient are
members of the church As believers they can form a working
alliance within a shared gospel framework when this sort of alliance
is formed many questions about a union between psychological
therapy and the gospel that might otherwise concern us are
automatically answered but this view of the matter is unjustified
and we need to see why

consider the following problem therapeutic psychologiespsychologicspsycho logies are
typically used for two purposes one is to interpret and explain
human behavior or some other aspect of human culture the other
purpose is to provide a basis for changing the nature of the individual
or the society in which he lives I1 will refer to the first purpose as the
explanatory use of therapeutic psychology and the second purpose as
its technological or therapeutic use

beginning with the first purpose then what happens to the
gospel as a way of life when it becomes the subject of psychological
explanation certainly religion has been and continues to be within
the explanatory domain of psychological theories that have been and
continue to be used to interpret and explain not only religious texts
but also religion itself as a feature of society and culture and the
religious beliefs and actions of its adherents I1 do not dispute the
logical appropriateness of such explanations but the effects of a
psychological explanation on the gospel viewpoint are that the gospel
is conceived of and made intelligible in the light of the concepts
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principles and generalizations that constitute that particular
psychological theory the danger here is that such concepts prin-
ciples and generalizations are external to the gospel way of life which
they are trying to explain they are external to those concepts and
principles which are intrinsic to the gospel and which are used to give
an internal account of the life the gospel makes possible in any such
application different theories refocus and redirect an observers at-
tention and lead him to look for different things the function of a
theory is to enable one to pick out as significant certain elements in
a subject of study and to direct a search for order among those
elements too some philosophers of science claim that observations
are always theory laden that what a person observes depends to
some extent on the theory he holds I11 if this be true and we apply it
to psychological explanations of the gospel way of life then we
should expect psychological explanations to refocus and redirect our
attention to lead us to look for things different from those the gospel
itself leads us to look for life in accord with the gospel becomes
therefore laden with that psychological theory and psychological
explanation does indeed throw a different light on the gospel as a way
of life and on the meaning and significance of the gospel message
given the ends of social science a psychological explanation of the
gospel as a way of life may seem appropriate

but can psychological explanation be the viewpoint from which
the gospel can be lived we may think of a plan of life or a way of
life as consisting of parts of concepts principles and hypotheses
much as we think of psychological theories as so consisting actually
the parts which make up a psychological theory especially a theory
designed with therapeutic goals in mind often exhibit the same
characteristics as the parts which form a way of life 2 therapeutic
psychologiespsychologicspsychologies are cut from the same cloth as plans or ways of life and
understood from this point of view as containing important dimen-
sions of a way of life they may differ radically from the gospel view
of life ways of life give accounts of themselves but they can to
some extent account for or explain one another typically the
capacity that one life view has to account for another life view is

for a discussion of this see frederick suppe ed the structure of ofscientijkscientific theories urbana univer-
sity of illinois press 1974 ppap 16 118

2thisathis should not surprise anyone who is familiar with for example B F skinners walden twoTwo new
york macmillan publishing co 1948 the so called radical left in the recent history of psychological
thought and with experiments in living encouraged in recent years by therapeutic theories see for example
phil brown ed radical psychology new york harper & row publishers 1973197519731 and paul A robinson
the freudian left wilhelm reich geza robeimroheim herbert marcuse new york harper & row publishers
1969
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developed in order to serve the first life view s own special ends as
when prophets in the book of mormon interpret worldy ways of life
from the gospel point of view in order to save souls but when one
life view accounts for another one to serve its own ends the results are
not equivalent to that view s own self understanding this is true of
the explanatory relation between a psychological theory and the
gospel when both are considered as views or ways of life even as it
is true with the explanatory relation between the gospel view and the
worldly view

even so must gospel ends be sought only from the internal point
of view cannot an external account provide a viable perspective for
livilivingng the gospel supposedly it is through technological use that
therapeutic psychology can serve as means to gospel ends A serious
pproblemroblem arises when we realize that because a psychological theory
helps to constitute a psychological technology that very theory which
transforms the gospel in an explanatory way also helps form the
means to gospel ends jerome frank puts the point this way

every therapy is based on a set of concepts that explains the patients
distress and how to overcome it in the course of therapy the patient is
implicitly or explicitly indoctrinated with these concepts which by
enabling him to organize and label his inchoate feelings and experience
enhance his sense of control over them 3

in the words of another author

psychotherapy is an intensive training in the use ofwords to con-
tain and convey a universe it is completed when the descriptions of
the patient are in substantial agreement with the descriptions of the
therapist 4

the concepts and descriptions mentioned in these quotations are the
concepts and descriptions of the particular psychological theory on
which a given therapeutic process itself is basbasedd that process in-
cludes both explanation or interpretation of the patients problem
and how it may be overcome furthermore tthisllis explanation contains
and conveys a life view or a way of life

this does not mean of course that the patient must learn the
technical jargon in which a psychological theory expresses a life view
lewis R wolberg points out that psychological ideas must be recast
into simple words and phrases

heromeyerome3jerome D frank psychotherapy and the sense of mastery in evaluation of ofpsychologicalpsychological therapies
edited by robert L spitzer and donald F klein baltimore johns hopkins university press 1976 p 49

richard D chessick how psychotherapy heals the process ofintensiveof intensive psychotherapy new york
science house 1969 p 68
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mamanyny patients lack the sophistication necessary for the understanding of
complex psychological ideas it is essential to recast these into simple
words and phrases which are readily comprehensible to the patient 5

victor frankl makes the same point

As my oldest cofighter paul polak once put it logotherapyLogo therapy translates
the self understanding of the man in the street into scientific
language if this be true I1 would say why not help the man inin the
street to cope better with everyday life by re translating logotherapylogo therapy intointo
his own language whatever I1 am teaching I1 have learned it from my
patients inin the first place therefore itit isis only fitting to repay them by
preventing others from ever becoming patients at all 6

thus the explanatory use of the therapeutic theory is an integral part
of its technological use to paraphrase one of the above quotations
healing takes place when the patient consistently formulates his ex-
perienceperience in agreement with the psychological theory in this light
then how can a therapeutic technology serve as a means to gospel
ends when that means contains a psychological theory a life view
that has a transforming effect on the gospel framework another life
view which it aims to serve

A prominent characteristic of every established way of life and
many psychotherapeutic theories is a hypothesis about the growth
process of a person I1 do not want to imply by the term hypothesis
that we are necessarily dealing with a provisional conjecture I1 use the
term to suggest that the pattern of human growth which a theory
presents may not be definitely fixed in human nature and that dif-
ferent patterns of personal development are possible different ways
of life have different human growth hypotheses these hypotheses
help distinguish ways of life and the very existence of a distinctive
growth hypothesis may help bring about its own realization when
that realization is possible

one such hypothesis in psychotherapeutic theory which takes a
religious form is explained by otto rank he divides the human
growth process into four major phases familial societal artistic and
spiritual each phase involves major rebirth experiences in the form
of separations from and major movements towards union with signifi-
cant others or with the cosmos the final stage the spiritual phase
of personality growth may be described as a deeply religious rebirth
in which the person is now in touch with the eternal the universal

5lewislewisalewis R wolberg the technique of psychotherapy new york grune & stratton 1954 p 159
victor frankl quote file of author
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or for some the personified god 7 this phase may be summarized
as follows

to claim ones ethical ideal in a final form one makes peace with
the totality of existence with ones life with ones fate and with death
even the final separation by death has lost its pangs of fear one has
overcome the guilt for having lived because life was lived to its fullest
the fear of death is primarily the fear of failing to live

unions and separations are no longer in tension with each other
man is in union with the ultimate even asheas he experiences himself as
distinctively separate 8

to these authors the successful therapeutic process consists in the pa-
tients moving through the phases of growth which culminate in this
spiritual union

assuming that ranks growth hypothesis is humanly possible if
it were introduced into a persons life and became established as part
of a groups way of life then he and others would move through
ranks phases of growth in ranks theory the growth hypothesis
plays an integral part in guiding the major rebirth experiences which
aim toward union with the cosmos or the eternal if someone
in this ranklan way of life became sidetracked then a form of therapy
in harmony with that way of life one built around the ranklan
growth hypothesis might be employed to help him reach the
spiritual phase of human existence

but what happens when a life view that contains one growth
hypothesis is applied to a way of life that is built around a different
growth hypothesis

although ranks growth hypothesis is very intriguing andproband prob-
ably within the capacity of some people to realize it is not the growth
hypothesis found in the gospel of repentance were otto ranks
psychological theory applied therapeutically to persons who are living
their lives within a gospel framework their growth experiences con-
stituted by a gospel framework would come to be understood

laden as instances of one or more phases of growth as set down
by the ranklan theory can growth in the gospel sense take place
then in ranklan terms typically therapeutic techniques when
used in intensive psychotherapy try to achieve emotional insights
and to work through these insights as a basic part of the healing
process these emotional insights arise from certain understand-
ings produced by the therapeutic technique and the theory

alfredalgred M freedman harold LI1 kaplan and benjamin J sadock modemmodern synopsis of comprehensive
textbook of PsychiatrypsychiatryiiofpsychiatrylffII 2dad ed baltimore williams and williams co 1976 p 308

sibidslbidslbil
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embodied in it in ranks case his growth hypothesis would be an
integral part of the therapeutic theory and the understandings
generated by it these understandings provide the material which
can be worked through in bringing about rebirth

from a gospel life view both insights and the process of working
through them might be likened to almas expansion of the mind and
enlargement of the soul alma 32 that expansion and enlargement
takes place through a relationship between the person and the
word can then a therapeutic psychology eg ranks theory
with its growth hypothesis produce and work through the soul
enlarging insights or understandings given the nature of that
theory and the explanatory impact it has on religious phenomena
or can one life view create the insights required by another life view
so that the latter can enlarge the soul in accord with its own ends
even if a life view could expand the mind and enlarge the soul along
its own lines it might be incapable of expanding the mind and
enlarging the soul along lines required by a life view different from
itself for example one wouldnt expect luthers religious
framework to be used as a means to produce the spiritual insights re-
quired by almas ends although it most certainly might produce its
own kind of rebirth experiences and personality changes therapeutic
psychologiespsychologicspsycho logies produce different rebirth experiences from working
through the theoretical understandings which constitute the

emotional insights produced by their particular therapeutic
theories but in the gospel persons must be born again must put
off the old man and put on the new man the question is whether a
therapeutic theory can do this can therapeutic psychology actually
help put on the new man or can it simply renew or remold only the
old man

CAN GOSPEL AND psychological IDEAS BE integrated
TO FORM A MEANS TO GOSPEL ENDS

let us next consider whether psychological ideas and the gospel
can be integrated to form a means to gospel ends this question does
not have to do with using an intact therapeutic technique separate
from the gospel to achieve gospel ends rather the question concerns
developing new therapeutic means by integrating gospel ideas and
psychological theory by integration I1 do not mean that ones
favorite psychological theory is sanctified by laying on a few scriptures
in a superficial way by integration I1 mean arriving at a carefully
worked out therapeutic theory which contains gospel concepts and
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psychological concepts a union of truths from both points of view
this union requires more than a superficial joining as when one
points out parallels in abraham maslow s notion of self realization
and alma the youngers idea of soul enlargement

this possibility poses a problem in that the terms or ideas
employed in the gospel and in psychology are laden with the
theory or life view of which they are a part if the meaning of major
psychological concepts is dependent upon the principles of the
therapeutic theory they help form then integrating them into the
gospel may result in deep and important changes in the gospel itself
indeed possibly creating a new gospel or a new life view the depth
and importance of these changes would depend on the impact of such
integrations on the basic doctrines of the gospel there are examples
aplenty in the history of theology to make anyone wary of such an
undertaking in philosophy and social science such integrations
result in new philosophies and new theories which often significantly
differ from the originals since when two views of life become in-
tegratedte the result is always a new view of life can such integrations
that involve the gospel be justified in light of the gospels claim to
truth could the resulting therapeutic means actually attain gospel
ends would not this new means transform the very nature of the
ends it aims at

such moves to integrate the concepts and principles of different
theories and methods are common in the social sciences some
believe that such integrations are part of the advancement of the
human sciences but it is a different ball game when the subject mat-
ters to be integrated include the revealed gospel surely such in-
tegrationstegrations cannot be undertaken with the same attitude with which
they might be undertaken were the subject matters solely social
science earlier dispensations lost their grasp of gospel truths by so
integrating seemingly plausible theories

CAN A UNIQUE therapeutic psychology BE BUILT WITHIN
A GOSPEL FRAMEWORK

perhaps a marriage between psychological therapies and the
gospel is not required after all perhaps the gospel has its own
psychological theory and technique which may be extracted ifwe only
go at itit inin the right way perhaps hidden within the gospel of repen-
tance itself there exists a therapeutic theory and technology a truly
gospel means for gospel ends
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there are two directions in which this last approach might
proceed one direction is that our understanding of the gospel of
repentance as set forth in the scriptures might be developed more ful-
ly than it has been up to now the commonly understood concept of
repentance as simply consisting of the four Rs would be replaced
by a more complete account a more deeply reaching method for
healing the soul such a development might eliminate what are con-
sidered the inadequacies in the gospel of repentance as we now
understand it inadequacies which have led some psychologists in the
church to use therapeutic psychology for gospel ends were these in-
adequacies remedied we might minimize reliance on external forms
for healing the soul there is much to be said for enriching our
understanding of repentance and soul enlargement by searching and
studying the scriptures and applying their precepts to psychothera-
peutic experience

A second direction is to develop a full fledged psychological
theory and therapeutic technique based on the gospel perhaps
through scripture study and further revelation we could discover a
true therapeutic psychology which might enter the marketplace of
ideas and gradually replace extant therapeutic psychologiespsychologicspsycho logies which in
many cases have proven themselves rather unsuccessful this true
theory would not only be a basis for enriching our understanding of
the gospel of repentance in its own terms but would also be ap-
plicable to tough cases of psychological disorders which appear to be
beyond the reach of present understanding of the repentance process

such efforts most certainly should not be discouraged any more
than the disciplined pursuit of understanding in any field of social or
physical science should be but there is great danger if we are not
unpretentious and circumspect in such endeavors we may develop
different schools of thought which oppose one another in the name of
the gospel in science we expect strong differences of opinion and
such differences often produce worthwhile results when kept within
the bounds of responsible inquiry but when the gospel becomes in-
volved in differences of this kind the bounds of responsible inquiry
will more than likely be oversteppedoverstepped the results will be schismsschisma and
dogmatisms both free inquiry and the gospel will suffer if efforts
to discover the true psychology behind the gospel ever bear fruit they
will probably do so only after much sacrifice and the passing of several
generations perhaps the psychological theory and therapeutic
technique which underlie the gospel are radically different from what
we now think perhaps we ourselves may have to undergo extensive
reeducation and change this challenge could occupy psychologists
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for several generations meanwhile should we not protect the gospel
from our own efforts as well as preserve the conditions of free inquiry

within the context of the church it is curious that physics our
most advanced science has never formally courted the gospel let
alone proposed marriage it apparently feels no need to appear in
public as her suitor or would be husband no doubt its runinrun in with
religious dogmatists in an earlier age made physics forever wary of
making such advances perhaps too the respect physics holds for the
gospel plus the awareness it has of its own relative infancy within the
eternal scheme keeps it at arms length until it comes of age mean-
while it freely draws on inspiration from the gospel in carrying on its
labor psychology might well imitate its older and wiser brother
drawing as much inspiration as it possibly can from the beauties of its
would be bride but recognizing that it is not yet ready to assume the
weighty responsibility of courtship and marriage indeed the
maturation of the groom not to mention the integrity of the bride
may depend on such an arrangement

conclusion
wisdom would dictate that we do not take tooseriouslytoo seriously any an-

nouncementno that a science of psychology is being joined with or
developed within a gospel framework and indeed if a marriage
between psychology and the gospel has actually already taken place
we should have it annulled immediately declaring that it was only a
practice run and that the prospective groom is prohibited from woo-
ing the prospective bride until the groom comes of age
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joseph brigham and the twelve
A succession of continuity

ronald K esplin

the tragic murder of joseph smith and his brother hyrum in
june 1844 sent shockwavesshockwaves through nauvoo thousands experienced
a sense of deep personal loss it was difficult to conceive of another
fillingjosephsfilling josephs shoes despair and bewilderment combined with per-
vasive sorrow as the reality of the calamity settled over the city some
fearing that the internal dissension that had contributed to the
prophets death would intensify must have wondered whether the
church could survive

A visitor to nauvoo a few months later however would have en-
countered not chaos and confusion but harmony and optimism he
would have seen the saints under new leadership purposefully
pushing forward the measures of their deceased prophet with
more energy and intensity than ever before what had happened to
the crisis how had potential disaster been avoided for nauvoonauvoc
resident john fullmer the answer was that before his death joseph
smith had succeeded

in completely organizing the church conferring keys authority and en
douementsdouements upon the apostles and others so that the work can go on as
well as when he alone was propelling it and better because there are
more now to push it each holding all the power which he held in the
priestly office I11

in fullmersFullmers view joseph smith had prepared for his death

ronald K esplin is an associate professor of church history and senior research historian with the joseph
fielding smith institute for church history brigham young university an earlier version ofthisorthisof this lecture was

presented 13 may 1981 at brigham young university as part of a lecture series sponsored by the joseph
fielding smith institute

the interchange of ideas and information with colleagues in thejosephththe josepheJoseph fielding smith institute has con-
tributedtri importantly to this paper also the willingness of andrew F ehat to share his particular expertise
has made this study more complete and precise in several areas than it otherwise would have been particular-
ly I1 am indebted to him for additional information dating the unfolding of temple ordinances and for
reminiscences increasing our understanding ofofjosephjoseph smiths last charge to the twelve

john fullmer to uncle john 27 september 1844 john S fullmer letterbookLetterbook church archives
historical department oftheodtheof the church ofjesus christ ofoflatterlatter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited
as church archives in this and other quotations from manuscript materials abbreviations have been ex-
panded and minimum punctuation and capitalization supplied to improve readability
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what actually occurred in succession and why has been much
discussed but little understood this is true partly because the
nauvoo antecedents of succession have received inadequate atten-
tion this study a summary of a larger work provides an overview of
the entire process of succession introducing and illustrating the
themes and events that contribute to an understanding of what oc-
curred after the prophets death it is appropriate to begin with an
examination of how joseph smith understood his personal role and
mission and how that understanding influenced the nauvoo
experience of the saints

I1 NAUVOO AND THE MISSION OF JOSEPH SMITH

joseph smith saw himself as head of the dispensation of the
fulnessfalness of timestimes presiding over the restoration of all things and
charged with the establishment of a new zion on earth in preparation
for the eventual return of christ zion the new kingdom was to be a
theocracy a community of the righteous centered on the temple and
governed by revelation through gods priesthood though this vi-
sion had helped shape josephs community building efforts in
kirtland and missouri only in nauvoo did he have the security and
the resources to embark on what historian robert B flanders has
called the first full scale model of the mormon kingdom 2 sus-
tained by a personal sense of urgency the prophet in nauvoo in-
troducedtroduced a series of innovations aimed at completing the foundation
for and implementing the full pattern of the kingdom of zion

forjosephmorjosephforFo josephrJoseph smith mormonism had never been static changing
circumstances provided challenges and new opportunitesopportunities moreover
he preached continuous revelation and believed in a line upon line
precept upon precept unfolding of ancient patterns and eternal
truths both to himself as prophet and through him to his people as
they were prepared 1 I could explain a hundred fold more than I1

ever have of the glories of the kingdoms manifest to me he once
remarked were I1 permitted and were the people prepared to
receive them 3 he had an expansive vision of the kingdom and
worked to implement it and to prepare his people to accept it

robert B flanders dream and nightmare nauvoo revisited the restoration movement essays
in mormon history ed F mark McKimckiernanerrian et al lawrence kans coronado press 1973 p 156

joseph smith jr history odtheoftheof taethe church ofjesusof lesusjesuslefus christ oflatterof latter duydayvay saints ed B H roberts 7 vols
2dad ed rev salt lake city deseret book company 1951 5402 hereafter cited as history odtheoftheof faethefad church
the lord deals with this people as a tender parent with a chilchiichildd the passage continued communicating

light and intelligence and the knowledge of his ways as they can bear itit this was a frequent theme in the
prophets teachings
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but many did not accept new teachings easily some not at all
many seal up the door of heaven complained joseph by saying

so far god may reveal and I1 will believe but no further 4 he once
compared the difficulty of getting anything into the heads of this
generation even the saints were slow to understand with try-
ing to split a hemlock knot with a corn dodger for a wedge and a
pumkinpurnkindumkin for a beetle that is it could not be done 1 I have tried for
a number of years to get the minds of the saints prepared to receivereceive
the things of god but we frequently see some of them after suffering
all they have for the work of god will fly to peaces like glass as soon as
anythingany thing comes that is contrary to their traditions they cannot stand
the fire at all 5

again this concern was not new to nauvoo in connection with
the kirtland temple ordinances according to george A smith some
apostatized because there was too much and some because there was
too little he felt that had the lord on that occasion revealed one
sentiment further he would have upset the whole of us 6

the resistance to change and the slowness to accept an expanding
gospel were important factors in the kirtland difficultiesdffficulties in nauvoo
they became even more significant

in nauvoo the prophet consciously labored to prepreparepare the saints
for innovations and succeeded in introducing many where
resistance was too great he concluded to move ahead privately among
those he felt would embrace the expanded teachings preserve them
and eventually deliver them to the church while this commitment
to private teachings greatly complicated nauvoo society it unbur-
dened a prophet who felt the necessity of delivering the full plan to
the saints in the spring of 1842 as regular private instruction inin-
creased heber C kimball understood the prophet s mood

brother joseph feels as well as I1 ever see him he wrote to parley P
pratt one reason is he has got a small company that he feels safe
in thare hanldshanjdshanjeshanlhanids and that is not all he can open his bosom too
and feel him self safe 7

joseph smith diary 11 june 1843 joseph smith collection church archives this resistance to innova-
tion was in spite of the article of faith which proclaimed we believe all that god has revealed all that he
does now reveal and we believe that he will yet reveal many great and important things

diary of wilford woodruff 21 january 1844 wilford woodruff papers church archives
discourse by george A smith 18 march 1855 journal ofdiscoursesqfdiscoursesof Discourses 26 vols london latter day

saints book depot 1854 1886 reprint ed 1967 2215 see ppap 214 17 for his discussion of this whole
problem

7heberghebereber C kimball to parley P pratt 17 june 1842 parley P pratt papers church archives while
some private councils mainly involved the twelve others involved the quorum of those who had received
temple ordinances and instruction under joseph smith the small company mentioned here was of the
latter type
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though comfortable for the prophet the private circle itself was
not without difficulties even among those whom he selected to
receive additional instruction were those who failed to keep con-
fidencesfi or who could not accept what he taught them consequent-
ly joseph moved cautiously even with those closest to him to one of
the prophets characteristic warnings that if he told all he knew of the
kingdom of god many would leave him or even rise up and kill him
brigham young is said to have replied then do not tell me
anything that I1 cant bear for I1 dont want to apostatize 8

in nauvoo then there was a private gnosis in this case an
authorized private teaching under the direction of the prophet
joseph once said that he had taught all his strongest doctrines in
public and it may be true that existing accounts of public utterances
reveal allusions to perhaps all the prophets doctrines but he did not
develop and explain his teachings in public as he did in private
there were in nauvoo different levels of understanding among the
saints 9

reading the teachings of the prophet joseph smith or the
words of ofjosephjoseph smith leaves the impression that we have essentially
all that the prophet taught such accounts do present his recorded
teachings and words but the original records in fact contain probably
less than twenty percent of his known public discourses and almost
nothing of his private amplifications 10 wilford woodruff a man
who expended much time and energy to preserve accounts ofjosephsofjosephs
public teachings characteristically reported of lengthy private sessions
merely that we received good instruction or we received some in-
structions concerning the priesthood 11 this was apparently so
because of an explicit policy of not writing even privately the private
teachings other examples illustrate this policy

see reminiscencereminiscence of robert homehorne inm mixMilmillennialennid star 55 4 september 1893 585
aa9aA careful reading ofofstanofstadstan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text brigham

young university studies 18 winter 1978 198 208 isis instructiveinstructive inm this regard while this carefully re-
corded sermon isis thought to be one of the boldest and most explicit the prophet ever preached wilford
woodruff apparently had from private instructioninstruction a fuller understanding ofmanyosmanyof many oftheodtheof the concepts mentioned
the italicized portions of the amalgamated text are additions that only the woodruff versionversion provides the
explanation for these expansions by wilford woodruff isis probably not that he heard what other recorders did
not but that he already understood and could therefore clarify what the prophet only alluded to the
teachings of the king follett discourse were not new to wilford woodruff and others who had been privately
taught by the prophet

according to historian deanjesseeDean jessee contemporary records mentionmention more than 250 public sermons and
there were no doubt others no verbatim transcripts existexist ofanytofanyof any ofthoseorthoseof those clerks skilled inin shorthand were not
available inm the church until just after the prophets death and reasonably adequate summariessummaries of only
about fifty

wilford woodruff diary 17 and 24 december 1843
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in the spring of 1842 apostle parley P pratt presided over the
british mission while other apostles in nauvoo received vital private
teachings excited to share the new developments with his colleague
apostle heber C kimball wrote his fellow apostle pratt that they
had recievedrelievedrecieved some pressiouspreshiouspressious things through the prophet on the
preasthoodpreasthood that would caus your soul to rejoice but then had to
note 1 I can not give them to you on paper fore they are not to be
britenriten 12

A comment by brigham young in the september 1844 trial of
sidney rigdon makes a similar point to demonstrate rigdonsRigdons
standing in the church william marks referred to written revela-
tions no man he concluded had been ordained to as much as
president rigdon brigham young responded

I1 have known that brother marks had no evidence but the written
word but if this people have no evidence but the written word it is
quite time to go to the river and be baptisedbaptizedbaptised for the remission of their
sins brother marks dont know all the ordinations nor
he wont till he knows something more than the written word

later brigham added As to a person not knowing more than the
written word let me tell you that there are keys that the written word
never spoke of nor never will 13

private teachings continued to complicate nauvoo society fre-
quent private sessions involving an expanding group of intimates
could not be entirely hidden 14 furthermore as part of his effort to
prepare the saints eventually to receive these things the prophet
and later hyrum smith brigham young and others alluded in
public to these private teachings As might be expected nauvoo
rumor mills churned out speculation and distorted versions of sup-
posed private teachings many learned of these things first in
mutilated form through the grapevine all of this occasioned the
strong and repeated nauvoo admonitions that the mysteries of the
kingdom were not to be taught unless authorized and certainly not
by the elders when preaching abroad they would be taught onlyinonly in
nauvoo church leaders counseled although in connection with the

heber C kimball to parley P pratt 17 june 1842 pratt papers
13 times and seasons 5 1 october 1844 666

14forfor more information on nauvoo private meetings see D michael quinn latter day saint prayer
circles BYUbyustudiesstudies 19 fall 1979 88 96
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temple they would later become available to every saint who
prepared 15

nauvoo innovations and the secrecy that surrounded some of
them led to a doctrinal divergence of considerable proportions and to
division and apostasy that eventually endangered the city and con-
tributedtributed to the prophets death many came to accept the plurality of
gods new temple ordinances new theocratic practices and even
plural marriage while others mistrusted and finally rejected the
whole nauvoo package even among those privately taught by
the prophet the new teachings appeared to some as the capstone on a
finally completed edifice while for others they became a stumbling
block that could neither be ignored nor removed

why did joseph smith resolutely move ahead with such prob-
lematic innovationsinnovatioinnovationns was this simply a case of misjudgment and
mismanagement by a leader who in the view of one historian was
losing control of many affairs and perhaps of himself16himself 16 did
joseph become unbalanced by the pressures from enemiesenemies on the
one hand and a growing sense of power and control in nauvoo on
the other or had he embarked fearlessly on a course he felt to be re-
quired whether or not it caused offense

the prophet clearly enjoyed his position at the head of a growing
nauvoo theocracy and found the trappings of his station to his liking
it is doubtful that these things unbalanced him however and they
certainly do not explain his actions what makes his actions com-
prehensible is an awareness of his internal agenda and personal
timetable early in the nauvoo period joseph smith concluded that
his own time was short and that he simply had to accomplish certain
things regardless of the cost furthermore there is evidence that at
least to some extent he understood the probable cost 17 if nauvoo
for the first time provided the opportunity to develop new institu-
tional and doctrinal patterns it was also in nauvoonauvoc that he felt a

the official description of the first nauvoo endowments in may 1842 included the explanation that
nothing was made known to these men but what will be made known to all the saints of the last days so

soon as they are prepared to receive and a proper place is prepared to communicate them history odtheoftheof rhethe
church 52 it is clear that public allusions created in the saints a sense of anticipation about the new
teachings to accompany the completion of the temple

for examples of the emphasis on not teaching the mysteries abroad see hyrum smith in times and
seasons 5 15 march 1844 474 and hyrum smith and heber kimball in thomas bullock conference
minutes 8 april 1844 church archives see also wilford woodruff diary 8 9 april 1844

robert B flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press 1965

ppap 152 53
17 according17according to brigham young joseph said on more than one occasion that he expected the introduction

of plural marriage could lead to his death discourse by brigham young 8 october 1866 brigham young
papers church archives
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growing sense of personal urgency to do so a relentless feeling that
he would not have another chance

many documents preserve this sense of foreboding and urgency
on the eve of the nauvoo experience for example lyman wight
witnessed joseph smith prophesy in liberty jail that he would never
live to see his fortieth birthday 18 immediately after the prophets
death several of the twelve testified he had frequently said

brethren the lord bids me hasten the work in which we are en-
gaged or 1 I know not why but for some reason I1 am constrained to
hasten my preparations 19 such statements led one intimate of
joseph smith to conclude that the lord had pushed things forward
rather prematurely on account of the shortness of josephs time 20

there is also striking evidence during joseph smiths lifetime
his april 1842 remarks to the female relief society were especially
revealing the church was not yet fully or properly organized he
told the sisters something he could remedy only in connection with
the temple and temple ordinances he spoke of big elders who
had caused difficulties because they spoke publicly of the things he
taught them privately nonetheless he told them he intended to
deliver vital keys to the relief society and to the church for accord-
ing to his prayers god had appointed him elsewhere specifically
he continued he did not know as he should have many oppor-
tunitiestunities of teaching them that they were going to be left to them
selvsdelvs that the church would not have his instruction long and
the world would not be troubled with him a great while 21

this sense of personal foreboding led him that spring to increase
the tempo of his preparations including a few days later the ad-
ministration of the first temple related endowments in nauvoo
other statements in the months of life remaining indicate joseph
smiths continuing awareness that his own time would be
shortened 22 far from his deaths catching him totally unprepared
this awareness drove the prophet to actions and innovations that
otherwise might have awaited a more propitious timetime

18 wilford woodruff diary 28 july 1844 lyman wight told this to his fellow apostles as they traveled
back to nauvoo after the martyrdom he said joseph warned him not to reveal it until after the prophets
death

nunwunnundatedundatednunnateddated certificate of the twelve ca fall 1844 or winter 1845 brigham young papers and 1 january
1844 public proclamation of parley P pratt millennial star 5 march 1845 151511 see also orson hydes
remarks in times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 656511

20joseph20joseph fielding journal as published by andrew F ehat ed they might have known that he
was not a fallen prophet the nauvoo journal ofofjosephjoseph fielding BYUbyustudiesstudies 19 winter 1979 154

minutes of the nauvoo female relief society 28 april 1842 church archives
2foriforfor a discussion of some of these see richard L anderson joseph smiths prophecies of

martyrdom ththe e eighth annual sidney KB sterrysperry symposium A sesquicentenniallooksesquicentennial looglook at church history
january 26 1980 provo utah church educational system 1980 ppap 1 14
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ILII11 THE QUORUM OF THE TWELVE

A brief review of the history of the quorum of the twelve
apostles under joseph smith is another essential preliminary to
understanding succession the quorum of the twelve was first
organized february 1835 in kirtland A month later the new
apostles received a revealed charter now known as section 107 of the
doctrine and covenants it outlined though not without am-
biguities the scope of their authority and their relationship to other
quorumsquorums from this beginning both the theology of the twelve
and scriptural precedent allowed for and suggested an exalted role for
the new quorum 23

in practice however such a role never developed in kirtland
much to the discomfiture of some of the apostles there the prophet
made it clear that the high councils had jurisdiction over the stakes of
zion while the apostles presided elsewhere only As a result the
apostles had perhaps less influence and certainly less public prom-
inence than the high council or the stake presidenciespresidencies nor were they
as intimate with joseph smith or relied upon as heavily by him as
were these other officials 24

brigham young came to believe that this period of humilia-
tion a time when joseph smith occasionally seemed to snub the
apostles intentionally was a necessary preparation for later expanded
service if it were a test many did not pass for partly due to the
frustrations of their position most of this first twelve fell away within
three years of their ordination although some only temporarily and
the twelve ceased to function as a quorum after the first fifteen
months or so of its existence 25 before that occurred however the
apostles forced the prophet to clarify whether or not they were above
the high council in authority the twelve joseph declared in
january 1836 stood in authority next to the presidency and are not
subject to any other than the first presidency 26

the missouri and kirtland difficulties of 18371831851857 7 1838 gave oppor-
tunity for some of the apostles especially brigham young and heber
C kimball to demonstrate their firm loyalty to the prophet it was

scesee for example doctrine and covenants 10724 before the apostles had a central role in practice
other revelations also suggested this potential see especially dac 11230 and 124127 28

24forfor details see ronald K esplin the emergence of brigham young and the twelve to mormon
leadership 1830 1841 phd dissertation brigham young university 1981 ppap 150ff15off

15 esplin15esplin emergence of brigham young and the twelve p 203
26joseph smith diary 16 january 1836 see also the discussion in esplin emergence ofbrigham young

and the twelve ppap 182 85 it should be noted that at this time such a clarification had no immediate im-
plications for succession As D michael quinn carefully demonstrated in the mormon succession crisis of
1844 BYU studies 16 winter 1976 187 201 had joseph smith died in 1836 there were several other
potential modes of succession
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there that joseph smith first came to look towards apostles young
kimball and others to fill larger roles he selected heber C kimball
to hihtadatadad the first mission abroad and when david whitmer and the
missouri presidency were removed in the spring of 1838 he installed
thomas marsh david patten and brigham young the three senior
apostles as the presidency pro temterntermtemm of that stake of zion 27 with
joseph smith sidney rigdon and others in jail a few months later
the presidency wrote an important letter to apostles kimball and
young stating explicitly that inasmuch as the presidency were
unavailable the leadership of the church devolved upon you that
is the twelve even before this formal delegation the two apostles
had recognized their authority and their responsibility and had
stepped forward to lead the beleagured saints 28

it was as temporary leaders during this time of crisis that the
twelve for the first time functioned effectively as an administrative
unit at first only apostles young kimball and newly ordained
john taylor were available to assist in the missouri migration 29 soon
however john E page george A smith and wilford woodruff
earlier named as apostles by the prophet began to function with
their brethren joseph smiths release from jail in the spring of 1839
inaugurated for the twelve a season of frequent councils with the
presidency something earlier apostles had only dreamed of to in-
struct them as a quorum before their departure for england and it
was in england that the twelve came into its own as a powerful and
united entity functioning with remarkable effectiveness both as a
missionary cadre and as an administrative quorum

not all of the twelve participated in their quorum mission to
england and it is notable that only those who did figured prom-
inently in succession 30 apparently this shared experience especially
the individual demonstration of faith and commitment to the mis-
sion under adverse conditions was an almost necessary school for later
leadership the experience unified the apostles and taught them to
rely on each other and on the lord they left england with a greater
sense of the power and responsibility of their office and with new

secscesee history of heber chase kimball by his own dictation heber C kimball papers church
archives and minutes 6 8 april 1838 far west record church archives

see president heber C kimballsjournalkemKimkimballsballs journal seventh bookodtheof terthetie faith promoting series salt lake city
juvenile instructor office 1882 ppap 66 67 for the full text of the letter esplin emergence of brigham
young and the twelve ppap 360 64 discusses the letter and provides the location of manuscript copies

19 19parleyparley pratt was in jail orson pratt was unavailable david patten had been killed orson hyde had
apostatized with thomas marsh and william smith was looking out mainly for himself some appointed to
fill vacancies had not yet been ordained

william30williarn smith and john E page failed to obey the call lyman wight was not named to the quorum
until just before the apostles returned to america
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confidence in themselves and in brigham young as their leader it
was more than coincidence that the nine of the twelve who filledfille1 this
mission were the same nine who later received ordinances and addi-
tional authority under the hands of the prophet which the other three
apostles did not and that they were the ones who led the body of the
church to the west after his death 31

initially seven of the twelve traveled to england in their first
quorum meeting abroad april 1840 brigham young ordained to
the apostleship his cousin willard richards named by the prophet to
that office in 1838 but unordained because ofhis absence in england
that ordination completed the cast of those apostles important to
succession As the eight apostles laboring in england prepared to
leave in the spring of 1841 orson hyde traveling alone on his special
appointment to jerusalem joined them that april in manchester
nine of the twelve brigham young heber C kimball orson
hyde parley P pratt orson pratt john taylor wilford woodruff
george A smith and willard richards all of the apostles who
would later join with brigham young in leading the saints met as a
quorum for the first time

enthusiastic and confident the apostles returned to a prophet
who more than ever needed their assistance in the increasing labors of
his office the success demonstrated maturity and selfless dedica-
tion of the apostles english labors gave them new credibility among
the saints at home and satisfied joseph smith that finally he had a
quorum he could fully rely upon consequently only one month
after their return to nauvoo joseph smith in august 18411841 formally
and explicitly gave them an enduring grant of new authority the
twelve should be authorized he told a special conference to assist
in managing the affairs of the kingdom in this place that is in
nauvoo an organized stake ofofzionzion indeed the headquarters stake
henceforth according to the minutes the apostles were to regulate
and superintend the affairs of the church not merely as a tem-
porary expediency but as the duties of their office the time had
come when the twelve should be called upon to stand in their place
next to the first presidency not only abroad but at the stakes 32

willard richardssRichardrichardsss terse diary notation following the meeting prob-
ably accurately expressed the sense of the occasion con-
ference business of the church given to the 12 when wilford

esplin3esplin emergence of brigham young and the twelve ppap 427 29 the entire mission experience is

detailed and its impact analyzed on ppap 427 98
3minutesminutes 16 august 1841 general minutes collection church archives and a printed version in

times and seasons 2 1 september 1841 552121 22
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woodruff returned to nauvoo a short time later he too preserved the
essence of the new arrangement in a phrase the temporal business
of the church is laid upon the hands of the twelve 33

ahlie the new involvements of the twelve extended con-
siderablysiderably beyond temporal affairs it is probable that the workaday
realities of their enlarged assignment probably fit closely elder
woodruffswoodruffe assessment they became involved in both raising funds
for and in constructing of the nauvoo house and the temple in
aiding the poor in managing land and other church temporalitiestemporalities
they directed the settlement of new emigrants into nauvoo and par-
ticipated in both political decisions and in decisions affecting nauvoo
business and economic development in harmony with a february
1842 revelation the twelve soon controlled the times and seasons
and eventually all church publishing 34 the quorum of the twelve
also directed the calling assigning and instructing of missionaries
presided over conferences both in the field and in nauvoo and
regulated the branches abroad 35

unlike some of the earlier apostles impatient for additional
prestige and authority the twelve in 1841 apparently accepted their
new responsibilities as duty and especially at first exercised their ex-
panded authority cautiously aware that the high council had
previously exercised exclusive jurisdiction in the stakes brigham
young felt it necessary to deny explicitly in the august 1841 con-
ference that he and his colleagues had ambitiously sought new
authority nothing could be farther from his wishes and that of his
quorum he assured his listeners than to interpose with church
affairs at zion and her stakes nonetheless he affirmed he and the
brethren would do whatever joseph assigned 36

while many of the twelve s nauvoo involvements were public
available for all to see and to judge the prophet also made further
private clarification of their authority when it was suggested that
the high council and not the twelve should preside over a certain
trial the prophet said that the high council had no jurisdiction in the

33willard richards diary 16 august 1841 willard richards papers church archives and wilford
woodruffdiarywoodruff diary 8 october 1841

34wilford woodruff diary 8 february 1842 A revelation was given a few days since for the twelve to
obtain the printing establishment and govern the printing of the times and seasons and allaualiail the church
publications as they are directed by my holy spirit in the midst of their councils saith the lord

although enough data about other involvements of the twelve is now available to expand his analysis
T edgar lyon in nauvoo and the council of the twelve the restoration movement essays in mormon
history ppap 167 205 still provides a useful overview of the nauvoo activities of the apostles for examples
of the scope of apostolic authority and of the relationship oftheodtheof the twelve to the presidency see notices in times
and seasons 3 16 may 1842 798

36 minutes 16 august 18411841 times andseasonsundand seasons 2 1 september 1841 525211 see also epistle oftheodtheof the twelve
times and seasons 3 1 april 1842 736 738
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matter that the twelve had jurisdiction over all places and this in
all the world he spoke of the dignified station of the twelve and
wished them to arise and magnify their calling As if they werwere still
too cautious or timid he then reproved the apostles for lack of
diligence 37 in contrast to kirtland from august 1841 on the
twelve in nauvoo were never overshadowed either publicly or
privately by the high council or any other leadership quorum

111IIIililii preparations FOR succession

the new involvements of the twelve were not limited to the
temporal concern with the teachings and ordinances of the
temple not just financing and construction is one thread that runs
throughout their nauvoo experience a thread of tremendous impor-
tance for successionsuccession 38 almost immediately after their return from
england they participated in baptisms for the dead including
assisting the prophet in dedicating a temporary baptismal font for
that purpose As early as december 1841 the apostles published a
general epistle to the saints titled baptism for the dead which
stressed the importance of the temple and its ordinances 39 once in
nauvoo they also resumed the council meetings and close personal
relationship with joseph smith that they had first experienced in the
summer of 1839 the prophet manifested his mighty power and
wisdom and knowledge more clearly in such councils in the midst
of his intimate friends than in any other setting thought wilford
woodruff my soul has been much edifyededified of late from time to
time in hearing joseph the seer convers about the mysteries of the
kingdom of god 40

in the months ahead such meetings provided the twelve a literal
school of the prophets A december 1841 meeting one of the few

for which we have some detail foreshadowsforeshadows later nauvoo develop-
ments and was perhaps typical of such private discussions the
apostles and a few others met at the prophets home on a sunday
evening heber kimballsKimballs explanation of the parable of the potter
stressing that all must be pliable in the hands of god received
josephs approbation joseph followed with an acknowledgment that

31levilevi richards diary 27 may 1843 church archives I1 appreciate andrew ehat for bringing this source
to my attentionattention

31forfor a comprehensive treatment of the temple and succession see the unpublished manuscript by
andrew F ehat joseph smiths introduction of temple ordinances and the 1844 mormon succession
question A condensed version of this important study will appear in a future issue of BBYUYU studies

times andseasonsundand seasons 3 15 december 1841 625 27
40wilford40witfordwitford woodruffdiarywoodruff diary 19 february 1842 for examples ofearlierof earlier meetings see woodruffentrieswoodruff entries for

31 october 28 and 30 november and 27 december 1841
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some dissatisfaction existed in nauvoo because he did not deliver to
the saints more of the word of god the saints he said in defense
were not prepared to receive what he had no says he not one in
this room he then chastised those present for unbelief and further
explained that one reason the saints did not have the secrets of the
lord was their inability to maintain confidences 1 I can keep a secret
till doomsday he added brigham young followed with an ad-
monition to keep each commandment as it came from the lord by
the mouth of the prophet interestingly this was one of the last oc-
casions that wilford woodruff recorded in his diary the prophets
nonpublic teachings the lord and the prophet had commanded
that a temple be built and we should do it spedilyspeedilyspedily concluded
brigham young 41 for their part the apostles determined to be
pliable obedient and where necessary silent

by the spring of 1842 joseph smith had concluded that the in-
troductiontroduction of additional temple ordinances could not await the com-
pletion of the temple on 4 may 1842 in the second story of his red
brick store he introduced the first full temple endowments among
the nine men involved that day were the three apostles who later
formed the first presidency brigham young heber C kimball
and willard richards 42 from that beginning joseph smith in-
timatelyti involved the twelve in each step as he unfolded all of the
temple related keys ordinances and teachings eventually nine of
the twelve the same nine who first met as a quorum in england
received the fulnessfalness of the priesthood ordinances in nauvoo under
the prophets direction after the martyrdom these apostles
mobilized the saints to finish the temple and then administered to
them the same ordinances

during his final months joseph smith completed the introduc-
tion of all temple ordinances the implementation of new institu-
tional patterns and the preparation of the twelve to administer these
things in his absence As one close associate wrote soon after the
martyrdom

all had been done joseph and hyram had done all that they could
have done and the foundation of the great work of the last days was
laid so that it could be finished by the 12 appostles12appostlesAppostles who had been in-
structedstructed in all things pertaining to the kingdom of god on the earth 43

4wilfordwilfordtwilford woodruff diary 19 december 1841
42history of the church 51 2 see also chatsehats discussion of this in nauvoo journal of joseph

fielding p 159 n 77
13 ehat ed nauvoojournalnauvoo journal of ofjosephjoseph fielding p 153
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during this same period the prophet also expressed concretely his
feelings for the responsibilities and privileges of his own seed in con-
tinuing the work he had begun three propositions amplified and
discussed below focus attention on themes central to these final
preparations

1 that because of the proven comcompetencompetencecompetedpetence and loyalty of the
twelve joseph smith privately prepared them and fully authorized
them by priesthood keys and the knowledge of temple ordinances
and doctrine to carry on his mission no other quorum or group of
men was similarly authorized prepared and charged

2 that joseph smith anticipated later important leadership
roles for his sons and that birthright and lineal descent were signifi-
cant concepts both to him and to brigham young and the twelve

3 that neither the prophet nor the twelve saw apostolic
possession of the keys of the kingdom with concommitant respon-
sibilitysibi lity to bear off the kingdom in josephs absence and lineal
priesthood rights as incompatible during the last months of
josephs life the two were closely intertwined and throughout the
nineteenth century brigham young and the apostles viewed the
possibility of the prophets sons fulfilling their birthright as com-
plementaryplemen tary to their own responsibilities

A chronological review of the prophets essential actions in
1843 1844 illustrates the interrelationship of these concerns

full priesthood authority was not yet available in the church
brigham young told the philadelphia saints as late as august 1843
for one to have the fulnessfalness of the melchizedek priesthood he must
be a king and a priest he told them and if any yet were he was not
aware of it 44 brigham young here referred to a specific temple
related anointing that he anticipated but had not yet received he
probably understood what had so far prevented the introduction of
the ordinance and he no doubt would have agreed with the
prophets decision to move ahead as soon as the way opened in spite
of the absence of most of the twelve 45

on 2277 august in nauvoo joseph smith discussed the fulnessfalness of
the priesthood publicly in more detail than at any other time the
ordinance imparted he taught all that could be given to man on

44wilford woodruff diary 6 august 1843 later that month joseph smith alluded to the same things
when he said publicly that abrahams patriarchal power is the greatest yet experienced in this church
franklin D richards scriptural items 27 august 1843 as quoted in andrew F ehat and lyndon W

cook eds the words ofjosephof joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the
prophetjosephprophet joseph provo religious studies center 198011980 p 245

45seesee ehat joseph smiths introduction of temple ordinances for analysis of the factors which
influenced the prophets timing
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the earth 46 one month later joseph smith introduced for the first
time the fulnessfalness of the priesthood anointing of the apostles only
john taylor who received his endowments on the same day was
present in october before the arrival of the other apostles the
prophet presided over the fulnessfalness ordinance for a handful of men in-
cluding his brother hyrum and stake president william marks
brigham young received the same ordinance 22 november 1843
soon after his return from the east and under his direction other
members of his quorum soon followed 47

with the apostles in nauvoo joseph smith in december
launched a period of intensive private instruction and ordinance
work sometimes he met only with the quorum of the twelve more
often during this period he convened all of those who had been en-
dowed a group also referred to as a quorum by early december
this group included eight of the twelve with a ninth added
23 december

saturday 2 december wilford woodruff george A smith
parley pratt and orson hyde met with the quorum and conversed
upon a variety of subjects and were endowed preparitorypreparatory to fur-
ther blessings 48 from then throughout december and january
joseph smith continued his frequent private teaching sunday
17 december met with the quorum president joseph
smith met with us also we received good instruction saturday
23 december met with the quorum through the day to
conduct business including the endowment of orson pratt sunday
24 december in the evening I1 again met with the quorum
we received some instructions concerning the priesthood sat-
urday 30 december met in council in the afternoon and herd a
lecture delivered which was truly interesting and edifying
sunday 7 january 1844 met with the quorum and we had an in-
terestingte time of instruction sunday 14 january met with the
quorum of the twelve conversed upon a variety of subjects build-
ing the temple the endowment etc some good ideas advanced

wednesday 17 january in the middle of this period of inten-
sive temple related ordinance work and instruction the prophet

41 quotation is from heber C kimball diary 26 december 1845 for information about fulnessfalnessfulness oftheodtheof the
priesthood and the ordinance see the prophets discourse 27 august 1843 in ehat and cook eds the
words of ofjosephjosephhoseph smith ppap 2432452437245747 along with editorial notes on ppap 302 307 especially n 30

dates for individual ordinances have been drawn from andrew F ehat A summary of data on the
individuals who received the endowment before ordinance work began in the nauvoo temple used by
permission copy in possession of the author ehat prepared this summary after extensive work in relevant
primary materials

48wilford woodruff diary 2 december 1843 quotations from december andandjanuaryjanuary that follow are
also from the woodruff diary
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blessed his oldest son joseph that his own anointing shall be upon
the head of my son and that he shall be my successor which
appointment belongethbelongeth to him by blessing and also by right
rather than a bestowal of authority this was a conditional designa-
tion or call to later leadership 49 according to reminiscences john
taylor was present on this occasion and the other apostles were
probably soon informed 50 A few days later joseph smith directed
that eight more of the twelve receivereceive their fulnessfalness of ftthe priesthood
anointingsanoint ings

in retrospect the twelve saw this period as essential in their own
preparation to carry on joseph smiths work after him would this
blessing of young joseph have surprised disturbed or confused
them probably not for one thing they were not yet willing in
january 1844 to acknowledge even to themselves that the prophet
had need for an immediate successor because of their love for him
and their unwillingness to part with him they had discounted his
portentous remarks and refused to entertain thoughts of an imminent
change in their relationship that along with the fact that young
joseph was not yet twelve must have encouraged their propensity to
relegate any question of succession to the future in the meantime
intent on learning their own duties they focused on the demands of
the immediate future

it should also be noted that a future role for josephs sons was
not a new idea for the apostles no doubt they knew of the state-
ment in the important revelation ofofjanuaryjanuary 1841 thatjosephthat joseph smiths
blessing and anointing shall also be put upon the head of his
posterity after him and that in him and his seed as with abraham
before him shall the kindred of the earth be blessed 51 it is also
possible that part of the private instruction of this period included ex-
pression from the prophet of his hopes for his sons with explanations

the19the thomas bullock text of the 17 january 1844 blessing isis min the RLDSRIDS library archives the
auditorium reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints independence missouri both the text
and the memory of young joseph confirm that this was a blessing or designation not an ordination 1iwasI was
not ordained by my father as his successor he later declared according to my understanding of the word
ordainiwasnotordain I1 was not I1 was blessed and designated this constituted a conditional call a blessing conferred
upon me and by the act conferring certaincertain privileges upon me or to designate me to a certaincertain work depend-
ing as I1 understood itit then and understand itit now upon good behavior and upon any subsequent call I1

might receivereceive testimony ofofjosephjoseph smith III111ilinimhimin temple lot suit complainants abstract of ofpleadingpleading
andevidenceand Evidence lamoni iowa herald publishing house 1893 p 79 italics as inm the original for scriptural
use of call inm this conditional sense see matthew 201620 16 and dac 12134121 34ffff for a treatment of the RLDS
viewview of this designation see W grant mcmurray true son of a true father joseph smith III111ili and the
succession question restoration studies I1 sesquicentennial edition ed maurice L draper and clare D
vlahos independence temple school the auditorium 1980 ppap 131 41

secsee testimony ofjames whitehead inin temple lot suit complainants abstract ppap 32 33 36 37
more than a half century later however wilford woodruff expressly denied any specific memory of such a
blessing

dacd&c 12457124 57 58
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of how their role would relate to the apostolic charge and it is certain
that bloodlinesblood lines chosen lineage and priesthood rights were part of
those temple related private teachings

on 20 january the saturday following josephs blessing of his
son heber C kimball became the second of the apostles to receive
the fulnessfalness of the priesthood ordinances this under the direction of
joseph smith but with brigham young his quorum president of-
ficiatingficiating 52 during the next eleven days the remainder of the nine
apostles received those ordinances under the hands of as wilford
woodruff expressed it apostles brigham young and heber C
kimball by order ofjoseph the prophet 535 3

sunday 21 january may have been the day that joseph smith
following his regular sunday preaching answered a question about
who would be his successor by pointing out his young son joseph
seated with him on the stand 54 appropriately in the midst of this
period of intensive ordinance work and instruction josephs sermon
that day discussed temple ordinances my ownly trouble at the
present he told the saints is concerning ourselves that the saints
will be divided and broken up and scattered before we get our salva-
tion secure he noted that many asked if it were not possible to be
saved without going through all these ordinances the fulnessfalness of
salvation he answered was not possible without them 55 that eve-
ning parley pratt received the fulnessfalness of the priesthood he and
others in attendance with the prophet received many good exhorta-
tions concerning the things of god between 2 5 january and
31 january orson hyde orson pratt willard richards wilford
woodruff john taylor and george A smith received the same keys
and blessings throughout this period the twelve and others con-
tinued to meet for instructinstructionion 56

the story of joseph smiths concern for his lineage and their
birthright does not end with the blessing of his young sonjosephson joseph 57

5 this was the same order followed in the kirtland temple where quorum president thomas B marsh
was anointed and authorized to officiate for his quorum

53notenote at beginning of wilford woodruff diary for 18471847185318531855
james whitehead whose several reminiscent accounts are not internally consistent and who sometimes

included details that are demonstrably in error insisted that this occurred on the sunday meeting following
the blessing see complainants abstract ppap 32 33 36 37 here he was correct in saying that the blessing
ac0coccurredurredburred in the winter of 1843 1844 and in remembering a wednesday in another account however he
thought it occurred soon after the council offiftyof fifty was organized while other informants remembered an oc-
casion shortly before joseph smith went to carthage it is possible some such public mention was made
perhaps on more than one occasion as was the case with the prophets announcement that he had shifted the
burden of the kingdom to the twelve but it seems unlikely any formal action was taken publicly and no
record survives

55ehatehat and cook eds the words of ofjosephjoseph smith p 319
56wilford woodruff diary 21 and 28 january 1844
57forfor brigham youngs understanding of this concern and of why it was appropriate see his discourses on

9 october 1859 journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 7289 and 16 february 1847 brigham young papers
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the samejanuarysame january 1841 revelation that spoke of the blessings upon his
own seed also designated his brother hyrum to share with him all the
powers of the priesthood had hyrum outlived joseph he would
have had the authority to preside 58 however in connection with
premonitions aboaboutut his own death the prophet might also have had
presentimentspresentiments about hyrum for he apparently told newel K
whitney that if he and hyrum were taken away his younger
brother samuel H smith would be his successor 115959 at any rate
while joseph felt his entire lineage had a special birthright he was
especially concerned about his own descendants not only did he
bless his oldest son joseph several sources indicate he also left pro-
phetic promises about his youyooyoungestngestagest son david hyrum smith un-
born yet blessed and prophetically announced to be at some
future time the ruler of the mormon church is how one nineteenth
century author phrased it citing john M bernhisel an intimate
associate of the family as his source 60 born the november following
the prophets death david would have been conceived in february
after the blessing of young joseph perhaps as the first son born to
joseph and emma after their eternal marriage the first born in the
covenant he was considered to have a special birthright the pro-
phetic promises of future leadership were not forgotten

during february the twelve continued frequent meetings with
joseph many of them for planning a major western expedition to
search out possible locations for the saints some plans for the west
had been formulated at least as early as the winter of 1840 1841
while the twelve were in england and interest had continued so the
twelve were likely neither unaware nor totally uninvolved before this
but now joseph expressly delegated to the apostles the overseeing
and planning for this expedition and in this context the prophet
told them that within five years the saints would be rid of their

dac5d&cd&c 12494 95 that the apostles understood this is clear from times and seasons 5 15 october
1844 683 see also times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 650 51

59william clayton diary 12 july 1844 typescript of entry in possession of author although the entry
provides no clues as to when the remark occurred it probably came months before had the prophet in the
spring of 1844 seriously considered a succession role for his brother samuel he no doubt would have involved
him more in the instructions and ordinances given to the twelve and others during that critical period the
ehat endowment data summary dates samuels initial ordinances in december 1843 about the time the last
of the apostles were initiated however samuel continued to reside in plymouth settlement outside
nauvoo and was not involved in private preparation or general church affairs nonetheless unlike his
volatile brother william samuel was steadfast and faithful to the prophet and might have played a larger role
had he not died soon after his brothers murder in carthagejailcarthage jail his obituary extolled him as this worthy
man if ever there lived a good man upon the earth samuel H smith was that person times and
seasons 5 1 august 1844 606

got B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints A full and complete history odtheoftheof nhethenae cormonsmormons
new york D appleton and company 1873 p 213 see also W W blair diary 17 june 1874 RLDS

library archives where he recorded that james whitehead says david will yet be a prince so it was
predicted bybyjJ S As noted on p 337 brigham young made similar statements on several occasions
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old enemies whether they were apostates or of the world and
asked them to record it as a prophecy 61 for the twelve this was
fulfilled precisely on schedule in the move to the great basin leaving
behind both apostates and old enemies

in late february joseph concluded to defer further discussion of
the west until he organized a long contemplated new council the
now well known council of fifty with assistance of the apostles
who were involved in every facet of its organization and deliberations
the prophet began in early march 1844 to organize and instruct this
forum although a revelation relating to the council dates from that
same spring of 1842 that saw the organization of the relief society
and the first endowments it became in the spring of 1844 the last of
the institutional models that joseph smith would introduce 62

although the council of fifty had no opportunity to mature into
a vital institution under joseph smith its organization was of great
symbolic importance its members thought of it as a government in
embryo one that would in the millennial kingdom have full power
the kingdom is organized wrote apostles young and richards a

few weeks later and although it is as yet no bigger than a grain of
mustard seed the little plant is in a flourishing condition and our
prospects brighter than ever 63 in another letter brigham young
noted joseph had told them the kingdom is set up and you have
the perfect pattern and you can go and build up the kingdom 64

shortly after the organization of this council joseph smith con-
vened the twelve and others for a solemn yet dramatic meeting
the men met abovejosephsabove josephs store in the same room where nearly two
years earlier endowments were first given reminiscent dating of the
meeting as 23 march 1844 may be in error more likely it occurred
between 24 26 march and certainly before 4 april when orson hyde
left nauvoo for his eastern mission 65

in this extraordinary council a depressedjosephdepressed joseph smith again ex-
pressed forebodings about his own life one thing remained un-
done he told those assembled before he could go with all pleasure
and satisfaction knowing my work is done and the foundation

wilford woodruff diary 25 february 1844
61forfor the results of recent investigations of the council of fifty see D michael quinn ththee council of

fifty and its members 1844 1945 BYUbyustudiesstudies 20 winter 1980 163 97 and andrew F ehat it
seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the constitution of the kingdom of god BYU
studies 20 spring 1980 253 80

brigham young and willard richards to reuben bedlockhedlockHed lock 3 may 1844 brigham young papers see
also history odtheof thefhyfay church 6351 54

64brigham young to orson spencer 23 january 1848 millennial star 10 15 april 1848 115
65 remarks of orson hyde nauvoo high council minutes 30 november 1844 church archives and

times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 65gyl651gyi1
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laid upon which the kingdom of god is to be reared upon the
shoulders of the twelve must the responsibility of leading this
church henceforth rest until he admonished the apostles you
shall appoint others to succeed you concerned that this power
and these keys be perpetuated he noted that since all the apostles
present held the same keys should some be killed others could be or-
dained to the same calling after this appointment confirmed
by the holy anointing under the hands ofjoseph and hyrum the
prophet charged them 1 I roll the burthen and responsibility of
leading this church off from my shoulders on to yours now round
up your shoulders and stand under it like men for the lord is going
to let me rest a while 66 the twelve now stood accountable wrote
one of the apostles a few months later to lead this church and to
take the entire responsibility of all its affairs 67

on this same occasion according to parley P pratt joseph con-
ferred the keys of the sealing power on brigham young president
of the twelve the prophet taught them that it was the last key
the most sacred of all and that it pertained exclusively to the
first presidency 68

all of this left an indelible imprint on those present never
shall we forget josephs feelings or his words 69 attested the cer-
tificate of the twelve and their subsequent actions and statements
lend credence to the proposition that they did not forget after the
event joseph smith on several occasions publicly affirmed that he
had given the twelve full authority and rolled the burden of the
kingdom onto them many not present at the dramatic meeting itself
later testified that they heard joseph so remark 70 the preparations
were now complete barely three months later joseph smith was
dead

undated certificate of the twelve ca fall 1844 or winter 18418455 brigham young papers this is an early
and detailed account of the last charge including joseph smiths own language to us on that occasion
as nearly as we can recollect the apostles first discussed this charge with the nauvoo saints in august
september 1844 later they left dozens of descriptions and testimonies of this event for early printed ac-
counts see times andseasonsand seasons 5 15 september 1844 650 5511 and 5 1 november 1844 698 alsoxillennialaisoalso millennial
star 5 march 1845 151 the first detailed public discussion was probably orson hydes august address
reported in samuel W richards to franklin D richards letter begun 23 august 1844 franklin D richards
papers church archives

times and seasons 5 15 december 1844 740
proclamation6proclamation of parley P pratt 1 january 1845 milzMillmillennialennid star 5 march 1845 151511

19undated19undated certificate of the twelve ca fall 1844 or winter 1845 brigham young papers
7heberhebergheber C kimball testified that hundreds had heard the prophet proclaim the apostles had all the

power priesthood and authority that god ever conferred on me discourse by heber C kimball
8 october 1852 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 1206 for other examples see the letter to preston nibley copied in
the lorenzo hill hatch journal 14 july 1906 special collections harold B lee library brigham young
university provo utah and the statement of james W phippen the young comanswomans journal 17
december 1906 54 bathsheba W smith wife of apostle george A smith remembered hearingjosephhearing joseph

smith make such a statement publicly and in a private meeting affidavit 19 november 1903 church
archives
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IV succession AS IT OCCURRED

the initial reaction in nauvoo to news of the murders was pro-
found shock disbelief confusion emotions overwhelmed the
patriarch and prophet gone most of the twelve in the east many of
the saints indeed felt as sheep without a shepherd As william
clayton clerk to joseph smith and intimate of the twelve wrote in
early july

the greatest danger that now threatens us is dissensions and striges

amongst the church there are already 4 or 5 men pointed out as suc-
cessors to the trustee & president & there is danger of feelings being
manifest all the brethren who stand at the head seem to feel the
delicacy of the business 71

for a time in july many must have wondered what would become
of the church and who could possibly lead them in the prophets
absence nevertheless once the initial shock had passed this period
of uncertainty was probably less traumatic and undoubtedly shorter
than we have usually thought the wounded john taylor and his
fellow apostle willard richards private secretary to joseph smith
helped maintain order in nauvoo and encourage patience throughout
this period under their direction work immediately resumed on the
temple a visible demonstration that the martyredmartyred leaders labors
would live after him prompted in latejunematejunelate june to leave his eastern mis-
sion parley pratt soon joined elders taylor and richards in nauvoo
the three apostles meeting daily at the bedside of elder taylor and
united in council to the saints brought a measure of calm to replace
initial confusion As parley pratt later described july they were
enabled to baffle all the designs of aspiring men who strove to
reorganize and lead the church or divide them and to keep the

william71wffliarn clayton diary 6 july 1844 as quoted in james B allenalienailen one mans nauvoo william
claytonaclaytonsClaytons experience in mormon illinois journaljournalofmormonqfmormon history 6619791979 58 As mentioned previous-
ly one of those pointed out as successors might have been samuel H smith however lucy smith
mother ofofjosephjoseph hyrum and samuel thought it samuels right to succeed hyrum in the patriarchal office
rather than joseph as head of the church william clayton recorded on 2 july 1844 that mother smith
wants samuel to move into nauvoo and take the patriarchs office an office that ultimately went to younger
brother william smith after samuels untimely death in late july

another of those pointed out during those post martyrdom speculations might have been william
marks a man briefly considered as a possible successor to tojosephjoseph smith as trustee for the church but newel
K whitney argued that markss opposition to josephtojoseph and the quorum in the most important matters
disqualified him from further service see clayton 12 july 1844 typescript of entry in possession of author
moreover william marks could boast neither of lineage designation nor superior ecclesiastical position
those who later argued that william marks as president of nauvoo stake should have succeeded joseph
smith instead of the apostles doing so engaged in wishful thinking sparked by their intense need to find
some acceptable alternative to the twelve and the continuity they represented with the prophets nauvoo
measures emma smiths similar argument in favor of william marks as recorded byjamesbyjames monroe 24 april
1845 copy utah state historical society salt lake city simply does not fit the facts see joseph smith
diary 16 january 1836 joseph smith papers and also the discussion on ppap 308 310 12 for the prophets
clear designation of the apostles as superior
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church in a measure of union peace and quiet until the rest of the
apostles returned 72

whatever confusion lingered through july ended in early
august the 8 august vote to sustain the twelve firmly determined
the direction of the church the twelve would lead and their agenda
would be that prepared by the martyredmartyred prophet for reasons that we
shall review not all could accept that decision the decision
nonetheless was made confusion ended after 8 august those not
responsive to the program of joseph and the appeal of the twelve
faced a clear choice adjust to a continuation under the new leaders or
leave the body of the church only those who made the latter choice
faced confusion about a new leader this becomes more clear as we
examine the events of august and september

though the broad outlines of sidney rigdonsRigdons confrontation
with the twelve are well known there are little known but important
aspects of the story worth reviewing first is the frequent assumption
that sidney rigdon had resided in pittsburgh for some time before
the prophets death his virtual absence from the nauvoo records the
winter and spring of 1842 1843 can be traced however to his almost
total lack of involvement in the life of the church rather than to his
removal from nauvoo he did not finally leave nauvoo for pitts-
burgh until within ten days of the martyrdom 73

second it is important that sidney rigdon broke his self
imposed isolation in april 1844 with a major public address his first
in months this speech appears to have been in part a challenge to
joseph smith a straw in the wind to measure the mounting dissatis-
faction with nauvoo developments a testing of his own strength and
influence rigdonsRigdons impressive performance which included many
allusions to the mysteries undoubtedly entered into the prophets
decision to preach the king follett discourse 74 the experience likely

72 parley72parley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt ed parley P pratt jr salt lake city
deseret book company 1966 p 334

orson hyde testified at rigdonsRigdons trial that sidney was in nauvoo all the time but he did not attend
our councils times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 6516 5 1 heber C kimball made similar reference
and rigdonsRigdons defender william marks confirmed that sidney was in nauvoo during this period and had
brief connection with the prophets inner circle before finally departing for pittsburgh times and seasons 5

I11 october 1844 664 65 withoutwithoutjosephsjosephs authorization W W phelps introduced sidney rigdon to the
circle according to the ehat endowment data summary that was on 11 may 1844 he attended few if any
additional meetings and just over a month later left nauvoo for a nauvoo postmarked letter confirming
rigdonsRigdons presence see sidney rigdon to thomas ford 14 june 1844 church archives see also the
reminiscences ofjohn W rigdon as well as ehat ed nauvoonauvoojournaljournal ofjoseph fielding p 155 n 63

rigdons7rigdonsRigdons address began 6 april and was continued the morning of 7 aprilapra times andseasonsand seasons 515 1 may
1844 522 24 published only the first panpart see conference minutes 6 7 april 1844 church archives for
the remainder it seems clear that the prophet s preliminary remarks of the king follett discourse the after-
noon of 7 april were calculated to contrast with rigdonsRigdons powerful oratory that morning according to the
minutes joseph told the audience he intended to edify them with simple truths from heaven rather than
please their ears with oratory with much learning
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persuaded sidney rigdon that he had little influence and he quietly
retreated once again from the public scene until his mid june depar-
ture for pittsburgh convinced that developing events would result
in josephs death he awaited word that would bring him hurrying
back

although sidney rigdon returned ahead of brigham young and
most of the other apostles his appeals were ineffective the proph-
ets attempt to remove him as a counselor in 1843 as well as his long
estrangement from church affairs was well known even the great
orators lengthy discourse of 8 august fell largely on deaf ears he
simply had little remaining credibility with the saints 75

compare this to brigham young when he addressed the saints
that 8 august he spoke in every respect from a position of strength
he stood as the president of the quorum that had for years proved its
loyalty to the prophet and its effective dedication to the saints once
before when the saints faced disaster in missouri their prophet im-
prisonedprisoned the twelve had stepped forward in nauvoo the saints had
learned to rely further on them and to trust them church members
also understood the twelves relationship to joseph smith and in
some measure many were aware of the private training as well as the
public responsibilities finally the church administrative structure
was already firmly in the hands of the twelve under the cir-
cumstancescumstances there was little reason to look beyond the twelve and cer-
tainly no realistic expectation that anyone else could lead the body of
the church without their cooperation

when the apostles returned to nauvoo in early august they en-
countered not chaos but discouragement and grief though they
were hailed with joy by all the citizens the relief at the return of
the twelve did not mask deep hurt and foreboding A deep gloom
seemed to rest over the city of nauvoo thought wilford
woodruff 76 brigham young similarly assessed the scene the
brethren ware over joyed to see us come home he wrote for they
ware little children without a father and they felt so you may be
sure 77 in the east brigham young had concealed his own pain
and deep sense of loss to buoy up the saints be of good cheer he
comforted when they learned of the martyrdom when god sends
a man to do a work all the devils in hell cannot kill him untill he gets
through his work so with joseph he prepared all things gave the

75 according to george A smith at this time stake president william marks had more influence with the
saints than did sidney rigdon nauvoo high council minutes 30 december 1844 church archives

76wilford woodruff diary 6 7 august 1844
77 brigham77brigham young to vilate young 11 august 1844 photocopy church archives
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keys to men on the earth and said I1 may be soon taken from you 78

in nauvoo brigham faced the larger task of dispelling the gloom and
reanimatinganimatingre thousands for whom the prophet had been a daily
strength while the meeting on 8 august was to determine the
leadership and direction of the church it was also to revive the
saints to replace despair with renewed confidence and purpose
the saints looked as though they had lost a friend wrote brigham

young of that day one able and willing to councel them in all
things in this time of sorrow he continued 1 I arose and
spoke to the people my hart was swolenscolen with compasioncompanioncompasion towards
them and by the power of the holy ghost even the spirit of the
prophets I1 was enabled to comfort the hearts of the saints 79

when it touches the salvation of the people I1 am the man that
walks to the line said brigham young in september 1844 80 that
sense of concern and duty not ambition best describes brighamsBrighams
motivation as he addressed the saints on 8 august A close reading of
his remarks then reveals allusions to specific events and understand-
ings associated with the months of private instruction climaxed by the
prophet s dramatic charge to the twelve it was shown wrote one
observer thatjosephthat joseph had told the 12 after he had instructed them
in all things that on them would rest the responsibility and the care
of the church in case he should be taken away 81 confident in his
authority and in the necessity of stepping out brigham young
presented the apostles as men ordained and anointed to bear off
the keys of the kingdom of god in all the world the church has a
head he told the assembled saints and that head is the apostle-
ship if you let the twelve remain and act in theirplacetheir place the
keys of the kingdom are with them and they can manage the affairs
of the church and direct all things aright 82

to those who would seek to divide the church let them try
it brigham challenged and they will find out that there is power
with the apostles those who want president rigdon might have
him he added but I1 say unto you that the quorum of the twelve
have the keys could not another be appointed to lead some
wondered if one was to be chosen brigham explained the
apostles would have to ordain him unto that appointment for
they had the keys if the saints should choose to follow another

wilford7wilfordtwilford woodruff diary 18 july 1844
79 brigham79brigham young diary 8 august 1844 brigham young papers

times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 648
ehat ed nauvoo journal ofjoseph fielding p 151555

8282minutesminutes 8 august 1844 church archives
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brigham concluded take him and we will go our way to build up
the kingdom in all the world 83

many of the saints no doubt accepted the twelve without hesita-
tion and without reservation an awareness of the relationship the
twelve shared with joseph and long experience with them prepared
many nauvoo residents to trust the apostles as capable men properly
in place to lead for others brigham youngs review of the apostle-
ship must have brought home the meaning of things they had heard
or witnessed during the prophets lifetime also dozens later testi-
fied that josephs spirit or mantle seemed to rest on brigham
transforming him to look or sound like the deceased leader 84 the
saints soon began to see how things were wrote joseph fielding
I1 I1 and that the 12 must now hold the keys of power and authority ac-
cording to the revelation which says the 12 are equal with the first
presidency it was now no hard thing determining who should
lead the church 858

the results of the 8 august meeting were not ambiguous the
saints wrote brigham young in his diary wanted the twelve to lead
the church as brother joseph had dun in his day and
with one hart and voice lifted up their hands for the twelve to
preside that day according to the diary of willard richards
the twelve were unanimously voted to stand as the first
presidency of the church the church chose the twelve to be
thare leaders penned heber C kimball by unanimous vote all
seemed pleassedpleassed wilford woodruff recorded a sea of hands a
universal vote for the twelve to stand as the head the first
presidency of the church and at the head of this kingdom in all the
world 86 the power of the preasthoodPreasthood was explained and the
order there off sicj brigham young summarized a few days later
I1 on which the hoihol church lifted up there voisesboises and hands for the
twelve to moovehoove forward and organize the church and lead it as

113minutes 8 august 1844 church archives and wilford woodruff diary 8 august 1844 this state-
ment was more tactful than that of parley pratt who publicly declared that since the apostles held the keys

if the people choose to be benebenefittedbeneettedfitted by them it is their own blessing if not it is their own neglect parley
pratt stressed that the saints could neither add to nor dimmishdiminish the apostles authority for it came from god
that he could bless their labors with success with or without the aid of the people and in either case he
concluded the result of our labourslaboure will be the restoration of the kingdom and government of god proc-

lamationla 1 january 1845 millennialstarMillennial star 5 march 1845 151511
84though there is no contemporary diary account the number of later retellings many in remarkable

detail argues for the reality of some such experience while it may have convinced some who wavered it
would have functioned more importantly it seems to comfort and provide confirmation to all who witnessed
it a sign that the lord was still with the church and that the apostles had the powers claimed fromjosephfromgrom joseph

bhatehat ed nauvoo journal of ofjosephjoseph fielding p 151555
86fromfrom the 8 august 1844 entries in the diaries of brigham young willard richards heber C kimball

and wilford woodruff although the diaries use the term unanimous to stress the overwhelming vote in
favor of the twelve there were some dissenters
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joseph lead it which he added it is our indespencable duty to
due 87

it was indeed a matter of duty if the apostles were to be
faithful to the charge given them by the prophet in march they had
no choice but to step forward and shoulder the burden once they
had the sustaining vote of the saints brigham and the twelve im-
mediately proceeded to business would the people consent to be
tithedpithed until the temple was complete they asked that same after-
noon would they let the twelve regulate the financial concerns of
the church would they let the twelve designate a patriarch from
the smith family and the questions continued in each instance
the twelve received a universal vote of support 88

the ascendancy of brigham young and the twelve can in part be
seen as a natural culmination of the process set in motion by the
prophet in 1841 because of long preparation and the full support of
most of the saints they couldnowcould now lead firmly without vacillation or
delay there would be no spinning of wheels or period of confusion
the day following the meeting in the grove the twelve met with
other church leaders to right up the quorums and give every one
his place 89within89 within ten days they had prepared detailed plans and
had explained the priorities by epistle to the church abroad and in
conference to the saints at home about one priority there was little
doubt the saints wanted their endowments brigham wrote the
sunday following the crucial meeting consequently work on the
temple is going ahead faster than ever we shall push it with all our
might all things he could further report are now reviving up
again 90

the saints had needed renewed courage and uplifted spirits and
the enthusiasm and energy of the twelve helped provide that it
seems likely that the mantle of joseph upon brigham experience
associated with the meeting in the grove a confirmation that the
lord remained with the saints also contributed to renewal along
with confidence in the apostles that feelirgfeeling of assurance released
energy and optimism 1 I never attended a better conference for
unionunion and business A good feeling prevailed wrote one par-
ticipant in the first general conference under the twelve by october
nauvoo had regained full momentum and by the april 1845 con-
ference less than a year after the martyrdom observers commented

87 87brighambrigham young to vilate young 11 august 1844 photocopy church archives
8 wilford woodruff diary 8 august 1844

willard richards diary 9 august 1844
wwwillardwwillarddwillardillard richards diary 9 august 1844184 brigham young to vilate young 11 august 1844 photocopy

church archives
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on the strength energy unity and record numbers of saints attend-
ing while noting that more had been accomplished on the temple
than during any other similar length of time 91

what happened to sidney rigdon after the 8 august meeting
was merely postscript acknowledging his earlier years of faithful ser-
vice the twelve fellowshippedfellowshipped him in spite of what they saw as his
self serving misrepresentations but they would not allow him to
mislead the saints he shall not lead the innocent to destruction
vowed brigham young 1 I say it in the name of israels god 21921192229292

when sidney began privately to introduce things for which he had no
authority including secret ordinations and unauthorized temple
related ordinances they moved to cut him off 93

sidney rigdonsRigdons trial 8 september 1844 provided the most ex-
tensive public airing of the temple related issues at the heart of suc-
cession and served as an important forum for making the saints more
aware of the private instructions keys and anticipated ordinances
listening to the extended discussion many must have felt as one man
expressed two weeks earlier after a related address provided him a
new perspective orson hyde told what it was for that they
the twelve were in council with joseph so much last spring he

said thatjosephthat joseph was preparing them for the work that they have got
to do 94 sidney rigdon had no such preparation

V A succession OF confidence AND continuity

throughout the so called succession crisis the twelve appeared
unthreatened and fully confident of their authority before god and
man whether firm and decisive as in the case ofjamesjofjamesjjames J strang or
patient as with william smith they always seemed assured of their
own position their reaction to the claims of james J strang il-
lustrateslustrates this self assurance local leaders in wisconsin had excom-
municatedmunicated strang even before the twelve reached nauvoo in early

91ehatsehatdehat ed nauvoojournalnauvoojournal ofofjosephjoseph fielding p 157 for a review of this period with documenta-
tion for these generalizationsgeneraezationssee secsee ronald K esplin brigham young and the power of the apostleship
defending the kingdom through prayer 1844 1845 eighth annual sperry symposium ppap 107 11

temestimes and seasons 5 1 october 1844 667
93 specifically93specifically sidney rigdon was charged with pretending to have the fulnessfalness of the priesthood and giv-

ing it to others when he had never received it asjohnapjohnAs john taylor explained he has been ordaining men to the
offices of prophets priests and kings whereas he does not hold that office himself who does not know that
this is wrong under the circumstances thought john taylor we have been as merciful as we could be in
the fulfillment of our official duties times and seasons 5 1 october 1844 661 62 see also comments
by brigham young and parley pratt in times andseasonsand seasons 5 15 september 1844 648 652 53

94samuel W richards to franklin D richards 23 august 1844 franklin D richards papers the
published minutes of the rigdon trial illustrate many of the issues and principles discussed here see times
and seasons 5 15 september 1844 647 55 and 5 1 october 1844 660 67 the nauvoo journal of
joseph fielding ppap 151533 58 provides a more condensed contemporary account from this same perspective
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august in a 26 august council the twelve upheld that action by cut-
ting offoffstrangstrang and an associate for circulating a revelation falsely
called purporting to have been received by joseph smith when
james J strang demanded justification for their action john taylor
and orson hyde answered for the twelve they knew of no record
that god had conducted an investigation or debated authority with
lucifer after cutting him off they wrote nor would they your case
has been disposed of by the authorities of the church being satisfied
with our power and calling we have no disposition to ask from
whence yours came 95

throughout this period the twelve acted in a way that showed
they deeply believed all they said about authority and duty 96 per-
haps the convictionconviction upon which their bold leadership rested was best
expressed in 1847 soon after their first arrival in the salt lake valley
the apostles testified that an invisible agency had buoyed them
continually making them cheerful in the face of danger stimulat-
ing them forward to accomplish the things required at their hands
they had they declared enjoyed the liberty of the sons of light
which is to be exempt from fear from doubt from anxiety about con-
sequences knowing absolutely knowing that all things shall work
together for their good and for establishing the kingdom of god
upon the earth 97

not only confidence but continuity rather than innovation
characterized the leadership of the twelve throughout this period
1 I defy any man to show that we have adopted any measure only
what joseph has directed us orson hyde challenged during the
september trial of sidney rigdon rather than offering new revela-
tions parley pratt affirmed we have spent all our time early and
late to do the things the god of heaven commanded us to do
through brother joseph 98

in instance after instance it can be shown that without delay the
apostles continued the measures of the prophet they discussed the
endowment quorum the day following their sustaining and three
days later began presiding over the meetings of the group they
solemnizedsolemnizer new plural marriages within weeks of the martyrdom
they continued the prophets emphasis on the temple the nauvoo

9seeaseesee notice in the times andseasonsaudand seasons 5 2 september 1844 636316511 and the orson hyde john taylor letter
from the august 1846 voree henesheraldherddhezes as quoted by douglas W larche the mantle of the prophet A
rhetorical analysis of the quest for mormon post martyrdom leadership 1844 1860 phd dissertation
university of indiana 1977 p 60

96forfor a detailed examination of the leadership of the twelve in 1845 see esplin brigham young and
the power of the apostleship ppap 106ff

97norton97norton jacobs diary 8 august 1847 typescript church archives
9 times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 651 and 653
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house the gathering and the west once the temple was sufficient-
ly near completion the apostles administered to thousands of the
saints the same ordinances that they had received from joseph 99

under their direction the council of fifty continued they also
emphasized the principles of priesthood theocracy the prophet had
practiced all things they stressed to the saints must be done ac-
cording to the pattern that has been commenced As heber kimkirnkimnkimm

ball phrased it in october 1844 we have got to carry out josephs
measures and you have got to assist us 100

As noted earlier not all were equally comfortable with the
nauvoo innovations of the prophet and some critics of the twelve
now came out openly against them this was not necessarily to the
disadvantage of the apostles however for often such a position
served as an implicit demonstration that they followed the deceased
prophet

at least as early as november 1844 for example sidney rigdon
taught that joseph smith had fallen because of polygamy in kinl-
and

kirt-
land rigdonsRigdons principal lieutenant preached that brother joseph
was cut off for transgression and the twelve are carving out his prin-
ciples and with all who follow them are also in transgression 101

he himself rejected the entire nauvoo experience before his excom-
municationmunication he threatened to write a history of the saints exposing

all of their iniquity since they came to nauvoo 102 later in re-
ply to a request that he write a history of the mormonscormonsMormons he stated
there would have to be two histories for from 1830 to 1840 historical
developments created an unbroken chain of history which then
ended from 1840 on the history of the saints trended in a dif-
ferent direction and found its level in the order of things which now
exist in utah he concluded 103 brigham young and the twelve in
other words had followed the nauvoo program of the prophet it is

99asAs one who had received the endowment in the days ofofjosephjoseph and hyram testified in the nauvoo
temple the apostles were very strict in attending to the true and proper form learned from the prophet
ehat ed nauvoojournalnauvoo journal ofofjosephjoseph fielding p 159

100loo100epistleepistle of the twelve times and seasons 5 15 august 1844 619 and kimball address reported in
times and seasons 5511 november 1844 693 94 the epistle also stressed the keys and power the apostles
had received from the prophet so they could build up the kingdom upon the foundation that the prophet
joseph has laid p 618

lolloi lolphineasphineas H young et al to beloved brethren 31 december 1844 brigham young papers see alsoaisoalso
thomasj gregory sidney rigdon post nauvoo byustudiesBYU Studies 21 winter 1981 57 in his august 1844
bid for support in nauvoo sidney rigdon publicly professed confidence in the prophet however privately
he said thatjosephthatjoseph had not been led by god for a long time As the apostles recognized and made an issue at
his trial this was an implicit argument that the prophets nauvoo program need not be followed those who
had confidence in sidney rigdon they argued say they believe in joseph smith and at the same time all
their operations are to destroy and tear down what he has built up times andseasonsundand seasons 5 1 october 1844
667 see also ppap 655 661 666 and 686

102102minutesminutes 8 september 1844 general minutes collection
sidney rigdon to william payne 9 july 1858 sidney rigdon collection church archives
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also noteworthy that those who eventually joined the reorganization
under joseph smith III111ili similarly rejected nauvoo developments the
new doctrines ordinances and institutions of nauvoo are not evident
in that movement

recognizing the basic issue the twelve made the temple a cen-
tral symbol of their commitment god the temple and the
twelve became a rallying cry as they pledged to carry out all the
plans ofjosephofjoseph joseph divedlivedwandand died a prophet they affirmed 1 I
dont want any one to fellowship the twelve who says thatjosephthat joseph is

fallen brigham young announced 104 that is what the dissenters
intimated even when they did not openly proclaim it the

brighamitesBrighamites or twelvitesTwelvites were in truth the real josephites a
title by which those loyal to the twelve in kirtland were known by
members of the rigdon faction who proclaimed joseph fallen

like sidney rigdon some others who rejected the twelve even-
tually acknowledged that the apostles continued what joseph smith
had been about in nauvoo perhaps the most interesting analysis of
this continuity appeared in the whitmeriteWhitmerite publication the return
after careful investigation and comparison charles W lamb con-
cluded we have seen that the two the nauvoo temple or-
dinancesdinances and the utah practices

runmn parallel all the way through and that the evidence is undeniable
that the two are one andtheand raetherag same and thus brigham and associates
were truly as they always claimed carrying outjosephout joseph s measures in
finishing the temple and giving the kind of endowment they did in
fact I1 believe they have been carrying out the measures of our martyredmarty red
prophet all the time and in every other particular 135105115

why then did not this author and those to whom he wrote
follow the twelve it was not because they disbelieved the twelve
were carrying outjosephsout josephs program but because they had concluded
thatjosephthat joseph and his nauvoo program were not of god As another
writer in the return wrote of the twelves declarations that the
prophet had prepared and charged them to continuehiscontinue his work

we verily believe they thought they were doing the will of god in carry-
ing out the measures they knew he introduced with them but we
never believed those measures were gods work or we should have gone
with them instead of opposing them 106

04times04times andseasonsand seasons 551515 october 1844 683 see also times andseasonsundand seasons 5 15 september 1844 647
earlier brigham young admitted that it made him mad enough to fight to hear any one heap charges on
brother joseph who is dead times and seasons 5 1 october 1844 664

105thehe return 3 february 1891 24

bibidiibidw6lbid 2 april 1890 253 54
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that analysis focuses on the central issue of the succession period
was joseph smiths nauvoo program of god such concerns over
program complicated succession of course but were not limited to
the succession period they neither began with the death of the
prophet nor ended with the ascendancy of the twelve instead the
prophets death can be seen as a result of this ongoing split that had
its roots in kirtland and continued at least through the exodus
period 107 throughout the years of removal from nauvoo and the trek
to utah 1846 1852 those less committed to the program to the
gathering and a theocratic community to the temple and its or-
dinancesdinances and above all to plural marriage continued to leave the
church strictly speaking then this was not a succession crisis for
most of the dissenters were less concerned about the ability or
authority of the apostles than about the propriety and inspiration of
measures that had in fact originated with joseph

an examination of dissenters from the twelve demonstrates that
authority was not the central issue As long as his kingdom was
perceived as moderate james J strang for example enjoyed con-
siderablesiderable success in attracting those who sought an alternative to the
program and direction of the twelve but when he introduced his
own version of the mysteries including plural marriage he lost
adherents as precipitously as he had earlier gained them celebrated
dissenters like william smith and george J adams initially accepted
the authority of brigham young and the twelve parting later mainly
because the apostles exercising that authority frustrated the
dissenters desires 108 following confrontations both men concluded
that it was not to their personal advantage to remain with the twelve
during this period some branches in the east experienced major

kirtlandmkirtland problems to a large extent occasioned by disagreements with joseph smith s directions
and the subsequent removal to missouri offer an instructive parallel to nanauvoovoo problems and the removal to
the great basin even without the complications of a succession question losses to the church during
1836 1839 were high indeed the percentage who drifted away in that earlier crisis may have been larger
than the percentage lost during 1844 1849

in letters to brigham young william smith demonstrated his agreement with the position the twelve
had taken and acknowledged brigham young as the highest authority in the church As late as january
1845 he wrote a letter expressing his support for the quorum oftheodtheof the twelve as the presidency over the whole
church and even endorsing parley P pratts major statement about the preparation authority and duty of
the twelve see times and seasons 6 15 february 1845 814

when georgejgeorgegeorfe J adams was called before the twelve in march of 1845 to be tried for his misconduct he
acknowledged their authority in his plea to be saved by those who have the power and authority to do it
undated minutes 15 march 1845 brigham young papers at this trial he confessed his sins and begged

for mercy agreeing to repent and be one with the twelve thereafter only after failing to receive their ap-
probation did he proclaim 1 I cant support the twelve as the first presidency i cant do it when i know it belongs
to josephs son young joseph who was ordained by his father before his death and was still only twelve
years old brigham young is a userperusurper a tyrant and an apostate georgegeorgej J adams to A R tewkesbury
14 june 1845 church archives
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defections generally however this occurred only where earlier
abuses by william smith george J adams and sam brannan had
divided the branches even before the death of the prophet precipi-
tating a mistrust of the leadership and the program the privations
and hardships of the exodus also contributed to losses it was no
small task to live for several years in temporary homes and makeshift
communities and then with inadequate equipment and insufficient
provisions to move a family across plains and mountains to an unset-
tled region many who started out with the twelve simply did not last
the course in this context concerns about authority if mentioned at
all were more of an excuse than a cause for leaving

this is not to say that some believing that there should have
been a different outcome did not reject the leadership of brigham
young and the twelve over the issue of authority and succession
itself it seems clear however that other things personal
discouragement disagreement with the specific actions of in-
dividualsdividuals or concerns over direction motivated so called succession
losses far more frequently than did any quarrel over the right and
authority of the twelve to preside and those who raised the latter
issue often first experienced other difficulties on the isssues of
preparation and authority the twelve were virtually unassailable and
few dissenters ever attempted to make that case against them

several additional things should be noted about succession
period losses first to a certain degree especially initially the losses
were beneficial during the last months of the prophets life
nauvoo was anything but united some like william law and his
associates actively opposed the prophet while others who resisted
some measures could not bring themselves to break personally with
him their departure following josephs murder left nauvoo more
unified had those most opposed to the program not left the
church could not have experienced the renewal of energy and har-
mony that saw the rapid completion of the temple and the successful
preparation for the move west As one anonymous letter writer
expressed in the fall of 1844 we need not wonder that the at-
mospheremosphere feels more pure and more wholesome for much of the un-
fruitful and corrupt matter is purged those not in agreement in
other words had left and consequently we may expect to be more
healthy log

1092imeswtimeswhimes1092 imes andseasonsand seasons 5 15 october 1844 675
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second aside from the specific need for greater unity theology
suggested that a continual sifting was a necessary part of the process
of perfecting the saints always there would be some who from
weakness or inclination would not stay but their place would be
filled by others although specific losses caused pain and there was
grief over those misled the twelve seem not to have felt threatened
or unduly troubled by this sifting they saw it partly as desirable
and at any rate inevitable by acting boldly they saved the sheep
and none but the goats have gone heber kimball proclaimed in
1845 now unified the sheep like the salt they get from the
shepherds 110

finally it appears that approximately half of those who were
members of the church at the death ofjoseph smith did follow the
twelve through all the difficulties of the succession exodus period 111liilil
because the prophet had carefully prepared the twelve to provide
continuity and the majority of the saints recognized their leadership
institutional damage to the church was minimal given the cir-

cumstancescumstances one is impressed not by how many remained behind or
were sifted out but by how many traveled west neither the 1844
succession of the twelve to leadership nor the 1846 1852 exodus to
the west resulted in the breaking up of the church

VI THE APOSTIESAPOSTLES AND THE SONS OF JOSEPH

the sons of the prophet were in 1844 too young to have voice in
or direct influence on succession 112 nonetheless the prophet had
prophesied concerning them and a few dissatisfied with the twelve
or their program may have remained behind with the hope that the
sons would eventually provide an alternative more important some
and perhaps many of those who remained firmly committed to
the twelve and the measures of joseph also expected that in

bthomasOTthomasothomashomas bullock minutes 1 june 1845 church archives
although more work needs to be done and no incontrovertible figures are yet available current data

suggest that in 1844 there were between 35000 and 40000 members and certainly less than 50000 this
estimate is based on the actual membership represented in each conference in england on census figures
for nauvoo on other vital records that help estimate mormon populations of hancock county illinois and
lee county iowa and on a comprehensive survey of branches for the rest of the united states and canada
thanks to donald L enders of the church arts and sites division and james L kimball of the church
archives search room for sharing preliminary results of work still in progress and to glen M leonard of the
church arts and sites division for sharing the estimates of historian T edgar lyon lyons earlier estimates
suggested a total membership of not more than 34500

112whenwhen his father was killed youngjosephyoung joseph was only eleven and david was yet unborn their mother
emma did have influence however and was among those who hoped for an alternative to the apostles and
the measures she knew they espoused although she knew her brother in law william smith too well to sup-
port him she did briefly consider sidney rigdon and william marks
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time one or the other of the prophets sons would step forward as
leader in the church 113

brigham young and the twelve for their part genuinely hoped
even if they knew enough about emma smiths antipathy to plural

marriage not to immediately expect that the sons would join them
in the west throughout the period of succession and exodus
brigham young responded to questions about youngjosephyoung joseph by cau-
tioning that little should be saidjorsaidsald for if the enemies of the church
learned of the promises upon his head it would endanger the boy s
life 114 critics turned such remarks into sinister self serving asser-
tions manufactured merely to blunt talk of a potential rival it seems
more likely that brigham genuinely felt there was danger to the boy
and was sincere in his concern 115 the records preserve no evidence
brigham young feared the potential influence of young joseph or
tried to dissuade him from joining the saints in the west on the
contrary for a decade and more he continued to acknowledge openly
the possibility indeed to invite it and youngjosephyoung joseph received many
invitationsinvitations from those associated with the apostles urging him to
join them

it should be noted that although the twelve were sustained in
august 1844 as the presidency over the whole church and brigham
young was early acknowledged as president of the church the
apostles employed no language in reference to themselves or to
succession that precluded a future leadership role for josephs
sons even brigham youngs affirmation of the authority of the
twelve before the 8 august vote expressly acknowledged at least a
theoretical possibility of another head the apostles were the
presidency of the church he declared they stood next to joseph and
held the keys from him and would have to ordain any man unto
that appointment that should be chosen ie if one was to be

mtheathethe stories about young josephs designation circulated widely enough to be preserved in an 1844
publication see henry brown history ofillinoisof illinois new york new york press 1844 p 489 as quoted in
D michael quinn organizational development and social origins oftheodtheof the mormon hierarchy 1832 1932
A prosopographical study MA thesis university of utah 1973 p 72 one who followed the twelve
to the west but later became disenchanted insisted it had been the understanding of the people generally
that the prophets son would one day preside testimony ofjohnofjohn H carter complainants abstract p 181811

aboraforfor examples see testimony ofjohnof john H thomas complainants abstract p 255 and william
smith A proclamation warsaw signal 29 october 1845

115inin nauvoo following the martyrdom there were it appears substantial rumors that all those who held
the highest priesthood keys were in danger see vilate kimball to heber C kimball 30june30 june 1844 quoted in
ronald K esplin life in nauvoo june 1844 vilate kimballsKimballs martyrdom letters BYU studies 19
winter 1979 238 39 and sally randall to dear friends i july 1844 typescript church archives similar-

ly in september 1844 heber C kimball told a public audience there were present others who held authority
in addition to the twelve but we dont want to mention their names for the enemy will try to kill them
times andseasonsand Seasons 5 1 october 1844 664 ififthosethose threats were taken seriously it would not be difficult to

credit brigham youngs expressed concern that the prophesied heir to the birthright of the prophet might
also be in danger
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chosen 116 brigham young here suggested that not only did the
apostles have authority from the prophet but they also had the
power to convey that authority to others including in time the
prophets sons

presumably it was john taylor who editorialized soon after the
martyrdom in reply to the question who shall be the successor of
joseph smith be patient he urged his readers be patient a lit-
tle till the proper time comes and we will tell you all after report-
ing the vote that the twelve should preside over the whole
church he then promised when any alteration in the presidency
shall be required seasonable notice will be given 117 the editorial
did not shut the door on future alternatives or claim that successionsuccession
was now forever established As brigham young declared in a
7 august meeting with sidney rigdon he with the twelve had the
keys and through those keys could learn the mind and will of god 118

then and in the future they would do with those keys whatever the
lord directed for the leadership of his church

given this apparent flexibility one wonders if the apostles
declined to organize a new first presidency in nauvoo partly in
deference to the prophets sons while that may have been a factor
it is clear that other circumstances more directly influenced their
timing

independent of young joseph it may have been more difficult
for the saints to accept immediately brigham youngs leadership
over the church as the president of a new first presidency replacing
the martyrs than it was to sustain him and his colleagues in their
familiar calling as apostles but if that were the only reason for delay
they would probably have moved ahead with the organization of a
presidency in 1845 or 1846 when critics carped about the defect in
the present organization ie the absence of a first presidency a
quorum that all the saints expected and only sidney rigdon and
james strang provided there is no evidence that the twelve ever
doubted their authority to organize the first presidency and brigham
young later emphasized on several occasions that he had known in
august 1844 they eventually would do so that the apostles failed to
correct the defect even when it became problematical may have
been due to their interpretation of the charge they received from the
prophet not just brigham young or brigham and counselors but
the twelve as a quorum were charged to complete the temple assist

wilford woodruff diary 8 august 1844

timertemertimes and seasons 525 2 september 1844 632
minutes 7 august 1844 brigham young papers
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the saints in obtaining their endowments and find a new home for
the church in the west not until these tasks were accomplished did
the twelve move in december of 1847 to form a new presidency

aware that lengthy discussion and some disagreement preceded
the 1847 decision to organize the first presidency some have felt that
not all the apostles agreed with brigham youngs right to move
ahead even then the minutes demonstrate however that none of
the twelve questioned brigham youngs authority to organize a
presidency or his right to preside over it at issue was the expediency
of organizing then with the twelve functioning so successfully as a
quorum there was hesitancy to change the shape of administration
when no exigency seemed to demand it part of this involved a
realistic anticipation that brigham young as president of the new
first presidency would not involve individual quorum members as
fully in administration as he had as president of the twelve the
apostles had enjoyed and appreciated the opportunity of sharing ad-
ministrative responsibilities and were reluctant to give that up these
personal feelings along with queries about the necessity for change
prompted the deliberations not differences over doctrine or authori-
ty since young joseph had just turned fifteen it is not surprising
that a potential future role for him was not part of the lengthy
discussions 119

this is not to suggest that by 1847 the apostles had forgotten
youngjosephyoung joseph rather that he still had to come of age prove himself
and enter in at the gate to receive authority later statements of
the apostles confirm this attitude in 1856 heber kimball noted
that the prophets boys lay apparently in a state of slumber
though by and by he thought god will wake them up and
they will roar like the thunders of mount sinai 120 in early 1860
brigham young remarked that youngjosephyoung joseph would in time be a good
latter day saint it was president youngs faith that blessings will
rest on the posterity of joseph smith the prophet and the spirit of
the lord will probably rest upon joseph that he will be constrained to
enquire of the lord what he would have him to do there can be no
doubt that brigham young was greatly disappointed to learn soon
after this that young joseph had joined with the reorganization
I1 I1 those apostates in brighamsBrighams view realizing that the prophets
eldest son had made his choice brigham young concluded that
joseph might be a prophet and do a good work but he never would

minutes november and december 1847 brigham young papers
discourse by heber C kimball 29 june 1856 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 46
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now be leader of this people david would be the leader of the
church 121

for many years that became the theme ofofbrighambrigham youngs com-
ments on the sons of joseph smith as the following example
illustrates

I1 have already said that young joseph smith will never be the leader of
the latter day saints to put your minds at rest I1 will say it again while
the sun shines the water runs the grass growesbrowes and the earth remains
young joseph smith will never be the leader of the latterdaysatterdayLatterday saints
but if david the one thatjosephthat joseph the prophet predicted should step
forth to become the leader of this church he will come to us like a little
child 122

for brigham young the problem with josephs sons was clear they
were following emma bidamon and not joseph the prophet 1 I am
sorry for them and I1 have my own faith regarding them brigham
young told the saints

I1 think the lord will find them by and by not joseph I1 have told the
people timestimes enough they never may depend on joseph smith who is
now living but david who was born after the death of his father I1 still
look for the day to come when the lord will touch his eyes but I1 do not
look for it while his mother lives the lord would do it now if david
were willing but he is not he places his mother first 123

it is significant that brigham young did not call himself the suc-
cessor to joseph smith for one thing he believed the prophet held
the keys of presidency over this dispensation for eternity and no one
would or could replace him but more than that he thought of
himself as josephs disciple as an apostle of the martyredmartyred prophet
authorized and charged to carry on his work more than as his suc-
cessor 124 in 1860 when news ofofjosephjoseph illsIIIsliisllis joining the reorganiza-
tion began to make a stir in utah heber kimball testified that no
matter how many potential heirs to the priesthood arise 1 I know
that brigham young will lead this people till the time comes for a
change if the lord wants another man to take oversight of this peo-
ple he continued he will in due time make it manifest to

12 remarks by brigham young brigham young office journal 28 february and 15 august 1860
brigham young papers

12 12discoursediscourse by brigham young 7 october 1863 brigham young papers
3 discourse by brigham young 27 august 1874 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdircourses 15136
24brigharnbrigham young indicated he was uncomfortable personally being sustained as the prophet seer and

revelator while he often claimed to receive revelation he said the title itself always made me feel as
though I1 am called more than I1 am deserving of I1 am brigham young an apostle ofjoseph smith and also
ofjesusofjesus christ discourse by brigham young 6 october 1857 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 5296 he calledcoed
himself an apostle ofofjosephjoseph smith and a witness that joseph was a man of god and had the revelations
ofjesusof jesus christ discourse by brigham young 17 february 1856 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 3212
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president young in the meantime the saints could rest assured that
brigham young was the man to lead and that he would lead them
aright president young said heber kimball was the legal ad-
ministrator and successor the legal successor ofofjosephjoseph smith
in responding brigham young once again left open the door

the brethren testify that brother brigham is brotherjosephsbrother josephs legal suc-
cessor you never heard me say so I1 say that I1 am a good hand to keep
the dogs and wolves out of the flock I1 do not think anything
about beingjosephsbeing josephs successor but concern myself with father
what do you require of me and what can I1 do to promote your kingdom
on the earth and save myself and brethren

As to the sons of the prophet brigham remained certain that they
were in the hands of god and that if ever they made an appearance
before the saints full of his power there are none but what will
say amen we are ready to receive you 125

the sons brigham young emphasized must come in through
the gate by that he meant they must qualify themselves by obe-
dience and worthiness and then receive the keys from those who
received them from their father before they could have a place in the
kingdom 126 youngjosephyoung joseph does not poessesspressesspoessess one particle of
priesthood brigham reminded the saints in 1866 he had made
another choice but still president young had hope for the other son
of promise 1 I am looking for the time when the lord will speak to
david he continued but let him persue the course he is now per
suing and he will never preside over the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in time or in eternity he has got to repent
embrace the gospel of life and salvation and be an obedient son of
god or he never can walk up to possess his right if he would walk

in the true path of duty concluded brigham it would be his right
to preside 1 I hope and pray that he and the whole family will
repent 127

what might have been if the son of the prophet had taken the
only legitimate course to obtain the keys and powers of the holy
melchisedekmelc4isedekmelchisedecMelchimeichisedek priesthood is not for us to say concluded one
nineteenth century writer but the facts are that he holds neither

125discourse125discourse by heber C kimball 3 june 1860 journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 8274 275 and discourse by
brigham young 3 june 1860 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesof Discourses 869

126126josephjoseph smith 111IIIlii disagreed with Brigbrighamharn young on where to find the proper gate not on the necessity
of entering the gate it is not necessarily a birthright to be president of the church joseph III111ili said noting
that such leadership comes by virture of the fitness and qualification I1 may say good behavior and the
choice of the people recognizing a call or right seeing the need for ordination as well as birthright and
designation he claimed authority through zenas gurley and william marks see complainants abstract
ppap 78 79 and 81

127 discourse127discourse by brigham young 7 october 1866 brigham young papers
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priesthood nor presidency todayto day could brigham young and the
twelve have harmonized apostolic succession with lineal rights had
the sons ofofjosephjoseph come to them this same author argued that even
had they been worthy and ordained to the fullness of the priesthood
held by the prophet it would not automatically follow they would
preside over the church heirship relates to priesthood but not
necessarily to presidency he thought 128

while it is not possible to know what might have been it is
clear that brigham youngs perspective allowed for presidency the
experience ofjosephofjoseph F smith may provide the best guide as to how
As a son ofofhyrumhyrum smith joseph F also had a birthright relating to
priesthood and to office he had first to demonstrate worthiness and
commitment but the fact that he was ordained to the apostleship at
an early age was not unrelated to his lineage and though he was a
man of ability it was similarly not unrelated to his lineage that there
were several discussions about placing him at the head independent
of his turn by apostolic seniority however in each instance the
apostolic order was maintained it was believed nonetheless that
the senior apostle held the keys to know the mind and will of god
and had the right if god directed to designate another if a son of
the martyredmartyred prophet had come into the church it is possible he
would have been so designated otherwise he might as didjosephdid joseph
F smith son of the martyredmartyred patriarch eventually have presided
over the church as senior apostle

and what was the thinking of joseph 111IIIlii through these years
why did he not claim his station in his memoirs he wrote of an 1856
visit by his cousin george A smith and erastus snow who urged him
to go to utah for they really thought that my place the principal
reason he declined the invitation he told them was his disbelief in
whattheywhattleywhat they taught and practiced polygamy they asked yes I1

could never accept or countenance that doctrine he replied to
join the utah mormonscormonsMormons he thought would have been tantamount
to admitting that his father was responsible for and the human
author of that system which he did not and wounotwounwoulywouldwonnotwouldnotnotot believe to
admit that my father was the author of such false theories or
that he practiced them in any form was not only repulsive in itself to
my feelings and strongly condemned by my judgment but it was
contrary to my knowledge of and belief in him 129

charles W penrose in millennial star 31 30 july 1886 485

athewthethe saints herald 15 january 1935 p 79 and 2 april 1935 ppap 431 32 as reprinted in the
memoirs qfpresidentjosephof president joseahjoseph smith iliIII111iffill 1832 1914 ed richard P howard independence mo herald
publishing house 1979 ppap 31 and 70 71
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he published these feelings in 1860 as he took the helm of the
reorganization 1 I know that many stories are now being circulated
in reference to what will be the result of the step I1 have taken he
wrote acknowledging that many believed he would emigrate to salt
lake he concluded

to those who know me it is needless for me to say that I1 am not going
to do any such thing while the doctrine of polygamy and disobedience
to the laws are countenancedcountenancer there numbers of my readers
know my sentiments in regards to those obnoxious features of utah
mormonism 130

it was the program and not the authority of the apostles that
joseph III111ili rejected indeed there is evidence that he saw the twelve
as the proper authority to succeed the prophet in 1844 even as late
as 1865 he argued that the apostles had properly rejected sidney
rigdon and legally excommunicated him 131 nonetheless he felt
justified in refusing to follow them because in his view they in-
troducedtroduced new doctrines and practices 132 he never accepted that
these measures of brigham young and the twelve had originated
with his father

once joseph 111IIIlii made his choice the hopes of brigham young
and others for the posterity of joseph centered on david when it
became evident that david too declined to lend his talents to his
fathers work anticipations shifted to a more remote future time for
the fulfillment of the prophets predictions apostle john henry
smith wrote to his cousin joseph 111IIIlii in 1886

the promise made to your father that in him and his seed all of the
families of the earth should be blessed cannot fail if you and your
brothers fail to come forward and perform your part godwillgadwillgod will raise up
through your children or childrens children seed that will yet honor all
of his laws sustain every principle being mighty among the saints for
your fathers words will not fail 133

00the3 true larterlatterlarrerlartLattlarfsatterdaylatterdayerDaydaydag saints herald may 1860p1860 p 171 as quoted in larche the mantle of the proph-
et p 204

13 joseph smith 111IIIililii supported the authority of the twelve in a debate with rigdon follower stephen post
see stephen post to james post 25 december 1865 quoted by gregory sidney rigdon ppap 65 66

questioned many years later about the possibility that the prophet had left the apostles at the head even
as had jesus joseph smith III111ili is said to have replied yes they were the proper persons to take the lead at
fathers death interview with joseph smith III111 18 march 1896 independence mo photocopy church
archives it appears he believed the apostles possessed proper authority until they introduced doctrines and
practices subversive of the faith of the church causing god to reject the church in its organized quorum
capacity complainants abstract p 83

mcomplainantscomplainants abstract p 70

john henry smith letterbookLetterbook 28 april 1886 p 622 western americana J willard marriott library
university ofutah salt lake city as quoted by buddy youngreen sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion
1860 BYUbyustudiesstudies 20 summer 1980 370
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earlier george Q cannon of the first presidency had publicly ex-
pressed a similar opinion faithful men might have less faithful sons
he tu ughtaught but

faithful posterity will come just as I1 believe it will be the case with the
prophet josephs seed just as sure as god lives just as sure as
god had made promises so sure will some one of joseph smiths
posterity rise up and be numbered with this church and bear the
everlasting priesthood thatjosephthat joseph himself had it may be delayed in
the wise providence of our god but these promises are
unalterable 134

progress in the kingdom did not however depend on that
timetable able men stood steadfast exercising that fulnessfalness of
priesthood authority they had received directly from the prophet As
brigham young assured the people many years before although
joseph smith lived and died a prophet sealing his testimony with

his blood the voice of the lord is still heard for this people I1

never pretended to be joseph smith he continued nor the man
who brought forth the book of mormon but I1 do testify of the truth
of it instructed prepared authorized ofofjosephjoseph 1 I am an apostle
to bear testimony 155135while135 while brigham young and the apostles stood
ready to make room for the seed of joseph they resolutely pursued
the goals and managed the stewardship left them by their martyredmartyred
prophet

34 34discoursediscourse by george Q cannon 16 november 1884 journal ofofdiscoursesdiscourses 25367
discourse by brigham young 7 april 1850 general minutes collection
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anniversaryanniversaryniversary

jim walker

brain blisters
subtle thoughts of my neglect
looking through the flawed pane
of our comfortable years
realizing in these small hours
I1 might lose you forever

how then could I1 whisper to repair
those empty spaces where
I1 turned away silent
rather than tell my anger thanks
or least forgivable
love

jim walker is a poet residing in salt lake city utah
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an elder among the rabbis

dennis rasmussen

why should a mormon be interested in judaism1judaismI1 I1 can speak
only for myself in judaism I1 have found a part of my religious
heritage handed down from the ancient prophets of israel through
the rabbis of the greco roman era to thejewsthe jews of today 2 this essay
is an account of my experience among the teachings and teachers of
judaism how my interest began what brought me to a jewish
theological seminary who my teachers were and what I1 learned
about rabbinic history and teaching together with some reflections
and comments about these and about the talmud the great com-
pendium of rabbinic law and lore which we studied so diligently

my interest in judaisminjudaism began at the institute of religion in salt
lake city I1 went there every wednesday evening to hear elder
marion D hanks teach two courses book of mormon and doctrine
and covenants for three hours I1 rejoiced in the opportunity to study
the scriptures under his guidance on one occasion elder hanks read
to us segments from a radioaradioradlo script called the song of berditchevBerditchev
it had been presented on an NBC weekly series the eternal
light produced in new york city by the jewish theological
seminary of america the script was the story of rabbi levi yitzhak
an eighteenth century leader of ukrainian jews surnamed the
compassionate he is still remembered by his people as one of their
kindest and most beloved rabbis 3 the story of this man touched me
deeply my thoughts returned to it often in the years that followed
and it was eventually to lead me to its source

dennis rasmussen isis an associate professor of philosophy at brigham young university
this paper was presented in the november 1980 flea market of ideas lecture seriesserlesseriesserles sponsored by the

BYU honors program brigham young university provo utah
foror a fascinating account ofofjosephjoseph smiths study of hebrew with professorjoshuaprofessor joshua seixas see louis C

zucker mormon anddewandjewandund jew A meeting on the american frontier apnpn p nd special collections harold B
lee library brigham young university

samuel H dresner levi yitzhak ofberditchevof berditchevBerditchev portrait ofaodaof a hasidic master new york hartmorebartmoreHartmore
house 1974
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about three and a half years ago I1 learned of a special institute
which was to be held at the jewish theological seminary of america
entitled institute for the teaching of the post biblical foundations
of western civilization it was to last for eight weeks during the
summer of 1978 with one additional week the following summer
and would be taught by five rabbis on the faculty college teachers
in the humanities and social sciences were invited to apply twenty
would be selected as fellows of the institute their studies would con-
cern the contributions of the rabbinic or post biblical period of
judaism to western civilization the hope was that greater awareness
of the jewish tradition would help the fellows to be better teachers of
western civilization in general I1 labored diligently on my applica-
tion six weeks later I1 was notified that I1 had been accepted

the seminary s primary purpose is to train rabbis for synagogues
in the conservative branch of present day judaism but it offers the
doctors degree as well and is dedicated to the vision of its first presi-
dent solomon schechter who hoped to bring together the best in
both sacred and secular scholarship over the years some of the
worlds most distinguished jewish scholars have taught at the
seminary including president schechter louis ginzberg abraham
joshua heschel and saul lieberman located on 122nd street and
broadway the seminary is just two blocks from columbia university
and barnard college across the street is union theological
seminary where reinhold niebuhr the distinguished protestant
theologian taught A few blocks further is grants tomb overlook-
ing the hudson river surrounded by such a setting I1 was ex-
hilaratedhilarated at the prospects before me

II11

our schedule called for two hour sessions morning and after-
noon monday through friday except that there was no class on fri-
day afternoon at the beginning of the first session we were told
that in order for us to become acquainted more quickly with at least
one member of the faculty we would be divided into groups of four
each of which would accompany one of the teachers to his office
where the group could get to know one another with three of my
colleagues I1 soon found myself in the office of rabbi yochananchananyachananYo
muffs a wonderful man with sparkling eyes and an expansive love for
people which he communicated with every word and gesture think
of elder legrand richards fifty years ago and you will have some
idea of the presence of rabbi muffs we sat in a row in front of his
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desk and he talked to us one by one he asked such questions as why
we had come what we hoped to learn what courses we usually
taught and so on

he finally turned to me I1 was third in line I1 told him my name
and university youre the mormon he boomed

yes
do you wear the garment
yes

he turned and pointed out his window against the blue sky we
could see framed in the window the spire of the chapel at union
theological seminary on the top was a figure blowing a trumpet

people around here think thats gabriel he said you and I1

know who it really is dont we thats moroni
you can imagine how I1 was beginning to feel As rabbi muffs

continued the others seemed somehow to fade from my con-
sciousnesssciousnessscioussciousness so that there were only two in the room the elder and
the rabbi

do you pay your tithing here I1 almost became confused
was this a dream was I1 being interviewed for a temple recom-
mend was it bishop muffs or rabbi muffs

do you pay your tithing
yes
do you pay itit with a joyful heart
yes

he leaned back in his chair and spoke more softly but with even
greater intensity 1 I believe he said that joy is the essence of
religion there is nothing more fundamental to religious living than
joy that is its heart I1 am working on a book about joy I1 want to
trace it not only through the bible but through the literatures of the
ancient near east generally

now I1 had decided before I1 left provo that I1 would be discreet
about discussing mormonism my purpose in coming was to learn
but I1 had also resolved that if a good opportunity presented itself I1

would not be shy here was this good man telling me about the im-
portance of joy what verse do you think was racing through my
mind then I1 heard myself speaking you know there s a passage
in the book of mormon about joy that you might like it says adam
fell that men might be and men are that they might have joy

2 nephi 225
oh my god whispered the rabbi 1 I ve found the text I1 ve

searched for all my life in the book of mormon icanteachIcanI1 can teach
from the book of mormon turning to me he said say it again
but not so fast
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As I1 repeated the familiar words phrase by phrase his eyes
glowed when I1 had finished he offered to provide a midrash
which is an imaginative and frequently extended interpretation of a
text he said something like this

according to the rabbis when the holy one blessed be he
decided to create the world the angels became jealous and said to
him why do you want to create man when you have us we are
always with you why then do you need man the holy one
replied yes you are always with me hence when you obey me I1

never know if you obey me because you love me or because you see
me watching you but if I1 create man it will be different adam will
fall for only by being outside my presence can man exist as man
making choices in freedom I1 will give him my torah if he obeys it
he will have joy and I1 will know that he obeys because he loves me
and not because he sees me watching him

then rabbi muffs asked how do mormonscormons interpret the
verse I1 replied that I1 saw little to add

you must sit by me at lunch he said
it was in fact getting close to noon and there was still one other

person for him to talk to for the moment our dialogue was over
and the presence of the others in the room demanded his attention
soon however we were seated at a long table talking in each others
ear about everything from the word of wisdom to higher criticism of
the bible at the end of the meal the person in charge called us all
to order and announced that each one of the five teachers would now
stand and introduce himself to the entire group when rabbi muffs
arose he uttered the following words ladies and gentlemen I1

have had a shattering experience this morning all eyes became
more intent he continued betraying a smile my colleague to my
left from brigham young university has given me a text from the
book of mormon that I1 have searched for all my life placing his
hand upon my shoulder he said stand up and say it for
them and watch the jews

and so on the first day of my experience at the seminary I1 stood
and recited for all the fellows and the faculty a verse from the book of
mormon I1 would later learn to appreciate more fully why rabbi
muffs had claimed it for his own 4

rabbi muffs told me later that he had studied mormonism as a history student needless to say he was
delighted to receive the book of ofmormonmormon which I1 presented to him on the concept ofjoyofloyof loyjoy see thejoytheroythe joy of
the law in solomon schechter aspects qfrabbinicof rabbinic theology 1909 reprint ed new york schocken
1961 ppap 148 69
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I1 cannot take the time to describe all the faculty who taught us
all were rabbis all held doctors degrees as well all were deeply com-
mitted jews but I1 must mention just one other rabbi david weiss
halivniHalivni a renowned talmud scholar who was the director of our in-
stitutestitute 5 perhaps less exuberant than rabbi muffs more quiet he
was endowed with a gentle and profound spirit rabbi muffs had
been born inin the united states but not so rabbi halivniHalivni he like
his childhood friend elie wiesel 6 had entered the world in sighethighet
romania A talmud prodigy at five at fifteen he had stepped out of
a boxcar into auschwitz the last words which he heard from his
family were those of his aunt may the torah that you have studied
protect you all except him perished he wrote his witness in the
dedication to his first book on the talmud this witness was later
reproduced near the entrance to the yad vashembashem memorial in
jerusalem 1 I survived alone to tell to remind and to demand

how can I1 explain what it was like for me born and reared in the
safety of a small city in the american west to look into eyes which
had seen what his had seen or to feel the indomitable faith that in-
spired his teaching or to watch him seated on the floor of the
synagogue according to the tradition chanting the lamentations of
jeremiah on tishartishah bavbaa the fast day which commemorates the
destruction of the temple7Templetempled7

thou 0 lord remainestremainest for ever thy throne from generation to
generation

wherefore dost thou forget us for ever and forsake us so long time
turn thou us unto thee 0 lord and we shall be turned renew our

days as of old lamentations 519 22111

III111lii

the theme of the institute can be indicated by two statements
first judaism is not simply the religion of the old testament I1 had
once supposed that it was and I1 was surprised to learn thatjudaismthat judaism
like christianity had an additional creative period after the time of
the old testament or for the jew after the time of the bible in

the others were rabbi david wolf silverman philosophy rabbi joseph S lukinsky education
rabbi shayeashayej D cohen history rabbi muffs taught bible rabbi halivnihajivniHalivni talmud the institutes assist-
ant director was rabbi gordon tucker

elieeilegeliegeile wiesel survived the concentrationconcentration camps and has written some of the most moving accounts of the
holocaust that one can read he has also written works concerning the tradition of hasidism from which he
is descended night the gates odtheoftheof fiethefee forest souls on fire Afesafessengersmessengerssengers ofgodof god legends ofourolourof our time are a
few of his books

7hayyimhayyim schauss thethejewishjewish festivals history and observance trans samueljaffesamuel jaffe 1938 reprint ed
new york schocken 1962 ppap 96 105
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fact christianity itself emerged during this same post biblical era
these considerations lead to the second statement judaism today is a
product of the rabbinic period roughly 200 BC to AD 500300
understanding these two statements led me to see a parallel between
the two faiths As christianity is the old testament mediated by the
teachings of jesus christ and his apostles so judaism is the bible
mediated by the teachings of the rabbis jesus himself is called
rabbi in the gospels john 138 49 32 etc so as a result of the
institute I1 was able to find between his teachings and those of the
rabbis important similarities as well as the differences which before
had tended to dominate my thinking

who were the rabbis and what was the nature of their
teaching8teachingteachings8 how was it related to the teaching of the prophets how
did the rabbis accomplish the task of creating thejudaismthe judaism which
would endure for two thousand years I1 certainly cannot provide a
fully adequate answer but I1 can at least suggest a brief orientation
the rabbis saw themselves as inheritors of an ancient tradition which
they traced ultimately back to moses the tradition itself is called the
oral torah or oral law god gave to moses his torah or teaching or
law the word law I1 learned does not capture all that is implied by
torah according to the rabbis this torah given to moses had two
divisions the written torah is what isis contained in the first five
books of the bible the books of moses but in addition to the writ-
ten torah god gave to moses the oral torah this second torah by
definition was not written down but was transmitted orally from
generation to generation

what did the oral torah contain simply stated it contained
commentary application and interpretation of the written torah as
well as statutes rituals and teachings more or less independent of the
written torah its basic role struck me as being similar within the
jewish tradition to the role of continuous revelation in the mormon
tradition the purpose of each is to clarify elaborate and explain the
commandments of written scriptures and even on occasion to sup-
plement them the difference is that the rabbis believed that such
interpretation was given in advance 9 according to my own faith it is
given through the prophet as the situation demands

the most thorough study of the early rabbinic period is george foot moore judaism 3 vols cam-
bridge mass harvard university press 1927 the definitive one volume antholanthology0gy of rabbinic teaching is
C G montefioreMonteflorefiore and H loewe A rabbinic anthology new york meridian 1960

9 in all religions which profess to be wholly and solely based on a revelation fixed and final embodied
in certain books tradition is necessarily called in to interpret and supplement the scriptures the origin of this
tradition must lie in the age of revelation itself and to be authoritative it must ultimately derive from the
fountainfountainheadhead of revelation moore judaism 112572 5 7
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there is a passage in the book of nehemiah that illustrates the
kind of activity in which the rabbis engaged the time is the middle
of the fifth century BCE when using the christian calendar
jews write BCE or before common era instead of BC they
write CE or common era instead ofofadefadAD ezra the priest and
scribe has returned to tojerusalemjerusalem from the babylonian captivity 10 in
chapter 8 he appears as a prototype of rabbinic procedure

and all the people gathered themselves together as one man into
the street that was before the water gate and they spake unto ezra the
scribe to bring the book of the law of moses which the lord had com-
manded to israel

and ezra the priest brought the law before the congregation both
of men and women and all that could hear with understanding

and he read therein before the street that was before the water gate
from the morning until midday before the men and the women and
those that could understand and the ears of all the people were atten-
tive unto the book of the law

so they read in the book in the law of god distinctly and gave the
sense and caused them to understand the reading

nehemiah 81 3 8

in this passage the written law is read and then interpreted
orally in later rabbinic practice interpretation of the law was most
often based upon earlier interpretation or tradition innovation did
occur but it was guided by an elaborate set of rules and was usually
regarded as a development of something already implicit in the
established tradition whether written or oral

I1 had studied the passage from nehemiah before I1 went to the
seminary and I1 had studied something else which immediately
came to my mind half a world away and more than a century
earlier a scene almost identical had occurred

now it came to pass that I1 nephi did teach my brethren these
things

and I1 did read many things unto them which were written in the
book of moses for I1 did liken all scriptures unto us that it might
be for our profit and learning 1 nephi 1922 23

in both cases the teacher turned to the torah of moses in order
to instruct the people of his own day the purpose was not just to im-
part history but the will of god to the present generation

the re establishment of normative judaism after the exile is connected by both jewish tradition and
modern scholarship with the name of ezra who restored the law of moses elias bickerman from ezra to
the last odtheof rhethe maccabees foundations ofpostbiblicaljudaismof foftfostpostfostbiblicalbiblical judaism new york schocken 1962 p 9

specific rules of interpretation were developed and followed by the rabbis their hermeneutichermeneuric
methods are discussed in depth in moses mielziner introduction to the talmud ath4th ed new york bloch
publishing company 1968 ppap 3 62 11787117 87
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the rabbis were teachers and still are today in addition to
religious devotion and righteous living what qualified one to be a
rabbi was knowledge of the torah both written and oral such
knowledge was to be obtained by study the distinction between the
rabbi and the prophet is therefore clear whereas the rabbi must
study to gain his knowledge the prophet receives it directly from
god while the rabbi takes his authority from the tradition which he
studies and interprets the prophet speaks as one having authority in
himself the rabbis were fully aware of this difference they said
that when god took the garden from adam he gave him instead the
gift of children when god took the prophets from israel he gave
them instead the gift of the talmud the collection of oral law and
rabbinic teaching

As the passage from nehemiah makes clear the role which the
rabbis played can be found in the bible nevertheless the rabbinic
period as it is called is essentially a post biblical period 12and12 and while
this segment ofofjewishjewish history includes two centuries before the com-
mon era its essence can be captured in the rabbinic reaction to a
later event the destruction of the temple by the romans in 70 CE
here judaism faced its supreme crisis the rabbis were responsible
for its survival in israels golden age israel had had prophet priest
and king representing revelation temple and land in these terms
the identity of israel as a nation and as a religion had been largely ex-
pressed but by the time the temple was destroyed in the year 70
these had been lost there was no prophetic revelation no priestly
service in the temple no independent kingdom the romans ruled
all who at the time would have supposed that anything of this
tiny helpless people called the jews could survive who would have
supposed that long after rome and all her gods had died israel and
israels god would yet live

during the siege of jerusalem while davids city and its people
waited an old man and his disciples devised an audacious plan the
romans had surrounded the city there was no way to get out alive
but if not alive then dead rabbi Yochanan ben zakkai had his
disciples place him in a coffin they then appealed at the gate for
permission to carry the dead beyond the city walls in accordance with
the requirements of their religion they were allowed to do so later
under the cover of night the old rabbi like a symbol of his faith
arose from the semblance of death and made his way somehow to
the tent of the roman general vespasian throwing himself upon

12anan interesting brief account is judah goldinscoldinsGoldins the period of the talmud in the jews their
history ed louis finkelstein 4thath ed new york schocken 1970 ppap 119 224
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the roman s mercy he begged permission to take his disciples to the
small nearby community of yavneh in order to establish an academy
of study the general granted his request he went and taught
there was no king no prophet no priest only a rabbi and a book
but they were enough 13

in pondering this story I1 came to see new depths in the story of
my beginnings for my people too are the people of a book they
are named after a book with my vision of rabbi yochananyachananYochanan ben
zakkai hiding in his coffin there merged the vision ofofnephinephi and his
brothers hiding in the cavity of a rock hoping to obtain the plates

1 nephi 327 how profound was the wisdom that guided both
men facing ruin and loss they knew what could be abandoned but
also what must be preserved the grass witherethwithereth the flower
fadetheadeth but the word of our god shall stand forever isaiah 408
this word as nephi later taught is the rod of iron which leads to the
tree of life 1 nephi 1125 without it there can be no life and
therefore wherever israel may be found the record the account of
the covenant will be with them

how were the rabbis able to preserve the heritage of israel with
just the means of rabbi yochananyachananYochanan ben zakkai the answer may be
stated simply they transformed necessity into virtuevirtue or to put the
point in another way they were already prepared by their own tradi-
tion to offer israel what was needed after the destruction of the
temple the family table became the altar of israel the father
became the priest instead of merely longing for what was gone the
rabbis formed something in its place a faith which could endure by
being built upon the ultimate foundation of all human institutions
the family in the days of the temple glorious as they were the
primary functions of israels worship had been performed by a small
minority the priests they held their office by heredity the king
and the prophet were single individuals so the basis of israels iden-
tity had been relatively narrow and as history was to demonstrate far
from permanent without an independent land there could be no
king without the temple no role for the priests and the prophets
had ceased to speak but there were jewish communities and
families they became the basis of rabbinic judaism

the rabbis strengthened past traditions and also built new struc-
tures based on study deeds and hope 14 they took the holiness

3jacobneusnerjacob neusner A life of chananyochananyachananYo ben zakkai ca 1 80 CE leiden EJ brill 1962 ppap 157 66
they taught the adult members of their communities but received therefor neither salaries nor gifts

instead of forming a separate professional class the rabbis were bound up wlwithh the life of the peoplelieile as a
whole and members of every economic group were to be found among them max kadkadushinushin

geogepeogetheT Rrab-
binic

ab
mind 3dad ed new york bloch publishing company 1972 p 85
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which the temple represented and infused it into everyday life they
developed the synagogue as a place of teaching and worship for all 15

they created from the ancient mosaic commandments one of the
most glorious spiritual achievements of the human race shabbarshabbatShsadyshahsanyabbathat
for a people without a temple in space the holy sabbath became a
temple in time into which israel could enter each week sabbath
delight like the sabbath candles kindled by jewish mothers at sun-
down would lighten israels way for two thousand years and what
of the many kinds of labor that are forbidden on the sabbath what
is the significance of these restrictions I1 learned that according to the
rabbis they are all those acts which were required to build and fur-
nish the tabernacle in the desert but the sabbath is itself a taber-
nacle sanctified by the holy one himself as he ended his work of
creation the rabbis taught that we turn from the acts needed to
construct a physical tabernacle to acts of joy and worship that will
honor the tabernacle in time sanctified by god to tosurroundsurround all israel
everywhere 16

As I1 sat at the sabbath eve table of my friends a couple whom I1

had met in the seminary library and who had invited me to share the
sabbath with them I1 heard the husband chant the words of prov-
erbs 32 in honor of his wife who can find a virtuous woman for
her price is far above rubies each week he does this following the
tradition set by the rabbis the entire poem is recited if there are
children each one receives a blessing under the hand of the father
and then bestowsbestons a kiss upon the mother the following night as the
sabbath draws to a close all members of the family in turn sniff from
the sabbath spice box its fragrance reminds them of the sweetness of
the sabbath which though it is now departing will come again As I1

pondered these precious traditions my mind turned to the words of
william butler yeats in his poem A prayer for my daughter

how but in custom and in ceremony are innocence and beauty
born

IV

the opening words of the talmud are these from what time
in the evening may the shema be recited the shema is a prayer
composed of passages taken from the pentateuch which the jew
recites every day morning and evening shema yisrael adonai

salo W baron the jewish community 3 vols philadelphia jewish publication society 1942
155 156

abraham joshua heschel the sabbath its meaning for modemmodern man new york farrar straus and
company 1951 p 29
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elohenuElo henu adonai echakechad these words have spanned millen-
nia they have spoken thetee faith and mission of israel for countless
faithful jews the first few verses of the shema are from
deuteronomy

hear 0 israel the lord our god is one lord and thou shalt love the
lord thy god with all thine heart and with all thy soul and with all thy
might and these words which I1 command thee this day shall be in
thine heart and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children
and shalt talk of them when thou sittestsittert in thine house and when thou
walkestwalkist by the way and when thou liest down and when thou risestrinest up

deuteronomy 64 7

under the rabbis the task of teaching and learning the torah
became an essential aspect ofjudaismofjudaism study became an act of wor-
ship for a person like me whose life is one of teaching and study
this was a profound idea possibly I1 should already have possessed it
I1 knew the familiar words and as all have not faith seek ye
diligently and teach one another words of wisdom yea seek ye out of
the best books words of wisdom seek learning even by study and
also by faith dacd&c 88118 and I1 believed study was an important
means to an end I1 believed that its purpose was to obtain knowledge
especially useful knowledge the rabbis did not deny this view but
they did supplement it they taught that study especially study of
torah or divine revelation was itself an act of worship or as they
often put it a sanctification of the name of god I1 could now see
why a book should be so important not for its own sake but for the
sake of those who study it the holy words were not given simply to
be deposited in books these words which I1 command thee this
day shall be in thine heart to study sacred or edifying words is to
turn the heart to god the scholars task becomes a prayer

teaching was not to occur just in the synagogue and house of
study but in the home and throughout all activities of life the
shema thus embodies the central religious insight of rabbinic
judaism religion is a matter of daily teaching daily study daily liv-
ing it is to guide and nourish and strengthen and comfort human
beings during every moment of their lives its ultimate purpose is ex-
pressed in leviticus 191922 ye shall be holy for I1 the lord your god
am holy the rabbis attempted to provide patterns for living that
bridged all moments of time leading each person to holiness
humility restraint and discipline became for the rabbis gates of
love and peace of course they would have smiled with approval at
the words men are that they might have joy
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for centuries the rabbinic teaching remained oral to distinguish
it carefully from the written torah the feats ofmemory implied by
this fact are incredible but real even today but finally intense
ppersecutionersecutionpersecutionersecution of the jews led to the decision that the oral torah must
be committed to writing or be lost for if one generation of rabbis
were destroyed the chain of the oral tradition would perish the
mammoth codification ofrabbinic teaching that resulted is called the
talmud the root of the word is hebrewforhebrew for study two ver-
sions were completed the jerusalem or palestinian talmud and the
larger more authoritative babylonian talmud 17 within what
scholars call the sea of the talmud are the records of ancient rab-
binic discussions on almost every imaginable topic statutes stories
commentaries and commentaries upon commentaries all weave
together the remarkable fabric of rabbinic thought the talmud is

not a book written by someone it is a compilation of the teachings of
many men a record of a rabbinic conversation continued over cen-
turies most intriguing for me and for those who can follow them are
the legal discussions countless young minds from talmudic times to
the present have been tempered and sharpened by rabbinic logic and
dialectic

without attempting to provideanproprovidevideanan account of the way in which
the talmud is organized it has six basic divisions I1 should note the
basic distinction which sorts its contents into two kinds legal and
nonlegal the legal portion is called halacha the nonlegal portion
agada the first word suggests a way or a path the second a narra-
tion or a story halacha just because it is legal does not have the
same immediate appeal to the non jew that agada does perhaps it is

too technical I1 found halacha difficult but I1 nevertheless came to
appreciate its fundamental importance halacha constituted within
rabbinic judaism the stability and order ofjewish life for the rab-
bis were judges as well as teachers they had to decide cases relating
to tortsborts contracts criminal actions and so on their legal discus-
sions therefore frequently had practical purposes these were not
always practical however the study was enjoyed for its own sake as
well but in every case the purpose of the rabbis was religious for
the law they discussed was the law of god

As opposed to halacha agada has the power to captivate anyone
if halacha is the law of israel agada is its song if halacha is the letter
of the law agada is its spirit the two are ultimately inseparable
within the riches of agada I1 found midrash allegory parable

teethe babylonian talmud ed isidore epstein 18 vols london soncinoconcinoSoncino 1935 52
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legend tale myth poetry all the creations of israels soulwhichsoulsoui which
helped to make life bearable and even beautiful the teachings of
christ contain a large measure of agada wherever wisdom responds
to human need in such words as these A certain man went down
from jerusalem to jericho luke 1030 we find agada
and not only aspiration and admonition find utterance in agada but
also humor without which israel could hardly have borne its trials
for example

rabbi nehemiah said when the israelites did that wicked deed
built the golden calf moses sought to appease god and he said
lord of the world they have only made for thee an assistant why

shouldst thou be angry with them this calf which they have made will
assist thee thou wilt cause the sun to shine and the calf will cause the
moon thou wilt look after the stars the calf after the zodiac thou wilt
cause the dew to fall the calf will make the winds to blow thou wilt
bring down the rain and the calf will cause the herbs to sprout god
said moses do you err like them in this calf is there any reality
then moses replied if not why shouldstshouldshouldntst thou be angry with thy
childrenchildren1818

here are just a few further examples from the agada the first is from
hillel one of the most revered of the ancient sages

if I1 am not for myself who is for me if I1 care only for myself what am
I1 and if not now when19

everything is foreseen by god yet freedom of choice isis given to
man and the world is judged by grace yet all is according to the
amount of the work 20

the holy spirit rests on him only who has a joyous heart 21

for me one of the most poignant teachings of the agada is the
legend of the lamed vav the thirty six 22 this tradition states that
god always maintains upon earth thirty six just men hidden in the
silence of anonymity known not even to themselves but only to god
these righteous few in every generation by their deeds of good-
ness protect the world from ruin for their sake the lord extends

montefioremonteMonie fioreflore and loewe A rabbinic anthology ppap 242 43 the most exhaustive collection of agada is

louis ginzberg legends ofthejewsof fhethefee jemsjews trans henrietta szold et al 7 vols philadelphia jewish publication
society 1909 38

toethe daily prayer book trans philip birnbaum new york hebrew publishing company 1977
p482p 482

20 MontefioremontcMonte florefiore and loewe A rabbinic anthology I1 p 36
ibid p 203
ibid22ibid ppap 231 32 the idea recalls abrahams search for a righteous remnant in sodom genesis

1832 it also appears in the book of mormon yea wo unto this great city of zarahemlaZarah emla for behold it is
because of those who are righteous that it is saved helaman 1312
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his mercy to all quietly outside the centers of power and influence
which the world recognizes they perform the works which preserve
the children of men in these thirty six just is embodied the heart of
jewish religion holiness to the lord As the rivers are sent from the
mountains to the valleys from the high places to the low so are
these bearing the waters of life for holiness and life are one

according to the talmud all is in the hand of heaven except
the fear of heaven 23man23 man may grant or withhold his fear or worship
as he chooses the meaning and goal of his life depend upon this
choice and for me as my experience at the seminary reached its
end I1 began to see that the entire structure of rabbinic judaism
rested for the rabbis as for moses upon the simple teaching which
christ himself reiterated thou shaltshallshailshait love the lord thy god with all
thy heart and with all thy soul and with all thy mind thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself matthew 2237 39 deuteron-
omy0 65 leviticus 1918.1918 the torah is a law of love obedience is a
life of love and always at the center of love of peace of joy is the
holy one of israel

I1 came to see that the ultimate source of the closeness between
judaism and mormonism is their common commitment to the cove-
nant which they have received by revelation from god because the
jews have preserved and transmitted their covenant through the ages
it was possible for me as a student at the seminary to feel that I1 had
returned to an ancient and holy source of teachings which my own
faith had taught me already to love As I1 studied the rabbinic books
attended the synagogue and shared the sabbath meal in the homes
of my teachers and friends I1 felt that I1 was not just a guest but a
family member in a house of prayer a house of fasting a house of
faith a house of learning a house of glory a house of order a house
of god dacd&c 88119 in my brief time there modern israel met
and embraced ancient israel the stream which had flowed for
thousands of years mingled with the spring which had burst forth
anew just a hundred and fifty years ago 24

3MontefioremontcMonteflorefiore and loewe A rabbinic anthology p 291
if I1 were to read only three books about judaism I1 would recommend in order milton steinberg

basicjudaitmbasic judaism new york harcourt brace andjovanovichjovanovichand 1947 abrahamjoshuaabraham joshua heschel godingodgov in search
odmanofmanof man new york farrar straus and cudahy 1955 and chaim potok the chosen new york simon
and schuster 1967 several of the works mentioned in these footnotes have helpful bibliographies for those
who are interested
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the psalm of nephi
A lyric reading

stevenstevenpstevenaR sondrup

the book of mormon like the bible iss far from a generically
unified work although the narratives the epistles the sermons the
exhortations and the poems may well constitute a specialized en-
cyclopedic form with a thoroughgoing figurative unity of the sort that
northrup frye associates with the bible each section can profitably
be read in terms of its own generic conventions in such a way that the
understanding of the parts as well as the comprehension of the whole
will be significantly enhanced I11 the question of specific generic types
within sacred writ is not simply an academic exercise in literary tax-
onomy but rather a problem at the very heart of scriptural exegesis
one of the reasons for example that isaiah appears particularly dif-
ficult to many readers may derive from the rather futile attempt to
read the book as a simple linear narrative rather than as a collection of
thematically related oracles much of the meaning of the song of
solomon moreover depends directly on the generic assumptions
that are initially made about the book 2 similarly many passages
from the book of mormon become more immediately and fully ac-
cessiblecessible when their study is guided by accurate generic inferences
which facilitate interpretation in terms of appropriate conventions
to be sure much can be said without any reference to the question of
genre but generic insights can heighten both the understanding and
the appreciation of many passages it might be argued that the use of
generic concepts as a heuristic tool is tantamount to the inappropriate

steven P sondrup an associate professor of humanities classics and comparative literature brigham
young university presented this paper 28 april 1979 at the association for mormon letters symposium
held at the university of virginia charlottesville it was published in proceedings odtheof raetherke symposia odtheoftheof the
association for mormon letters 1978 79 ed steven P sondrup salt lake city association for mormon
letters 1979 ppap 35 41

northropNonhrop frye anatomy of0iticismof criticism princeton NJ princeton university press 1957 ppap 315 16
seeee the anchor bible the song ofsongsof songs ed and trans with commentary marvin H pope new

york doubleday 1977 as an example of the problem of generic identification
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application of profane categories to the study of sacred texts and con-
sequently in itself a violation of generic norms the genre of sacred
text though is very general and sacred texts consist demonstrably of
many more specific literary types involving various conventions and
norms surely texts held to be religious in nature should be read with
an eye to religious values while at the same time admitting of study in
terms of appropriate generic practices which in turn add new levels
and dimensions of meaning 3

because by far the greatest portion of the book of mormon is
narrative though admittedly in several different ways other
literary modes embedded in the narrative flow are less obvious and
consequently less easily identified and read in terms of their own
unique generic conventions one such passage occurs in the fourth
chapter of 2 nephi verses 16 through 35 a passage that is often re-
ferred to as the psalm of nephi at least since sidney sperry pro-
vided this formulation in his commentary on the book of mormon 4

the question to be discussed with reference to these verses is not
whether they are a psalm in the biblical sense of the term but rather
the nature and extent of their poetic qualities and some of the most
central interpretive implications inextricably connected with their
lyricism

it may at first seem fatuous to argue for the presence of ac-
complishedcomplished poetry in a volume identifying itself as a translation par-
ticularlyticularly if one remembers shelley s caveat that it is impossible to
translate poetry5 or robert frosts quip that poetry is what gets lost in
translation although shelley s and frosts objection may well apply
to the lyric mode they knew best that based in formal terms on
acoustical patterning like rhythm rhyme and alliteration and that

see E D hirschhirschjrjr validity in interpretation new haven onncrnngnnann yale university press 1967
ppap 68 126 for a detailed description of the importance of accurate genriccenricgen ric definition in the process of inter-
pretationpretation see also hans robert jauss literaturgeschichteliteraturgeschihte als Provoprovocationkarionkation frankfurt am main suhrkamp
verlag 1970 ppap 173175 83

boogbook ofmormonof mormon compendiumCompendlamiamlum salt lake city bookcraft 1968 ppap 152 53 although professor
sperry may be rigrightht in his unsubstantiated argument that this is a true psalm in both form and ideas he
seems to have nuunderstoodmisunderstood the basic poetic structure of this passage at least insofar as his arrangement of
lines and stanzas allows inference reynolds and sjodahl in george reynolds andandjannejanne M sjodahl com-
mentary on the book ofmormonof mormon ed philip C reynolds 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 19519555
1264 71 describe the passage as A song ofnephiof nephi and call attention to some ofitsoaitsof its poetic qualities tethe
proximity of the passage to hebrew poetry is also emphasized at times the analysis is rather superficial and
many of the central lyric elements seem to have been misunderstood

5 it were as wwisese to cast a violet into a crucible that you might discover the formal principle of its colourbolour
and odouradour as to seek to transfuse from one language to another the creations of a poet the plant must
spring again from I1its seed or it will bear no flower and this is the burthen of the curse of babel A
defense of poetry the complete works ofpercyof pencypercy bysshe shelley ed roger ingpeninglen and walter E peck
10 vols new york gordian press london ernest benn 1965 7114.7114
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which relies heavily on subtle connotations and associations of in-
dividual words it does not necessarily apply in general

poetry can be viewed more broadly and taken to include all those
utterances in which language artfully and significantly draws atten-
tion to itself by the intensification of its own linguistic and formal
properties poetry thus celebrates language as itsits medium of com-
municationmunication and as at least part of its raison detre 6 while rhythm
meter alliteration assonance and rhyme are some of the ways most
familiar to modern readers in which the poet can foreground his
language they are by no means the only possibilities at his disposal
in other epochs and in other cultures many different linguistic devices
have been used in the psalm of nephi just as in hebrew poetry
an intricately patterned system of ideational parallels is the essence of
lyricism logical formal or conceptual units are set parallel to one
another rather than acoustic properties as is the case with rhythm
rhyme alliteration and assonance formal construction also survive
it should be noted the process of translation far more readily than
purely acoustic properties 7

this use of ideational parallelism in hebrew poetry was first
noticed by medieval jewish biblical scholars and was given its
technical name parallelismusparallelismus membrorummembrorum during the eighteenth
century by the anglican bishop and scholar robert lowth the basic
principle is that every verse must consist of at least two members

6thisathishis view of poetry is based on insights of the prague school aestheticiansaesthetic ians and structuralist approaches to
poetry jan mukarovsky argues for example that in poetic language foregroundinggroundingfore achieves maximum in-
tensity to the extent of pushingofpushing communication into the background as the objective of expression and of be-
ing used for its own sake it is not used in the services of communication but in order to place in the
foreground the act of expression the act of speech itself standard language and poetic language
A prague school reader on esthetics literary structure and style ed and trans paul L garvin
washington DC georgetown university press 1964 p 19 roman jakobson makes a similar point
the set einstellung toward the MESSAGE as such focus on the message for its own sake is the POETIC func-

tion of language poetic function is not the sole function ofverbalof verbal art but only its dominant determin-
ing function whereas in all other verbal activities it acts as a subsidiary accessory constituent this function
by promoting the palpability of signs deepens the fundamental dichotomy of signs and objects closing
statement linguistics and poetics style in language ed thomas sebecksebeok cambridge technologypresstechnology press

of massachusetts institute of technology 1960 p 356.356556

7seeaseeee ruth aproberts old testament poetry the translatable structure PMLAPAILA 92 1977
987 10041004 matthew arnold was also aware of the translatable potential of old testament poetry

and the effect of hebrew poetry can be preserved and transferred in a foreign language as
the effect of other great poetry cannot the effect of homer the effect of dante is and
must be in great measure lost in a translation because their poetry is a poetry ofmetreof metre or of
rhyme or both and the effect of these is not really transferable A man may make a good
english poem with the matter and thoughts of homer or dante may even try to reproduce
their metre or to reproduce their rhyme but the metre and rhyme will be in truth his own
and the effect will be his not the effect ofhomerof homer or dante isaialsisaiahsIsaiahs on the other hand is a

poetry as is well known of parallelism it depends not on metre and rhyme but on a
balance of thought conveyed by a corresponding balance of sentence and the effect of this
can be transferred to another language introduction to isaiah ofofjerusalemjerusalem the works
ofafatthewof matthew arnold 15 vols new york AMSAM S press 1970 11333 3434.
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the second of which must more or less completely satisfy the expec-
tation raised by the first 8 A third member may on occasion be pres-
ent but if there are more than three it is usually possible using some
rationale to group the members into twos or threes parallelism may
exist though in many forms the first and simplest is synonymous
parallelism which occurs when the first member states an idea that is
restated with variation by the second member

I1 am like a pelican of the wilderness
I1 have become like an owl of the ruins

psalm 10279

the second kind is antithetic parallelism in which the second member
states the idea of the first but in negative or contrasting form

A time to weep
and a time to laugh

ecclesiastes 34

the third kind involves a certain parallelism of form but continuous
rather than balanced thought it remains questionable though
whether this synthetic or formal parallelism should be counted as
parallelism at all further subordinate and specialized forms of
parallelism also are attested the most important perhaps being that
known as introverted in which the first member is parallel to the
fourth and the second to the third

the bible though is by no means the only example of
parallelism being used as an organizing poetic principle parallel
structural arrangements of varied kinds play an important role in the
poetry of many folk traditions as well as in works of highly divergent
modern poets walt whitman for example frequently uses
parallelism as a structural device as in song of myself

I1 too am not a bit tamed I1 too am untranslatable
I1 sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world 10

whitman is not alone in his interest in exploiexploit ingring the poetic potential
of formal parallelism charles pepeguyguy a french poet of the third

sTheodoretheodore H robinson the poetry odtheoftheof rhetherge old testament london Duckwoduckworthnh 1947 p 2211 see also
stanley gevirtz patterns in the early poetry ofisraelof israel chicago university of chicago press 1963 and
george buchanan gray theformsthe forms ofhehrewofhebrewpoetrypoetry 1915 reprintreprinteded with a prolegomenon by david noel
freedman new york keavktav publishing house 1972 james muilenburg providesnrovides a useful description of the
value and limits offormefformof gormform criticism and gattungforschung in form criticism and beyond journalofbiblkalof biblical
literature vol 88 pt I11 march 1969 ppap 1118lib18 james L kagelskugels the idea ofbiblicapoettyof biblical poetry parallelism
and its history new haven yale university press 19819811 did not appear soon enough to be considered in
this study

allaliailgah biblical quotations are from the kingjamesking james version
walt whitman song of myself stanza 52 leaves ofgrassof grasygrass ed harold W blodgett and sculley

bradley vol 9 of the collected writings odwaltof walt whitman ed gay wilson allenalienailen and sculley bradley new
york new york university press 1965 p 89
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republic also makes extensive use of poetic parallelism as does
augusto frederico schmidt a brazilian modernist who frequently
drew on pepeguyguy s stylistic innovations I111I1 the poetry of dylan thomas
abounds in parallelism of a particularly subtleandsubtlesubtleandand refined sort as the
first stanza of the poem A process in the weather of the heart
illustrates

A process in the weather of the heart
turns damp to dry the golden shot
storms in the freezing tomb
A weather in the quarter of the veins
turns night to day blood in their suns
lights up the living worm 12

modern poets not only have used parallelism as a particularly effective
poetic device but have also on occasion sought to explain its impor-
tance gerard manley hopkins for example in an early essay which
seeks to define the essence of poetic expression suggests that it is

ultimately the use of parallelism on many levels that distinguishes
poetry from other modes of discourse

but what the character of poetry is will be found best by looking at
the structure of verse the artificial part of poetry perhaps we shall be
right to say all artifice reduces itself to the principle of parallelism the
structure of poetry is that of continuous parallelism ranging from the
technical so called parallelisms of hebrew poetry and the antiphonsantiphonyantiphons of
church music up to the intricacy of greek or italian or english verse

now the force of this recurrence is to beget a recurrence or
parallelism answering to it in the words or thought and speaking
roughly and rather for the tendency than the invariable result the more
marked parallelism in structure whether of elaboration or of emphasis
begets more marked parallelism in the words and sense and moreover
parallelism in expression tends to beget or passes into parallelism in
thought this point reached we shall be able to see and account for the
peculiarities of poetic diction 13

against the background of this assessment of the importance of
parallelism as well as that of its rich and venerable tradition extending

I1 I1 see joseph barbier le vocabulaire iele syntaxessyntaxe et iele style des poemspoemesnemes reguliersRegu liers de charles peguy paris
editions berger levrault 1957 especially ppap 434 56 for a discussion of peguy s use of parallelism seejonleejon
M tolman A F schmidt and C peguy A comparative stylistic analysis comparative literature
studies 11 december 1974 277 305 for a discussion of schmidts use of parallelism and pdguyspeguyspegues influence
on him

taetamthe collected poems of dylan thomas new york new directions 1957 p 6
wpoeticpoetic diction thethejournalsjournals andpapersand Papers of gerardgerardmanleymanteymanleymunley hopkins ed humphrey house and com-

pleted by graham storey london oxford university press 1959 ppap 83 84 for a discussion of the import
of parallelism in poetry from a linguistic point of view see roman jakobson grammatical parallelism and
its russian facet language 42 1966 399 429 see also paul Kiparsky the role of linguistics in a
theory of poetry daedalus 102 summer 1973 231 44
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at least from the old testament through dylan thomas the ar-
resting formal parallelism of the psalm ofnephiof Nephi invites particular
attention although comparisons between this passage and other
poems making use of parallelism biblical psalms for
example may help to isolate and identify the nature of the passages
lyric impact the issue in question is emphatically not the proximity
per se of book of mormon poetics to any other specific system but
rather the inherent lyric qualities of the psalm ofofnephinephi

the basic characteristics of the parallelism of the psalm of
nephi can easily be seen in what may well serve as the first of the
four stanzas of the psalm 14 the parallelism here is introverted or
chiastic the first member is antithetically parallel to the fourth and
the second synonymously to the third in the first and the fourth

behold my soul delightethdeligh teth in the things of the lord and

lyg
my kearthearthearbearthean ponderethponderetlfpondereth continually upon the things which

I1 have seen and heard

nevertheless notwithstanding the great goodness of the

lord in showing me 1hisgreathis great and marvelous work

I1
mymv heart exclaimethexclaimeth 0 wretched man that 7 am

L yea my ofarrheart sorroweth because of my flesh

i my soul grievethgrieveth because of mine iniquities

the stanza divisions used in this analysis are of course not in the printed text of the book of mormon
nor are they even suggested they are rather divisions that the structure of the passage itself seems to dictate
and have been used here to facilitate analysis the line numbers refer to lines within the stanza the terms
line and member are used more or less synonymously in the course of this discussion several passages will be
described as exhibiting introverted or chiastic parallelism the term and concept of chiasmus have been wide-
ly discussed and have invited considerable speculation in certain circles in the context of what follows
chiasmus is to be understood only in the sense of a rhetorical figure similarsimilax to antimetabole which has been
used by writers both religious and secular since antiquity the essential feature is an abba pattern in
which the second partpan of the structure is balanced against the first but in reverse order as in the poetic line

flowers are lovely love is flowerlike in the psalm ofofnephinephi it will be noted chiastic structures are
much more extended see the article on chiasmus in alex preminger ed princeton encyclopedia ofpoetryof poetry
andpoeticsand poetics enlarged ed princeton princeton university press 1974 p 116.116ilg
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members the soul of the lyric I1 expresses two emotional effects
delight and grief respectively and the source of the delight and grief
are the antithetical poles in the individuals search for salvation the
things of the lord and mine iniquities the parallelism of the
second and third elements is somewhat more complex the heart of
the lyric I1 in distinction to soul engages in activities pondering
and exclaiming which directly involve activities of the lyric 1I my
heart ponderethpon dereth continually upon the things which I1 have seen and
heard and my heart exclaimethexclaimeth 0 wretched man that I1 am the
second element of the chiastic pair is itself a synonymously parallel
couplet my heart exclaimethexclaim eth and yea my heart sorrowethsorroweth
this sort of doubling of one element is found throughout the psalm
and has the effect of conceptual reinforcement or expansion the
phrase in the middle of this stanza nevertheless notwithstanding
the great goodness of the lord in showing me his great and marvelous
works is an introduction to the third member and the pivot at the
center of the introverted parallelism the lines of this stanza may be
organized not only in this introverted parallelism but also in terms of
a secondary synonymous couplet and triplet the delight of the soul
and the pondering of the heart are spiritual virtues that are extensions
of one another whereas the hearts declaiming its wretchedness the
hearts sorrowing because of the flesh and the souls grieving because
of iniquity are linked by their common concern with sin it should be
noted moreover that the soul a relatively abstract notion is ap-
propriately concerned with abstractions the things of the lord
and mine iniquities whereas the heart a metaphorical but more
concrete figure deals with similarly concrete realities the things
which I1 have seen and heard the wretched man that I1 am and

my flesh the verbs of each parallel structure also function in a
telling way the soul in delighting and grieving is engaging in essen-
tially emotional activities whiewhilewhle the heart in pondering and exclaim-
ing is performing more or less physical actions the spiritual nature of
the soul is thus emphasized by its emotive properties and the cor-
poralityporality of the heart is suggested by its tendency toward action the
second element of the inner chiastic pair though describes the heart
sorrowing an obviously emotional quality rather than a contradic-
tion or an anomaly within the structure this line is a synthesis of the
two poles and provides a carefully wrought transition from the inner
chiastic pair to the outer

the lines constituting the second stanza of the psalm present a
far more complex but basically similar organization three chiastic
pairs surround a nucleus of two sets of six parallel members with each
set further divisible into sets of parallel couplets the outermost
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1 1lamjamiamam encompassed about because of the temptations and the sins which do so easily
beset me

2 and when I1 desire to rejoice my heart groanethgroaneth of my sins

3 nevertheless I1 know in whom I1 have trusted

4 my god hath been my support

5 he hath led me through mine afflictions in the wilderness

6 and he hath preserved me upon the waters of the great deep

7 he hath filled me with his love even unto the consuming of my flesh

8 he hath confounded mine enemies unto the causing of them to quake before me

9 behold he hath heard my cry by day and

10 he hath given me knowledge by visions in the nighttime

11 and by day have I1 waxed bold in mighty prayer before him

12 yea my voice have I1 sent up on high

13 and angels have come down and ministered unto me

14 and upon the wings of his spirit hath my body been carried away upon exceeding
high mountains

15 and mine eyes have beheld great things yea even too great for man

16 therefore I1 was bidden that I1 should not write them

17 0 then if I1 have seen so great things

18 if the lord in his condescension unto the children of men hath visited men in so

much mercy

19 why should my heart weep and

20 my soul linger in the valley of sorrow and

21 my flesh waste away and

22 my strength slacken because of mine afflictions

23 and why should I1 yield to sin because of my flesh

24 yea why should I1 give way to temptations that the evil one have place in my heart
to destroy my peace and afflict my soul

25 why am I1 anangryorvarvory because of mine enemyenemv
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structure 1 23 252 5 is defined by the use of the first person singular
pronoun I1 as the subject of the sentence the second element of the
pair consists of three parallel members all in the form of a rhetorical
question why should I1 yield to sin why should I1 give way to
temptations and why am I1 angry while the lexical parallelism
of this outer pair is synonymous the grammatical parallelism is

antithetic the second pair 2 19 is defined by the use of the heart
as the subject of the sentence my heart groanethgroaneth and my heart
weeps the parallelism is further established by the conceptual
proximity of groaning and weeping As with the first pair the
second element of this pair is composed of multiple members 19 22
in the form of a question here though two couplets replace the
triplet of the first pair the first of the two deals metaphorically with
the afflictions of the heart and soul the principal elements of the
preceding stanza while the second is concerned with the more con-
crete concepts of atrophying flesh and strength in addition to this
relatively obscure stanza while the second is concerned with the
more concrete concepts of atrophying flesh and strength in addition
to this relatively obscure introverted parallelism the last seven
members 19 25 the couplets and the concluding triplet are all
parallel to one another in terms of their rhetorically interrogative
form and their implied antipathy toward that which would detract
from a rich relationship with god similarly the first two lines of the
stanza 1 2 which were respectively the first elements of the two
chiastic pairs are synonymously parallel in describing what alienates
man from god the inner nucleus of the stanza 5 16 is introduced
by a couplet announcing the subject of the next six lines nevert-
helesstheless I1 know in whom I1 have trusted my god hath been my
support 3 4 this introductory couplet is in turn balanced by
another couplet which is a kind of summary of the last six lines and
the bridge to what follows if I1 have seen so great things if the
lord in his condescension unto the children of men hath visited me in
so much mercy 17 18 the first six of the twelve line nucleus are
all parallel in that they specifically detail how god has been a support
and in that all have parallel structures beginning he hath

5 10 the first two of the six 5 6 are linked by their description of
gods protection from environmental dangers the wilderness and

the waters of the great deep the second two 7 8 by detailing
gods love for the righteous and the confounding of the enemies of
righteousness and the third 9 10 by the play on the antithesis of
day and night the second set of six lines 11 16 turns from the ac-
tions of god to those of man but can similarly be divided into three
couplets the first 11 12 portrays the ways in which the poetic voice
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has been raised to god the second 13 14 discusses the ministra-
tions of divine messengers and the last 15 16 mentions the results
of these ministrations the parallelism of this last couplet it must be
admitted is certainly not as marked as that of the others but it is
similar to the synthetic or formal parallelism common in hebrew
verse

the third stanza is the simplest yet perhaps the most elegant
oftheodtheof the entire poem and parallels moreover as a stanza the first stanza
of the psalm the outer chiastic pair is defined by the awakening and
rejoicing of the soul while the inner pair is characterized by the re-
joicing of the heart the first member of the inner pair is supported
by a subordinate couplet that expands the meaning of the line the
chiastic pairing of statements about the heart and the soul is thus
the structural foundation of both stanzas and provides a formal
parallelism of a new order

j awake mymyarsoursoul no longer droop in sinsin

rejoiceeicetmy0 my earrartant and give place nogioreho lnoreinore for the enemy of my soul

do not anangerer again because of mine enemies

do not slacken my strength because of mine afflictions

rejoice 0 my heart and cry unto the lord and say 0 lordlordttwillLordTTwIllI1 will praise thee
forever

yea my soursouljousoujoalouwillsouwillwill rejoice in thee my godgodandgodanaand the rock of my salvation

this strophic parallelism is continued in the fourth stanza in that
itit generally reflects the structure of the second stanza the outer
chiastic shell around the conceptual nucleus of the second stanza is
missing in the fourth but the structural pattern of the nucleus itself
still obtains the stanza consists of two parts each introduced by the
parallel exclamatory expressions 0 lord As in the second stanza
the first part describes the actions of the lord albeit those for which
the lyric I1 is praying while in the second part the actions of the lyric I1

itself are evoked in both sections the lines are even more intimately
associated in conceptual couplets and triplets in the first part lines
one and two are synonymously parallel and line two forms an outer
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chiastic pair with line eleven both centering on the escape from
enemies line three and line ten form the inner chiastic pair in that
they deal with the antithesis of sinsin and righteousness lines four and
seven are related by the opening or not opening of gates and are sup-
ported by a subordinate pair lines eight and nine based on the im-
age of walking the path of life this image is taken up again in the
couplet consisting of lines twelve and thirteen and enlarged in
another subordinate couplet also based on the same image

in the second part lines sixteen seventeen and eighteen con-
stitute a triplet defined by the trust of the lyric I1 in the lord and ex-
panded by a subordinate couplet evincing the curse upon those who
trust in the arm of flesh lines nineteen and twenty lines twenty one
and twenty two form a parallel couplet in their description of the
manner in which god will give liberally the final three lines
twenty three through twentyfivetwenty five are a triplet which enumerate the
ways in which the lyric I1 will raise his voice to god the second part is

thus symmetrical in that the central couplet is surrounded by two
triplets 15

the representation of this passage in poetic lines and stanzas
rather than in the usual narrow newspaper like columns leads
unavoidably to the insight that this passage is extraordinarily tightly
structured in linguistic and conceptual terms and differs substantially
from the surrounding narrative sections 16 its balanced ideational

these embedded chiastic patterns could also well be considered in terms of the rhetorical principle
associated with ring composition a technique with a long and extensive history in which the final element in a
adriesaeriesseriesserles reflects or echoes the first in some way the penultimate the second and so on this procedure was first
investigated by W A A van otterlo in untersuchungen ilberubermaer segriffbegriffBegriff anwendungAnwen dung und entstehung deder
griechischengriech ischen ringkomposition mededelingen der nederlandscheNederland sche akademieAkademie van wetenschappen afdelingAfdeling
letterkundeLetterkunde NS 7 no 3 amsterdam noord hollandscheHollandsche uitgeversUitgevers maatschappij 1944 ein merk
wiirdigewiirdige kompositionscompositionsKompositions form der aterenalterenaheren griechischengriech ischen LiteraliteraturliteramrliteratorLiteramrtur mnemosyne 3dad ser 12 1944 and de
ringcompositie als opbouwprincipe in de epische gerichtengedichten van homerushomarusHomerus verhandelingenverhandefingen der koninklijke
nederlandscheNederlandsche akademieAkademie van wetenschappen Afdeling letterkundeLetterkunde NS 51 no 1 amsterdam
noord hollandscheHolland sche uitgeversUitgevers maatschappij 1948 cederic H whitman extends and amplifies this ap-
proach in homer and the heroic tradition cambridge mass harvard university press 1958 see
especially the detailed foldout chart at the back of the book see also julia haig gaisser A structural
analysis of the digressions in the Iliaillalllailiadandiliadwdyanddand the odyssey harvardstudiesharvard studies in classical philology 73 1969
11444 this method of analysis has also been applied to literary traditions other than the ancient greek see
david buchan the ballad and the folk london routledge 1972 john D niles ring composition in
la chanson de rolandroand and la chanlunchancun de willame olifant 1 december 1973 4 12 john D niles

ring composition and the structure of beowulfofbeowulf PMLA 94 1979 924 3535.55 of particular interest in con-
junction with the psalm ofofnephinephi is michael fishbane composition and structure in the jacob cycle
gen 2519 3522 journal ofof jewishlewish studies 262619751975 15 38

16thethe present arrangement in poetic lines and stanzas does not alone create determine or define per se
the lyricism of the passage but rather makes more obvious the inherent lyric elements obscured by printing
conventions for an exchange of letters concerning the implications of typographical rearrangements see the
TLS of 4 february 1965 p 87 for the beginning of the controversy which continues in the issues of
11 february 1965 p 107 and 18 february 1965 p 127 the latter touching on the question of biblical
poetry finally in a briefarticlebriefbrieg articlearticie in the issue of25of 25 february 1965 p 147 an earlier 27 september 1928 let-
ter oftshoftsoft S eliot discussing the question is published the question is also discussed by hirsch validity in in-
terpretationterpterzerzeoprepneretationtation ppap 94 98 jonathan culler raises the issue with regard to the generic expectations that
typographical rearrangements can imply see structuralist poetics ithaca NY cornell university press

1975 ppap 161 62 see also gerard genette figures II11 paris seuildeuil 1969 ppap 150 5511
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0 lord wilt thou redeem my soul

wilt thou deliver me out of the hands of mine enemies

wilt thou make me that I1 may shake at the appearance of sin

may the gates of hell be shut continually before me
r

because that my heafyheaftheart is broken and

my SPspiritirit is contritecontrite

0 lord wilt thou not shitshat the gates of thy righteousness before me

that I1 may walk the path of the low valley

that I1 may be strict in the plain road

0 lordlordlwiltlwiltgwilt thou encircle me around in the robe of thy righteousness

I1

0.0 lordLordSlordswiltwilttwiltwiit thou make a way for mine escape before mine enemies

wilt thou make my path straight before me

wilt thou not place a stumbling block in my way

but that thou wouldst clear my way before me

and hedge not up my way but the ways of mine enemy

0 lord I1 have trusted in thee and

I1 will trust in thee forever

I1 will not put my trust in the arm of flesh

for I1 know that cursed is he that puttethputteti his trust in the arm of flesh

yea cursed is he that puttethputteti his trust in man or mabethmaketh flesh his arm

yea I1 know that god will give liberally to him that asketh

yea my god will give me if I1 ask not amiss

therefore I1 will lift up my voice unto thee

yea I1 will cry unto thee my god the rock of my righteousness

behold my voice shall forever ascend up unto thee my rock and mine

everlasting god amen
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patterns are unlike the exhortations the prayers the epistles and the
epic narrative that constitute most of the book of mormon this
careful and obviously intentional structuring certainly seems to
invite if not to demand interpretation on its own terms and the
terms that the passages seem to suggest are those that easily accom-
modate the arresting emphasis given to language as language to
formal structure as structure the poet a designation entirely ap-
propriatepropriate for the author of this passage seems intent upon drawing
the careful readers attention to the aesthetic fulfillment that intricate
formal balance can provide and in so doing creates a text that is at
least in part self referential although debate continues on the
definition of poetry and indeed whether a generic category as large
as poetry can be defined in any meaningful way many critics could
agree that the extensive parallelism of the passage would warrant at
least a tentative reading in terms of general poetic conventions

A lyric convention which very significantly distinguishes a poetic
reading of the passage from one determined by the norms and expec-
tations of expository prose for example is the lyric practice of con-
centratingcentrating and symbolizing meaning the delight of the soul in the
things of the lord is thus an animating and vivifyingvilifyingvivifying attitude rather
than a prosaic report on psychic health the grief because of iniquity is

a soul searing regret rather than a relatively passive evocation of guilt
and similarly the final resolve to cry unto god eternally is height-
ened and amplified by the power of lyrical articulation to the level of
an all consuming passion the joy in righteousness the grief for sin
and the resolve to praise god are moreover all universalized and
within the poetic framework all generally accessible the text does
not evince a historical time in the same sense as the ambient narrative
with its specific temporal references but rather evokes a heightened
eternal lyric present the past events are only prior to the enduring
poetic present and the future tenses suggest more a logical conse-
quence than a chronological ordering by recognizing the non-
temporal lyric time the reader engages the mind of the lyric I1 in a
highly intimate yet universalizing way which is notably different from
the readers contact with the epic narrator

in all verbal structures identified as literary or more especially as
lyric meaning and value ultimately depend not on descriptive ac-
curacy but rather on conformity with the postulates implied by the
work itself the poem does not literally describe nor does it directly
assert as poetry the psalm of nephi cannot necessarily be
taken to provide reliable information about nephis actions or
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attitudes 17 the psalm rather evokes a lyric world responsive to itsits
own internal rhythm and having only an indirect relationship with
the world of externality the inward striving for heightened reality
must perforce take precedence over the outward motion toward em-
pirical reality in this rarifiedramified world of lyric intensity truth becomes
at least in part a question of poetic poietic coherence rather than
referential veracity

when the psalm ofofnephinephi is read with attention to its lyric
qualities it may be subsumed within the lyric genre and thus be in a
position to enrich and to be enriched by other poems although it
can be esteemed and valued in aesthetic isolation its significance and
appreciation expand when read in relation to and comparison with
other works other poems may also conceivably emerge in new light
as their poetic context is expanded to accommodate this poem 18 it is

true that in the sciences the discovery of a new example of a given
species does not modify the characteristics of the species as a whole
yet in matters of aesthetic concern this is not the case each new ex-
ample necessarily not only extends and enlarges but also subtly and
invariably changes the genre 19

A particularly good example of this kind of intertextualintertextual enrich-
ment with regard to the psalm ofofnephinephi can be seen in its com

17hanshans georg gademergadamer argues convincingly that the essential difference between literary and nonliterary
texts resides in their fundamentally different claims to veracity der unterschiedUnterschied zwischenzwischerzwischen einem
literarischenliterarischen kunstwerkKunstwerk und irgendeinem anderen literarischenliterarischen text ist kein so grundiitzlichergrundsbrunds atzlicheratz licher gewiss
bestbestelitbestehtbestedteliteilt ein unterschiedUnter schied zwischerzwischenzwischen der sprachespracher der dichterischendichter ischen prosa und der wissenschaftlichen prosa
man kann diesethesetiese unterschiedeUnter schiede gewiss auch vom gesichtspunkt der literarischenliterarischen formungformund aus betrachten aber
der wesentliche unterschiedUnter schied solcher verschiedener strachensprachenSprachen liegtliege offenbaroffen bar woanderswaanderswoanders riimriimlichnamlichdamlichlichilch in der
verschiedenheit des wahrheitsansprucheswahrheitsansp ruches der von ihnen erhoben wird wahrheit undmethodeund Methode grund
cigecizezugezige einerelner einerphilosophischenphilosophischenphilosoph eschenischen Hermeneuthermeneutikhermeneuticik 3 erweiterteerweiteneerwe itene auflagehuflage Tbtubingeningen J C B mohr paul siebeck
1972 p 155 it is thus questionable whether the psalm ofnephiofNephi gives the reader any reliable informa-
tion about nephis actions or attitudes this view is contrary to that represented by reynolds and sjodahl and
more recently by steve gilliland awake my soul dealing firmly with depression ensign 8 august
1978 37 41 see also frye anatomy ofofcriticismcriticism ppap 74 76 Gadamers view ofpoetry however has not
gained universal acceptance among the opposing theories for example is that advanced by kate ham-
burger in die lobiklogik der dichtingdichtungDich tung stuttgart ernst klett verlag 19519577 in which lyric poetry is approached as

a real utterance wirklichkeitsaussage having the same status as a historical narrative
118tT S eliot advances this general argument in tradition and the individual talent selectedessaysSelected Essays

new ed new york harcourt brace and world 1964 ppap 3 11 though working within a very difdlfdifferendifferentdifferedferen
framework that of russian formalism and serniosemiotictic theory julia kristenakristevaKris teva makes a similar point tout
texteteate se construitconstructconstruitconstructconstruitstruit comme mosaiquemisaiquemosmosamosalquealqueique de citations tout teatetexte est absorption et transformation dun autre texteteate
A la place de la notion dintersubjectivitedintersubjectivitd sinstallesinstalle celle dintertextualit6dintertexmalite et iele langagelandage podpogpodtiquepoetiqueportiquepotiqueetique se lit au
moinsboinsmoinsboins commecomine double aripezripeE tutIUTLWT 1ikrifikriKTI recherches pour une smanalysesemanalyseSmSemanalyse paris editions du seuildeuil 196919691

p 146
19 toute feuvreoeuvre modiflemodifiemodified lenFen1ensemblefensemblesemble des possibles chaque nouvel exempleexample change 1especefespce

plus exactementexactement nous ne reconnaissons a un teatetexte ie droit de figurer dans 1histoireihistoire de la litteraturelittera ture ou dans
celle de la science que pour autant quil apportelapporte un changement a lidee quon se faisaitfaisant jusqualors de runefune1 une
ou de I11autregautreautre activiteactivate les teatestextes que ne remplissent pas cette condition passent automatiquementautornatiquement dans une
autre catecategoricgoriegorle celle de la litteraturelitterature dite populairepopu laire de masse ilalaiialia celle de 1exercise scolaire ici tzvetan
todorov introductionsintroductionaintroductiona la litteratureatteraturelitteratureturd jantastiquefantastiquefantasjantas tiquefique paris seuildeuil 1970 p 10
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parativepalativeparative juxtaposition to thematically similar old testament psalms
psalm 515 1 which tradition holds was occasioned by nathan the proph-
ets visit to david after david had sinned with bathsheba like the

psalm ofofnephinephi expresses profound grief for sin and transgression
and looks forward to gods righteousness davids pleas to create

a clean heart 0 god and renew a right spirit v 10 evoke the
sympathetic vibrations of nephis heart that sorrows because of his
flesh and of his soul that grieves because of his iniquities but
nonetheless knows in whom to trust and upon whom to rely
although nephis sorrow for sin is certainly genuine and sincere the
gravity and immediacy of davids transgression emerges with harrow-
ing power in contrast david yearns for deliverance so that his
tongue can sing aloud of the righteousness of god v 14 yet in com-
parison nephis resolve to lift his voice forever to the rock of his
righteousness to his everlasting god is at onceoncemoremore ecstatic and
more compelling when nephi exclaims may the gates of hell be
shut continually before me because that my heart is broken and my
spirit isis contrite he echoes davids assertion that the sacrifices of
god are a broken spirit a broken and a contrite heart 0 god thou
wilt not despise v 17 and with this poetic echo comes some of
the urgency and tragedy of davids penitence that shapes and colors
the aesthetic impact of the line in such a subtle yet important way
that it could be missed if the generic similarity of the two statements
were not explicit

similarly the avowal of the poet of the eighty fourth psalm that
my soul longeth yea even faintethdaintethfainteth for the courts of the LORD my

heart and my flesh criethcreeth out for the living god v 2 and nephis
affirmation that my soul delightethdeligh teth in the things of the lord and
my heart ponderethpondereth continually upon things which I1 have seen and
heard mutually provide enriching and broadening interpretive con-
texts which potentially render the broadest meaning of both passages
more accessible and more fully real

yet one further and more distant comparison may well serve to
illustrate the point in the thirty first canto of purgatorio
dantes weakness and shortcomings are brought fully and painfully
to his mind he stands conscience stricken and penitent with his eyes
cast toward the ground as beatrice rehearses his transgressions he is
then told that the grief at hearing is not sufficient so he must lift his
eyes to behold and to experience even greater pain eventually the
suffering is too great for dante to endure he collapses exclaiming

tanta riconoscenza il cor mi morse chio caddicadda vinto so much
recognition ie self recognition self condemnation bit at my
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heart that I1 fell overcome 20 by means of a sensitivity to certain
broadly shared generic conventions coupled with even the vaguest
memory of dantes penitential collapse at the sight of his weakness
the experience of hearing nephis heart exclaim 0 wretched man
that I1 am of seeing the poet come to an awareness of his own short-
comings to the extent that his heart groans and weeps can be
heightened extended and enriched and more significantly moved
one step closer perhaps to full poetic universality the two passages
partake of the same traditions and the lyric strength of one conse-
quentlyquently poetically reinforces the other

neither the enrichment nor indeed the aesthetic fulfillment it
produces in itself justifies the application of lyric conventions to the
reading of the psalm of nephi ultimately the reason for reading
this text as a poem is that the complex system of parallelisms suggests
the author intended at least in part to call attention to language his
medium of expression to write a text which was at least to a degree
self referential and to celebrate the essence and power of the word as
such he intended his text should be read as a poem by reading
these words as they were intended to be read by engaging the poetic
mind indeed the prophetic mind on its own terms the reader is
warranted the most profound understanding of the meaning of the
text and the richest appreciation of its significance 21

dante purgatorio 11 88 89 the edition cited is that edited by giorgio petrocchipeaPeuocchi rome A mon-
dadori for the societasocietal dantescaDan tesca italiana 1966 68.68 the translation is my own I1 side with singleton against
grandgent in taking dantes collapse to result from his contrition the last stage of the sacrament ofpenance
rather than satisfaction see charles S singleton ed the divine comedy purgatorio 2 commentary
bollingenbollingerBollingen series 80 princeton princeton university press 1973 p 767.767

2toatoto regard nephi as a poet is entirely consistent with what is otherwise known about him hugh nibley
in an approach to the book ofmormonof kormonmormonnormon 2dad ed salt lake city deseret book 1964 ppap 220 21 notes that

in lehisgehis day an inspired leader had to be a poet nephi moreover of all other figures in the book ofmorodmorofmor-

mon seems most concerned with questions of language and is the most moved by the difficult yet lyrical

mode of isaiah
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at the heart of the labyrinth

patricia hart

at the heart of every labyrinth is a destination that becomes an
embarking point or so sayssaysjustinojustino larra del molino whom I1 wait to
see creasing my program in the humidity of a palm

tom Is anyone sitting here it is frederic sanbourne in
comp lit who bends down to look at my face

yes no im not sure really
oh well and he is off rows down rows closer within

questioning range he always poses questions to visiting poets and
this once I1 cannot bear to be at his side to be a blurred edge at the
focus of stupidity frederic sanbourne is mesmerized by the sound of
his own voice unfortunately it affects few of the rest of us in the
same way today I1 cannot bear the thought that justino larra del
molino might look down from the modest podium to catch frederic
sanbourne s windbornewindborne sand words see me and perceive a friend-
ship

people like blots of paint fill up the room someone trailing
cologne someone a cigar all color but no focus for there will be no
focus till justino larra del molino enters the room then that will put
something into focus

focus I1 have thought to myself from the very beginning hoping
that out of the labyrinth out ofjustinoofjustino larra del molinos labyrinth
I1 will find in language the ball of thread to lead me justino larra del
molino is not the first latin american poet to use the labyrinth
there is the other much better known more widely acclaimed who
used it first but after all he did not invent the labyrinth it was
there long before him it has always been there the other blind
visionary argentine is tremendous in his scope speaks to people of
many countries but justino larra del molino speaks to me in a way
that is so personal and so acute that his is the labyrinth I1 want most
desperately to penetrate

patricia hart is the author of two novels death in deseret and little sins she has also published fiction
poetry and articles
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at the heart of the labyrinth and the words have thrust me
through the verb over under and around the prepositions orieredbriered
me through the imperative forms I1 had to know spanish to find my
way among those words of his which forked and bent and started
falsely but ultimately led somewhere it was a kind of quest

I1 have walked as in the maze of a hedge trimmed garden walls
of green obscuring things only a few feet away looking for the right
path knowing by smell that somewhere not far away existed the
vistanistawista of roses at the center that isis why I1 have come to sit on a chair
that folds and see face to facefacejustinojusjustinotinc larra del molino speaking his
language understanding his tongue waiting for those words like
piles of stones

A door at the front of the room behind the podium opens to let
out a circus little car swarm of clowns dr danforth dr ellens
dr hubert dr sanchez dr pinietapifiietapiniedaPi nieta they are all animated giving
off a first kissed glow of plastic fame As I1 told justino larra del
molino every one of them will say to their classes and there will
be someone in the classes someone like I1 was who will not say it but
who will think and what did he think of you my friend we see
what you have thought of him but what did he think of you

I1 do not want to touch justino larra del molino I1 do not even
want to talk to him though as a younger man I1 might have I1 do not
want to pose a question to him from here in the twelfth row a ques-
tion said so the great man will turn his whitened head and peer
through his thick glasses and see for a few seconds of his life me
no I1 merely want to sit here with the accumulation of verbs and
nouns and prepositions wrestling in my head changing my mind set
and I1 want to hear him speak in his own voice and his own tongue
and feel the focus and the favor of the words spoken so close to the
source so close to the heart

there is a scattering of doctorates and then he is before us
renaissance christ arms uplifted and the apostles seeming lesser
smaller in the background he walks to a chair on the dais on which
the podium has been set and sits down

dr sanchez stands up introduction is not the word I1 think as
it implies the concrete presence of something introduced into
something else meaning into space thoughts into mind in that way
it is not an introduction because it is less than air nothing

and so I1 present to you the renowned poet thinker and
humanist justino larra del molino and he sits down beaming as if
the crashing wave of applause were for him
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now it begins that thing which I1 have been waiting for now it
will start for seven years I1 have been gettingreadygettinggettin readygready and now the mo
ment of fruition comes on me and I1 hope that I1 have done enough

to give to speak to do I1 started with them and built slowly
carefully phrase upon phrase myth upon myth as if filling up a
great man made lake of infinite twists and turns of infinite depth
there were other pretexts surely as I1 performed the task job market
to be expanded people to meet places to go but at the center of the
forking paths was literature and the rose on that bush in the inner-
most square was the poetry of justino larra del molino

my dear american friends he begins and then dr sanchez
is on his feet again standing beside the poet basking in the nearness I1

leaning reaching for the microphone and he says excuse me but I1
see a number of you out there who im sure dont understand
spanish fully enough to get the complete meaning from this great
mans words so I1 think it would be a good idea if I1 translated so that
all of us can understand entirely

dont let him ruin it
it is so good to be invited here Jusjustinotinotinc larra del molino

begins again
it is so good to be invited here dr sanchez repeats

I1 am an accountant now and I1 have done that for two years but
there are still people in the language department who remember
me I1 took a dual major in accounting and spanish always knowing
that accounting would provide me with my work but hoping from
the labyrinth of the rest to extract my meaning and at the heart of
the labyrinth the rose on the bush of the innermost square is the
poetry of justino larra del molino

1 I would like to talk today a little bit about psychic activity
says justino larra del molino

1I would like to speak today somewhat about psychic activity
parrots dr sanchez dual wordings dual presentations and yet two
is somehow not twice what one was

the human psyche is the womb of all the sciences and the
arts

the human psyche is the uterus where all the sciences and arts
begin

worse and worse but it is not dr sanchez necessarily who is

dividing the path I1 struggle to keep up catch a fleeting glimpse of
the hem of a poem as justino larra del molino disappears beyond a
hedge in front of me
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As artists we must never abandon our claim to investigate and
establish causal relationships in complicated psychic events

As artistsartists we need never give up on our right to look into and
establish causal relationships in complex psychic happenings

come back I1 want to call through the ordered green inferno
come back and let me try to follow you again I1 have learned your
language studied every nuance I1 could stand where dr sanchez
stands and say every word over better more exactly and yet there
are these endless twists and turns and what is more it is early morn-
ing and the fog will not burn off

it is important for us to know that in art psychic events are
derivable

it is vital for us to know that in art psychic events can be
derived

concentrate I1 will myself and I1 stumble through the shrubbery
brushing this shoulder bruising that shin

we may make the distinction that carl jung suggests between
the psychological and the visionary modes of artistic creation

we can make the same distinction as car1jungcarlcari jung makes between
a psychological and a visionary method of artistic creation

faster I1 tell myself but there is no faster in a place I1 may be run-
ning as fast as I1 can toward a sound a movement and find my senses
have confounded me and I1 have gone in precisely the wrong direc-
tion

the latter in this view of the presentation of psychic events
reverses all the conditions of the first

the second in this way of seeing the presentation of psychic
happenings turns around all the conditions of the first

if there are any sounds now they are muffled far away there is
no way of knowing in which direction the center lies even if I1 could
find my way toward it through the maze

and so I1 will continue with my discussion of the presentation of
the psychic disposition of the artist as we see it through contrasting
the psychological and the visual modes as they apply in a specific
case

and so I1 will go on with my discussion of the presentation of
the psychic personalities of artists as we see them through contrasting
the psychological with the visionary methods as they may pertain in a
given case

A whole sun of a day has passed above my head and sunk pull-
ing the last of illumination down with it I1 find myself at last alone
in the dark
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11 and so we have made explicit all the implications of a
psyche turning in on itself and dividing into mirror image modes of
creation where psychic happenings reverse the conditions of the vi-
sionary mode and vice versa

11 therefore we have made clear all the implications of a
psyche looking inward dividing into negative image methods of
creation where psychic happenings invert the conditions of the vi-
sionary method and vice versa

I1 look at my hands folded in my lap the great man has finished
speaking around me a surge of people push forward to him shak-
ing his hand jostling putting a pen out for him to sign a copy of the
book of mortal sin the sykes report or his latest book of poetry
silver Is like a smell I1 cannot bear the room

around the edge of the crowd I1 make my way eyes on the one
door at the front of the room past the assembled crowd I1 will have
to skirt the central body to get out miraculously no one calls to me
none of my old teachers remembers my flame I1 suspect they are busy
warming their own hands I1 am nearly to the door but coming from
the opposite direction my height almost exactly and as dark as I1 am
fair is another young man of about my age

ichino he calls to the man at the center of attention several
people turn and look with annoyance over their shoulders who is
this young man to say chino with that kind of insouciance to
justino larra del molino

chino he calls again icudndoxudndo vienes icudndoxudndo vamos a
sahfsahr de aqui

the poet excuses himself all white hair and dignity and moves
in the direction of the call I1 hurry to the corridor but the young
man goes out the door behind me barely glancing over his shouldershoulder

tomas the voice of the poet reverberatesreverberatedreverberates downdown the hall as he
addresses the young man like me itomas what is this
petulance

oye chino the answer all this chatter so you write
good so why so much talk about it spare us and yourself and just
do it

the poets response was lower and of course I1 was walking
away from it

1 I put on the show perhaps he said and that is why they
bring me here as well as you they pay for it and they get it but
of course that may not be what he said at all the great man opened
his mouth and who am I1 down in my garden of forking paths to say
I1 understood a single word
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war veteran at a clinicchniccanic

clinton F larson

like sponge against flaps where legs once were
steeping the augury or lure of notoriety
cordite pluming your very mind with a dream
of mortal injury you show the literal seam
of groin ripped and gaping will your eyes
away to other scenes to niceties of flies
swatted and decked amid conveniences of home
where eyes do not blur as they see the comb
of order align the news of losses in the field
hence statistics hence a gathering to shield
integrity soldier writhe within your stain
that you mistakenly aspired to enter fury s lists
our decorum should have kept you an anchorite
defensively at home not for show as a contrite
civic minded being like anyone go home rump
of what you were and trundle there or stump
for a better cause than war our privy peace
unseemly and unpopular as you are then lease
an electric chair to wheel among the caring
folk that house such residue as you who stare
into voids of inattention saluting and comparing
ways admissible to higher echelons where wills
are made and notnoteded for excision pale mills
of minds turn from vanes that like limbs blown
in winds of dusk shudder and creak somewhat known
As if signallingsignalling dementedly for a lesser fame

clinton F larson a professor in the english department is poet in residence at brigham young university
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book reviews

KUMP EILEEN GIBBONS bread and mickmilkARMahm and other stories
provo utah brigham young university press 1979 91 ppap 6956956.95

reviewed by karen lynn professor of english and directordirector of the honors program
brigham young university

trivia is trivia and must remain so in a world of sorrow p 80
amy gordons father in law assures her yet a principal message of
breadandmilkbread andmilkand Milk a collection of eight short stories is that much of the
joy of life is bound up with these very trivia

amy gordon the mormon pioneer woman whose life the stories
trace lived in a time when happiness lay in contentment not excite-
ment the commonplace happenings in the stories daily chores
small moments of forgiveness a may festival are the secure
precious givens of existence that enable amy and her family to accept
life even in its tragic moments with equanimity and thankfulness A
story might focus on nothing more earthshakingearthshaking than the teenage
amy s secret wish to be chosen may queen or her reluctance several
years later as the young wife of israel gordon to announce her first
pregnancy when major events do occur they appear as they do in
life against the backdrop of the everyday the death of amy s little
sister coincides with a magicians visit to the town and amy s own
death is set alongside her preoccupation with sorting and recording
her memories

the historical amy gordon was the grandmother of eileen
kump the author states in the prologue that the stories must be
called fiction I1 suppose because so much of them is made up
that doesnt mean the stories arent true they are they could have
happened as well as what happened p x and many of the details
certainly carry a quirky whimsical real life conviction israels
sincere but self conscious love letter to his future wife the mysterious
and pathetic love song about waiting in the rain that no one but
amy knows the may day celebration that never questions the ap-
propriateness of or asks the reason for the tradition that requires the
queen and her attendants to reenact every year the story of
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jephthahsJephthahs daughter and her companions bewailing their virginity
upon the mountains either eileen kump was fortunate in being
able to elicit such details from her remarkable grandmother or else it
is eileen kumps imagination that is remarkable

the author chooses not to rely heavily on plot most of her
stories show a character at a moment of reconciliation or decision and
the interest lies in that characters interior monologue the
willows 1 the first story is one of the strongest eight year old
amy must enter the world of adult deception and ambivalence
reconciling her belief that lying and hating are sins with the need to
protect her polygamous family her mother is hiding with other
polygamous wives in a willow grove from the federal officers the

gentiles who have become such monsters in her mind china
doll is the admirably understated story of the death of amy s little
sister it is principally amy s mothers story several of the stories
focus only partially on amy in jephthahsJephthahs daughter the adoles-
cent amy doubts she will ever satisfy the exacting standards of the
bishops may day committeecommittee since breadmaking was a weakness in-
born p 30 and the committee seeks domestic skills as well as beau-
ty regarding courtship views amy through the eyes of her
future husband bread and milk 2 details the self consciousness of
amy as israels newly pregnant wife it is her assignment to lead the
singing in church how can I1 stand up there with my arms raised
my middle big she asks her mother 1 I will have to stand up there
and be weighed like a sack of grist p 3959

four and twenty blackbirds3Blackbirds3 is the poignant account of amy
and israel at cross purposes over the disciplining and rearing of their
son laun israel doubts his adequacy as a father at the same time that
he doubts the strength of his young son he was not this boy had
his own ma wept over him because he was so pale had he
cried raise up laun come on now laun raise up the
boy did it his eyes on israel all the while they were not the eyes of a
friend p 69 in saysogayso or sense 4 amy s husband and father
inlawin law build her a new house she had spent years dreaming of how
each detail of the house would be As her reasonable suggestions are
disregarded one by one she halfway suspects that in a pre earth life
all priesthood holders were given the choice between saysogayso and sense

first printed in dialogue 8 summer 1973 63 71

2firsttirstbirst printed in out odtheoftheof rhethe best books vol 2 salt lake city deseret book co 1966 ppap 297 300
first printed in western humanities review 27 winter 1973 71 77 also appeared in ensign 4 june

1974 28 31

arsifirstirsi printed in BYUbyustudiesstudies 14 winter 1974 263 69
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and chose the former god willing is the story of the death of the
widowed amy and in retrospect the death and funeral of israel
twenty years earlier

although she chooses a mormon setting for her stories eileen
kump is too sophisticated a writer to rely on oversimple pseudo-
spiritual solutions to her characters dilemmas the readers may
sometimes feel however that the implications of each tension are not
really followed through we are convinced of amy s anxieties over the
disclosure of her pregnancy but rather suddenly she decides not to
worry about it any more and when her careful and exact vision ofotherher
new house is shattered she reconciles herself to her fate in a way that
seems almost facile since eileen kumps imagination taste and
craftsmanship are so evident in this reviewers opinion no finer
short fiction has ever been written by a mormon author it is tempt-
ing to wish for a sustained treatment of a really complex set of prob-
lems perhaps in novel form most of the stories in bread and milk
take up a single already existing conflict and then allow it to melt in-
to resolution under the warmth of good will faith and the passing of
time how wonderful it would be to see what eileen kump could do
if she decided to present the growth of an interwoven set of difficult
conflicts and then see them through to a working out all the prereq-
uisites for accomplishing such a task seem to be there in abundance

TERRY KEITH and ANN emma the dramatic biography of
emma smith santa barbara calif butterfly publishing 1979
160160ppappp 7957.95795

reviewed by donald Q cannon professor of church history and doctrine brigham
young university

emma smith wife of the prophet joseph has long attracted the
interest of latter day saints for more than a century after the death
ofjosephofjoseph smith mormonscormons looked upon emma with disfavor then
in recent years her reputation has been restored indeed several
LDS authors have suggested that emma deserves our sympathy and
understanding foremost among those who have administered
historical artificial respiration to her character is erwin wirkus in his
book judge me dear reader orem utah randall publishers
1978 wirkus pleads with his readers to understand emma to realize
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how truly difficult her life was and to forgive her for her short-
comings that this favorable view of emma has gained widespread
acceptance is attested to by the approval of this point of view by
church correlation evidence of that sanction is the lesson on emma
smith and section twentyfivetwenty five of the doctrine and covenants in the
gospel doctrine sunday school manual for 1978 79

because emma has come full circle from disfavor to favor it
would seem that the time is right for a balanced view even for a
definitive biography of the real emma smith but alas emma by
keith and ann terry is not that book the authors of emma candid-
ly confess that this book is not and does not pretend to be a
definitive biography of emma smith p xx it is neither definitive
nor historically accurate biography as claimed on the dust jacket
indeed what research was invested in this work is totally inadequate
A careful reading of emma reveals the authors failure to use the best
and most authoritative sources faulty organization poor writing
style exaggerations and confusion of places events and people

to become aware of some of the problems inherent in this
biography consider the following in many instances the authors fail
to make use of the best source material on emma smith in par-
ticularti and church history in general while discussing the
emma brigham controversy and major lewis C bidamon emmas
second husband they fail to incorporate or even call attention to
the insightful and precise work done by linda king newell and
valeen tippetts avery this team ofofldsoflasLDS authors has been working
for several years preparing a major biography of emma smith which
is to be published by a national publisher during 1982 along the
way these two fine scholars have given numerous lectures and have
published several articles which should be included in any biography
of emma 1 in their discussion of the kirtland safety society the
authors fail to mention or use the study by marvin C hill C keith
rooker and larry T wimmer the kirtland economy revisited A
market critique of sectarian economics which appeared in BYU
studies 17 summer 1977 391 475 and as a separate publication
that fuller study rejects the notion that the bank failed because of
general economic conditions and joseph smiths ineptness in finan-
cial matters arguing that the society failed because it was unable

examples of their work include lewis C bidamon stepchild of mormondom BYU studies 19

spring 1979 375 88 sweet counsel and seas of tribulation the religious life of the women in
kirtland BYU studies 20 winter 1980 151 62 the lion and the lady brigham young and emma
smith utah historical quarterly 48 winter 1980 81 97 new light on the sun emma smith and the
new york sun letter journal ofmormonof mormon history 6 1979 23 3355
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to get a corporate charter from the state of ohio likewise the
terrys discussion of the new translation makes no mention of the
pioneering work of robertjrobert J matthews who has written several fine
articles and an excellent book on that subject for example
emma s critical role in preserving the manuscripts prior to their
publication in 1867 is ignored in the terrys work richard L ander-
son has spoken widely on the joseph emma letters the subject of a
forthcoming book unfortunately the terrys do not include in their
study his insights regarding emma these omissions are major over-
sights which constitute serious errors

emma also contains many other historical inaccuracies the
number of casualties at hauns millwasmillwaymill was seventeen not forty p 39
the letter which joseph wrote to emma while in liberty jail is not at
chicago but at yale p 48 dimick huntington was not demick
p 98 three of the four articles credited to james L kimball jr

were in fact written by stanley B kimball who is not even listed
p 158

concerning the matter of faulty organization the most obvious
problem is the lack of chapter titles and the exclusion of a table of
contents without these guides the reader is left to wander aimlessly
through the book not knowing for certain what is next A related
problem is footnotingfootnoting the notes are listed at the back of the book
but they refer not to specific quotations but are simply listed page by
page consequently the reader is never sure what specific source
relates to what specific quotation or passage in the text also the
book reads more like an outline than a full story it is filled with one
sentence paragraphs and often the subject changes so abruptly that
one can hardly catch ones breath while reading in a word the story
is not complete

in addition the writers employ careless exaggerations and
overstatements while this practice seems common in popular mor-
mon writing it distorts the truth and is inappropriate in historical
work for example when the authors compare governor boggs with
hitler the statements attract attention and reinforce current mormon
attitudes but they considerably overstate the matter

in their handling of some topics keith and ann terry tend to
confuse people places and events the role of emma smith vis a vis
the role of W W phelps in the creation of the first church hymn
book is unclear the masonic hall on main street and the masonic
lodge room in the red brick store on water street in nauvoo are
often referred to as if they were the same place porter rockwellsrockwelllRockwells
conversations withjosephwith joseph smith 111IIIlii are misplaced in point of time
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other examples could be cited but those mentioned should suf-
fice to demonstrate that emma has serious deficiencies the book is
however not without redeeming value for example the authors
often present controversial material without being defensive or
apologetic in discussing joseph smiths use of a peepstoneepstonepe and his
treasure hunting activities they forthrightly present the truth their
material on plural marriage chaps 12 and 13 is relatively up to date
and honestly presented in some cases they do tell us something very
meaningful about emma her relationsrelationshiphp with joseph the family s
lack of roots and a home of their own and her life with her second
husband are effectively and sympathetically presented

but these strengths are outweighed by the major flaws what
concerns the serious student of mormon history is that the emma
smith portrayed in this work is not the real emma smith emma was
not the romanticizedromanticizes dramatized figure presented in the pages of
this biography to understand the real emma or to find the truth
about emma much more is required in short we need a definitive
accurate honest biography of joseph smiths wife
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BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is a voice for the community of latter
day saint scholars contributions dealing with LDS thought history theology
and related subjects will receive first priority

BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation of revealed
and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the spiritual and the in-
tellectualtel are complementary avenues of knowledge BYU STUDIES welcomes articles
from all fields of learning they should be written for the informed nonspecialist
rather than the specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative
work poetry short fiction drama is also welcomed

except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000 words approx-
imately 15 double spaced typewritten pages manuscripts should conform to the
university of chicago press manual of style and footnotes should be placed on a
separate page at the end of the article

each author will receive twenty offprintsoffprints and three copies of the number in
which his contribution appears

send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charles D tate jr edi-
tor brigham young university studies a283 JKBA provo utah 84602

brigham young university studies is being listed in current contents
behavioral social and management sciences

and in arts and humanities
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